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EDUCATION.

CHAPTER I.

WHAT KNOWLEDGE IS OF MOST WORTH.

IT has been truly remarked that, in order of times
decoration precedes dress. Among people who sub
mit to great physical suffering that they may have
themselves handsomely tattooed, extremes of tern...
perature are borne with but little attempt at mitiga
tion. Humboldt tells us that an Orinoco Indian,
though quite regardless of bodily comfort, will yet
labor for a fortnight to purchase pigment where
with to make himself admired; and that the same
woman who would not hesitate to leave her hut
without a fragment of clothing on, would not dare
to commit such a breach of decorum as to go out un·
painted. Voyage~uniformly find that colored beads

and trinkets are much more prized by wild tribes
than are calicoes or broadcloths. And the anecdotell

we have of the ways in which, when shirts and coatf
. (5)
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are given, they turn them to some ludicrous display,
show how completely the idea of ornament predomi"
nates over that of use. Nay, there are still more ex
treme illustrations: witness the fact narrated by
Capt. Spake of his African attendants, who strutted
about in their goat-skin mantles when the weather
was fine, but when it was wet, took them off, folded
them up, and went about naked, shivering in the
rain! Indeed, the facts of aboriginal life seem to
indicate that' dress is developed· out of decorations.
And when we remember that even among ourselves
most think more about the fineness of the fabric than
its warmth, and more about the cut than the con-

, venience-whenwe see that the function is still in
great measure 'subordinated to the appearance-we
have :.f~rther reason for inferring such an origin.

It is not a little curious that the like relations
hold with the mind. Among mental as among bod..
ily acquisitions, the ornamental comes before the
useful. Not only in times past, but almost as much

in our own era, that knowledge which cond.uces to
personal well-being has heen'postponed to that which
brings applause. In the G;reek schools, music, poetry,
rhetoric, and a philosophy which, until Socrates
taught, had but little bearing upon action, were the
dominant subjects; while knowledge aiding the arts
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of life had a very subordinate place. And in our
own universities and schools at the present moment
the like antithesis holds. Weare g:uilty of some~

thing like a platitude when we say that throughout
his after-career a boy, in nine cases out of ten, ap

plies his Latin and Greek to no practical purposes.

The remark is trite that in his shop, or his office, in
managing his estate or his family, in playing his part
as director of a bank or a railway, he is very little

aided by this knowledgeha took so many years to aCe

quire-so little, that generally the greater part of it
drops out of his memory ; andifheoccasionallyvents
a. Latin quotation, or alludes tQ some Greek myth, it is

to throw light on the topic in hand than for the
of effect. If we inquire what is the real motive

for giving boys a classical education, we find it to be
simply conformity to public opinion. ¥en dress
their children's minds as they do their bodies, in the
prevailing fashion. As the Orinoco Indian puts on
his paint before leaving his hut, not with a view to
any direct benefit, but because he would be ashamed
to be seen ~ithout it; so, a boy's drilling in Latin

and Greek is insisted on, not because of their in
trinsic value, but that he may not be disgraced by
being found ignorant of them-that he may have
"the education .of a sentleman ~'-the bado'9 mark-
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ing a certain social position, and .bringing a conS&
quent respect.

This parallel is still more clearly displayed in the
case' of the other seXe In the treatment of both
mind and body, the decorative element has contino
ued to· predominate III a greater degree· among
women than 3,mong men. Originally, personal
adornment occupied the attention of both sexes

equally.. In these latter days of civilization, how"
ever, we see that in the dress of men the regard for
appearance has in a considerable' degree yielded to
the regard for comfort ; while in their education the
useful ha~ of late been trenching on the ornamental.
In neither direction has this change gone so far with
Wonlen. The wearing of ear-rings; finger-rings,
bracelets; the elaborate dressings' of the hair; the
still occasional use of paint; the immense labor be
stowed in making habiliments sufficiently attractive;
and the great discomfort that will be submitted to for
the sake of conformity ; show how greatly in the at
tiring of women, the desire of approbation overndes
the desire for warmth and convenience. And shIti
larly in their education, the immense preponderance
of ~'accomplishments"proves how here, too, use is

subordinated to display. Dancing, deportment,the
piano, singing, drawing-what a large space do these
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occupy! If you ask why Italian and German are
learnt, you will find that under all the shanl reasons
given, the real reason is, that a knowledge of those

tongues is thought lady like. It is not that the
books written in them may be utilized, which they
scarcely ever are; but that Italian and German

songs may be sung, and that the extent of attain
ment may bring whispered admiration. The births,
deaths and marriages of kings, and other like his
toric trivialities, are committed to memory, not be
cause of any direct benefits that can possibly result

from. kno\ving thetll; but because society considers

them parts of a good education--because the absence
of such knowledge may bring the contelupt of others.

WI:~nwe have named reading, writing, spelling, gram
mar, arithmetic, and sewing, wehaTe named about all
the things! a girl is taught with a view· to their direct
uses in life; and even some of these have more ref
erence to the good opinion of others than to im

mediate personal welfare.

Thoroughly to realize the truth that with the
mind as with the body the ornau1ental precedes the

useful, it is needful to glance at its rationale. Thi$

lies in the fact that, from the far past down even to

the present, social needs have subordinated individ'
nal needs, and that the ebiil social need has been
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the control of individuals. It is not, as we com
monly suppose, that there are no governments but
those of monarchs, and parliaments, and constituted
authorities. These acknowledged governments are
supplemented by other unacknowledged ones, that
grow 'up in all circles, in which every man or woman
strives to be king or queen or lesser dignitary. To
get above some and be reverenced by them, and to
propitiate those who are above us, is the universal

, struggle in which the chief energies of life are ex~

pended. By· the accumulation of 'we~,lth, by style
of living, by beauty of dress, by display of knowl..
edge or intellect, ea~h tries to subjugate others;
and so aids in weaving that ramified network of
restraints by which society is kept in order. It is
not the savage chief only, who, in formidable war
paint, with scalps at his belt, aims to strike awe into
his inferiors; it is not only the belle who, by elab~

orate toilet, polished manners, and numerous accom·
plishnlents, strives to "make conquests;'~ but the
scholar, the historian, the philosopher, use their ao"
quireluents to the same end. We are none 0'; us
content with quietly unfolding our own individual·
tties to the full in all directions; but have a restless
craving to impresS our individualities upon others,
and in someway suoordinate them. And. this it is
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which determines the character of our education.
Not what knowledge is of most real worth, is the
consideration; but what will bring most applause,
honor, respect-what will most conduce to social
position and influence-what will be most imposing.
As, throughout life, not what we are, but what we

shall be thought, is the question; so in education,
the question is, not the intrinsic value of knowledge,
so much as its extrinsic effects on others. And this
being our dOlninant idea, direct utility is scarcely
more regarded than by the barbarian when filing his
teeth and staini~g his nails.

If there needs any further evidence of the rude,
undeveloped character of our education, we have it
in the fact that the comparative worths of different
kinds of knowledge have· been as yet scarcely even
discussed-much· less discussed in a methodic way
with defini te results. Not only is it that no standard
of relative values has yet been agreed· upon; but the
existence of any such standard has not been ~on..
ceived in any clear manner. .. And not only is it that
the existence of any such .standard has not been
clearly conceived; but the need for it seems to have
been scarcely even felt" Men read books on this
topic, and attend lectures on that; decide that their
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children shall be instructed in these bra~ches of
knowledge, and shall not be ins~ructed in those:
and all under the guidance of mere custom, or liking,
orprejudice; without ever considering the enormous
importance of determining in some rat~onal way
what things are really most worth learning. It is
true that in all circles we have occasional remarks
on the importance of this or the other order of in
formation. But whether the degree of its import
ance justifies the expenditure of the time needed to
acquire it; and whether there are not things of more
importance to which the time might be better de
voted; are queries which, if raised at all, are dis
posed of quite summarily, according. to personal
predilections;, It is true also, that from time to
time, we hear revived the standing controversy re
specting the comparative merits of classics and
mathematics. Not only, however. is this controversy
carried on in an empirical manner, with no reference
to an ascertained criterion; but the question at issue
is .totally insignificant when compared with the
general question of which it is part. To suppose
that deciding whether a mathematical or a classica~

education is the best, is deciding what is the proper
curriculum, is much the same thing as to suppose
that the whole of dietetics lies in determining
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wbether or not bread is more nutritive than pota

toes'
The question which we contend is of such trans,

cendent moment, is, not whether such or suoh

knowledge is of worth, but what is its relative
worth? When they have named certain advantages
which a given course of study has secured them,
persons are apt to assume that they have justified
themselves: quite forgetting that the adequateness
of the advantages is the point to be judged.. There

is, perhaps, not a subject to which men devote
attention that has not 80me value. A year diligently
spent in getting up heraldry, would very possibl,y
give a little further insight into ancient manners
and morals, and into the origin of·names. Anyone
who should learn the distances between all the

towns in England, might, in the course of his life:
find one or two of the thousand facts he had acquireQ

of some slight service when arranging it journey"
Gathering together all the small gossip of a county,:
profitless occupation as it would be, might yet
occasionally help to pstablish some useful fact-,say,
a good exampleo£ hereditary transrnission. But in
these cases, everyone would admit that tbere was
no proportion between the required labor and the

probable benefit. No one would tolerate the PJ."Or
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possl to devote some years of a.boY~8 time to getting
liuch information, at the cost of much more valuable
information which he might else have got. And if
herG the test of relative value· is appealed to and
held conclusive, then should it be appealed to and
held conclusive throughout. Had we time to master
all subjects we need not be particular. To quote
the old song:-

Could a man be·secure
That his days would endure
As ~fold for a thousand long yeare,
What thi~gsmight he know:
What deeds might he do I
And all without hurry or care.

" But we that have but span-long lives"must ever
bear ill mind our limited time for acquisition. And
remembering how narrowly this time is limited, not
only by the shortness of life, but also still more by the
business of life, we ought to be especially solicitous to
employ what time we have to the greatest advantage•
.Before devoting years to some subject which fashion
or fancy suggests, it is surely wise to weigh with
great care the worth of the results, as compared
with the worth of various alternative results which
the same years might bring if otherwise applied.

III education, theDt this is the question of quea_. - '.
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tions, which it is high time we discussed in some
methodic way. The first in importance, though the

last to be considered, is the problem-how to decide

among the conflicting claims of various subjects on
nur attention. Before there can be a rational curri(]..

'Ulura, we must settle which things it most concerns.

us to know jor to use a word afBaeon's, now unfo1"

tuna,tely obsolete-we must determine the relative
values of' knowledges.

~To this end, a measure of value is the first requis

ite.And happily, respecting the true measure of

value, as expressed in general terms, there can be no
dispute. Everyone in contending for the worth of
any particular order of information~does so by show

ing its bearing upon some part of life. In reply to

the question, "Of what use is it? " the mathemati

cian, linguist. naturalist, or philosopher, explains the

way in which bis learning beneficially influences ac

tion-saves from evil or secures good-conduces to

happiness. When the teacher of writing has pointed

out how great an aid writing is to success in busi..

;ness-that iR~ to the obtainment of sustenance-that

is~ to satisfactory living; he is beld to have proved
his case. And when the collector of dead facts (say

a numismatist) fails to make clear any appreciable
effects which· these fa,ct~,eaa produce on human weI..
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fare, he is. obliged to admit that they are campara
~ive)y valueless. All then, eithE}r directly or by imo:;

plication, appeal to this as the ultimate test.
How to live?-that is the essential question for us.

Not· how to live in the mere material sense only, but
in the widest sense. The general problem which
comprehends every special problem is--the right rul
ing. of conduot in all direotions under all circum"
stances. In what way to treat the body ; in what
way to treat the mind; in What way' to manage our

affairs; in what way to bring up a family; in what
way to behave as a citizen; in what way to utilize
all those sources of happiness which nature supplies
-how to use all our faculties to the greatest adYallt~
age of ourselves and others-how to live completely?
And this being the great thing needful for us t<.
learn, is, by consequence, the great thing which edu
cat.ion has to teach. 1'0 prepare us for complet.e liv
ing is the function which education bas to discharge;
and the only rational mode of judging of any educa
tional course is, to judge in what degree it discharges

such function.

This test, never used in its entirety, but rarely
even partially used, and used then in a vague, half
conscious way, has to be applied consciously, method

. ici;.~]yt and throughout all cases. It behooves us to
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set before ourselves, and ever to keep clearly in view,
~omplete living as the end to be achieved; so that
tn bringing up our children ,ve may choose subjects
and methods of instruction, with deliberate refer..
ence to this end. Not only ought we to cease from
the mere unthinking adoption of the current fashion
in education, which has no better ,varrant than any
other fashion; but we must also rise above that rude,
empirical style of judging displayed by those more
intelligent people who do bestow some care in over
seeing the cultivation of their children's minds. It
must not suffice simply to think that such or suoh
information will be useful in after life, or that this
kind of knowledge is of more 'practical value than
that; but we must seek out some process of estimat.
ing their respective values, so that as faras possible
we may positively know which ·are most deserving
of attention.

Doubtless the task is· difficult-perhaps never to
be more than approximately achieved. But, con
sidering the vastness of· the. interests at stake, its.
difficulty is no. reason for pusillanimously passing it
by; but rather for devoting every energy to its mas...

tery. And if we only proceed systematically, we

may very soon get at results·of no small moment.
Our first step must obviously be to classify, in the.
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order of their importance, the leading kino.~ of
activity which constitute human life. They may
be naturally arranged into :-1. Those activities
which directly minister to self-preservation; 2.

Those activities which, by securing the necessaries

of life, indirectly minister to self-preservation; 3.

Those activities w·hich have for their end the rear
ing and discipline of offspring ; 4. Those activities
which are involved in the ma.intenance of proper,
social and political relations; 5. Those miscellaneous

activities which make up the leisure part of life,
devoted to the gratification of the tastes and feelings.

That these stand in something like their true order
{)f subordination, it needs no long consideration to

show. The actions and precautions by which, from

moment to moment, we secure personal safety, must
clearly take precedence of all others. Q,ould there

be ~ man, ignorant as an infant of, all surrounding
objects and movements, or how to guide himself

among them, he would pretty certainly lose his life
the first time he went into the street: notwithstand
ing any amount of learning he might have on other

matters. And as entire ignorance in all other direc

tions would be less promptly fatal than entire igno
rance in this direction, it must be admitted thai
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knowledge immediately conducive to self-preserva

tion is of primary importance.
That next after direct self-preserva~oncomes the

indirect self-preservation which consists in acquiring

the means of living, none will question. That a
man.~s ind.ustrial functions must be considered before
his parental ones, is manifest from the fact that.

speaking generally, the discharge of the parental

functions is made possible only by the previous dis..

charge of the industrial ones. The power of self.
maintenance necessarily preceding the power of
maintaining offspring, it follows' that knowledge
needful for self..maintenance has stronger chiiims than
knowledge needful for family welfare-is second in
value to none save knowledge needful for immediate

s~!f~preservation.
~,~.:.. ,.", '0\:"" o. ,. >\

ASj~'~~/"fa~ll!~~~~~~.~~~~ethe State In order ~f
time~as'the ·bringing.:':l1l..~.~ ...~£!!,~~~.~ ...!~J2,2~,~~ble b~.
fore the State exists,"()~ ~he~ 'it'has ceased to b~t

'1";'wne·rfrrrs··",tb.··.&'.·.'.·.·.:.8· ~~e:j~r'·r~lIJlefea';'15Q§'~~m'I~~~·'(i'uTy by tJ(e
. '. '.' .'. -.'. ~ ''''ii'''~.·l'-''":''''''_>_~. ':-."f"~ i,.. J;""'-.i~;'''''_i'''~~··-';--'' :i

,~:!~:,~!~~,.~E,~~.",~~i!~~e~./~... i~ follow~ .'. ~h,~~ ..,~~.~.. ~l~.~ies
~, of 'ti~epa;ent ~ie~;~'d~~roserattention than thos·e"ol.

l'~~,~"':Qit!ieD:,:,,:Oi:lIi::J;i::~·,~~r,!E~::~i~§~~~i~c;~,i
'.~ the goodness fJf a..~p~i~~I~~·i~!m~t~iy:·~f~p~;d;'~';;:ih'; .
;~

'l ~~~~!~ ... 2(. i~~,.,~!H~~.~~,~,.,~~?,.~~,~~"~.~.~.....,~~~~~~ ..~~... its
)eitizen~ is~; ~~difi~bi~ by ~~~ly~aIningth&n by
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~eleel ..~~~!elfare\
Qf::;tb~.,famil~.,...undeJ:Ues,.the.,·.;w:elfam.;.of".socie.ty.::)And. \)
hence knowledge directly conducing to the first,

j'

\ must take precedence of knowledge directly COD

t ducing to the last.
11\~

"'c, , Those various forms of pleasurable occnpatioo c'«'

which fill up the leisure left by graver occupations-..
the enjoyments of music, poetry, painting, etc.-.....

mainfestly imply a pre-existing society. Not only is
a considerable development of them impossible with
out a long-established social union; but their very
subject-matter consists in great part of social senti..
ments and sympathies. Not only does society supply
the conditions of their growth; but also the idea~

and sentiments they express. And, consequently,
that part of human conduct which constitutes good
citizenship is of more moment than that which goes
out in accomplishments. or exercise of the tastes;
and, in education, preparation for the one must rank
before preparation for the other•

.~uch .then, we repeat, is something like the rational

order of subordination :-That education which pre
pares for direct self-preservation; that which prepare~

for indirect self-preservation; that which prepares
for parenthood; that which prepares for citizenship~

that which prepares for the.miscellaneousrefinemen~
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or life. We do not mean to say that these divisions
are definitely separable. We do not deny that they
are intricately entangled with each other in such
way that there (Jan be no training' for any that is not

in some measure a training for all" Nor do weques
tion that of each division there are portions more

important than certain portions of the preceding
divisions: that, for instance, a. man of much skill in

business but little other faculty, rnay fall further bew

10w' the standard of complete living than one of but
moderate power of acquiring money but great judg
ment as a parent; or that exhaustive information

bearing on right social action,joined with entire

want of general culture in literature and the fine

arts, is less desirable than a' more moderate snare of
the one joined with some of the other. But, after
making aU qualifications, there still remain these

broadly-marked divisions, and it still continues sub

stantially true that these divisions subordinate one

a.nother in the foregoing order, because the corres

ponding divisions of life make one another possihle in
that order.

Of course the ideal of education is-complete

preparation in all these divisions. But failing this
ideal, as in our phase of civilization everyone must
do more or less, the aim should be to maintain a dw
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proportion between the degrees of preparation In
each. Not exhaustive cultivation· in anyone, su
premely important though it may be-not even an
exclusive attention to the two, three, 'or four divi·
sions of greatest importance; but an attention to
all,--greatest where the value is greatest, less where
the value is less, least where the value is least. For
the average man (not to forget the cases in 'whiclt
peculiar aptitude for some one department of knowl·
edge rightly makes that one the bread·winning oeeu..
pation)-for the average man, we say, the desider

atum is, a training that approaches nearest ·to perfec
tion in the things which most subserve complete liv
ing, and falls more and more below perfection in the

things that have more and more remote bearings on
complete living.

In regulating educ~tion ~y this standard, there are
some general considerations that should be ever
present to US~ The worth of any kind of culture,
as aiding complete living, may be either necessary
or more· or less contingent. There is knowledge of

Intrinsic value; knowledge of quasi-intrinsic valu~

Bnd knowledge of conventional value. Such facts
as that sensations of numbness and tingling com

monly precede paralysis, that the resistance of water
toa body moving through it varies as· the square
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of the velocity, that chlorine is a disinfectant,
these, and the truths of .Science in general, are of

intrinsic value: they will bear on human conduct

ten thousand years hence as they do now. The
extra knowledge of our own language, which is

g'iven by an acquaintance with Latin and Greek,;

may be considered to have a value that is quasi-in

trinsic; it must exist for ns and for other races

whose languages owe· much to these sources,; but

will last only as long as our languages last.. While

that kind of information which, in our schools,

usurps the name History-the mere tissue or names

and dates and dead unmeaning events--has a con·

ventional value only: it has not the remotest bear

ing upon any of our actions; and is of use only

for the avoidance of those unpleasant criticisms

which current opinion passes upon its absence" Of

course, as those facts which concern all mankind

throughout all time must be held of greater rnoment

than those which concern only a portion. of them
during a liInited era, and of far greater moment
than those which concern only !\ portion of them

during the continuance of a fashion; it follows that
in a rational estimate, knowledge of intrinsic worth
must, other things equal, take precedence of knowl
edge that is of quasi-intrinsic or conventional ·worth.
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One further preliminary. Acquirement of every
kind has two values--value as knowledge and value

as discipline. Besides its use for guidance in con,,.

duct, the acquisition of each order of. facts has also '

its use as mental exercise; and its effects as a pre..

parative for complete living have to be considered
under both these heads.

These, then, are the general ideas with which we-'
must set out in 'discussing' acuTTiculu1n :-Life as

d.ivided into several kinds of activity of successively

decreasing importance; the worth of each order of

facts as regulating these several kinds of activity,

intrinsically, quasi-intrinsically, and conventionally;

and· their regulative influences estimated both as

knowledge and discipline.

Happily, that all-important part of education
which goes to secure direct self-preservation, is in

great part already provided· for. Too momentous

to ~e left to our blundering, Nature takes it into her

own hands. While yet in its nurse's arms, the in

fant, by hiding its face and crying at the sight of a
stranger, shows the dawning instinct to attain safety

by flying from that which is unknown and may
be dangerous; and when it can walk, the terror it
manifests if an unfamiliar dog comes near, or thp
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screams with which it runs to its mother after,any
startling .. sight or sound, shows this instinct further
developed. Moreover, kno,vledge subserving direct
self-preservation is that which it is chiefly busied in
acquiring from hour to hour. How to balance its
body; ho"\v to control its movements so as to avoid
collisions; what objects are hard, and will hurt if

struck; what. objects are heavy, and injure if they
fall on the limbs; which things will bear the weight
of the body, and which not; the pains inflicted by

fire, by missiles, by sharp instruments--these, and
various other pieces of information needful for the
avoidance of death or accident, it is ever learning.
And when,a few years later, the energies go out in
running, climbing, and jumping, in games of strength
and. gaInes of skill, we see in all these actions by
which the muscles are developed, the perceptions
sharpened, and the judgment quickened, a prepara..
tion for the safe conduct of the body among sur
rounding objects and movements; and for meeting
those greater dangers that occasionally occur in the
lives of all. Being thus, we may say, so well cared

for by Nature, this fundamental education needs
comparatively little care from us. What we are
chiefly·called upon to see, is, that there shall be free
scope for gaining this experience, and receiving this
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discipline,........that there shall be no such thwarting at
Nature as that by which stupid schoolnlis'~resse6

commonly prevent the girls in their charge from the
spontaneous physical activities they would indulge
in; and so render them comparatively incapable of

taking care of themselves in circumstances of peril.
This, however, is by no means all that is compre

hended in the education that prepares for direct

self-preservation. Besides guarding the body against
mechanical damage. or destrustion, it has to be
guarded against injury from other cause~against

the disease and death that follow breaches of physio

logic law. For complete living it is necessary, not
only that sudden annihilations of life shall be warded

off; but also that there shall be escaped the inca..
pacities and the 'slow annihilation whtch unwise

habits entail. As, without health and energy, the
industrial, the parental, the social, and all other ac

tivities become more or less impossible; it is cleal
that this secondary kind of direct self-preservation
is only less important than the primary kind; and
that knowledge tending to secure it should rank very

high.

It is true that bere, too, guidance is in some
measure ready supplied. By our various physical sen·

sations and desires, Nature has insured a tolerable
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conforrnity·to the chief requirements. Fortunately

for us, want of food, great, heat,extreme cold, produce

promptings too peremptory to be disregarded. And
'Would men habitually ohey these and all like prompt~

iugs w)en less strong, comparatively few evils would
arise. If fatigue of body or brain were in every
casp. followed by desistance; if the oppression pr~

duced by a close atmosphere always led to ventila
tion; if there were no eating without hunger, or
drinking without thirst; then would the system be
but seldom out of working order. But so profound

an ignor~nce is there of the laws of life, that men

do not even know that their sensations are their
natural guides, and (when not rendered morbid by

long-continued ,disobedience) their trustworthy

guides. So that though, to speak teleologically,
Nature has provided efficient safeguards to health,
lack of knowledge makes them in a great measure
useless.

If anyone doubts the importance of an acquaint.
ance with the fundamental principles of physiology
asa means tocolllplete living, let him look around

and see how many men and wonlen he can find in.
middle or later life who are thoroughly well. Occa",'

sionally only do we meet with an example of vigor
ous health, continue<l tp old age ; hourly do we mee'
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with examples of acute disorder, chronic ailment.
general debility, premature .decrepitude. Scarcely
Js there one to whom you put the questi0D, who has
not, in the course of his life brought upon himself
illnesses which a littlek:nowledge wotild have saved
him from. Here is a case of heart disease conse..
quent on a rheumatic fever, that followed reckless
exposure. There is a case of eyes spoiled for life '

by overstudy. Yesterday the account was of one
whose long-enduring lameness was brought on by
continuing, spite of the pain, to use a knee after it
had been sltghtly injured. And to-day weare told
of another who has had to lie by for years, because
he did not know that, the palpitation he suffered
from resulted from overtaxed brain. Now we hear
of an irremediable injury that followed some silly
feat of strength; and, again, of a constitution that
has never recovered from the effects of excessive

work needlessly undertaken. While on all sides we

see the perpetual minor ailments which accompany
feebleness. Not to dwell on the natural pain, the

weariness, the gloom, the waste of time and money
thus entailed, only consider how greatly ill-health
hinders the disoharge of all duties-makes business
often impossible, and always more difficult; prO
duces an irritabilitvfatal to tb~ right management
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of children ; put~, the functiol 1 of citjzenshiI: out of
the question; and makes amusement a bore. Is it
not c1ear that the physical sins~"partly our fore
fathers' and partly our own-which produce this ill.
health, deduct more from complete living than
anything else? and to a great extent make life a
failure and. a burden instead of a benefaction and a

pleasure?
To all which add the fact, that life, besides being

thusimmeusely deteriorated, is also cut short. Itis
not true, as we commonly suppose, that a disorder

or disease from which we have recovered leaves us
as before. No disturbance of the normal course of

the functions can pass away and leave things ex...
actlyas they were. In all cases a permanent dam.
age is done-not immediately appreciable, it may be~

but still there ; and along with other such itelns
which Nature in her. strict account-keeping never
drops, will tell against us to the inevitable shorten ~

ing of our days. Through the accumulation of
small injuries it is that constitutions are commonly
undermined,an<;l breakdown, long before their timell
And~e call to mind how far the average dura.
tion of life falls below the possible duration, we see
how immense is the loss. When, to the numerous
partial deductions which bad health entails, we add
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this •great ~.ilal deduction, it results that ordinaril,
more than one-half of life i.s thrown away.

Hence, knowledge which subserves direct seu.•
preservation by preventing this loss of health, is of
priluary importance. We do not contend that pos-
session of such knowledge would by any means

wholly remedy the evil. }4~or it is clear that in our
present phase of civilization Dlen's necessities often

compel them to transgress. And it is further clear

that, even in the absence of such compulsion, their
i.nclinations would frequently lead them, spite of

their knowledge, to sacrifice future good to present

gratification. But we do contend that the right

knowledge ilnpressed in the right way would effect

much; and we further contend that as the laws of

health must be recognized before they can be fully

conformed to, the imparting of such knowledge must

precede.a more rational living-come when that
may. We infer that as vigorous health and its

accompanying high spirits are larger elements of
happiness than any other things whatever, the teach

ing how to maintain them is. a teaching that yields

in moment to no other whatever. And therefore we

assert that such a ~course of physiology as is needful
for the comprehension of its general truths, and
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their bearings on daily conduct, is an all-essential
part of a rational· education.

Strange that the assertion should need making!
Stranger still that it should need defending! Yet
are there not a few by whom such a proposition will
be received with something approaching to Jerision..
Men who would blush if caught saying Iphigenia in
stead of Iphigenia, or would resent as an insult any
imputation of ignorance respecting the fabled labors
of a fabled demi-god, show not the slightest shame
in confessing that they do not know where the Eus
tachian tubes are, what are the actions of the spinal
cord, what is the normal rate of pulsation, or how
the lungs are inflated. While anxious ·that their sons
should be well up in the superstitions of two thou
sand years ago, they care not that they should be
taught anything about the structure and functions
of their own bodies-nay, would even disapprove
such instruction. So overwhelming is the influence
of established routine! So terribly in our education
does the ornamental override the useful!

We need not insist on the value of that knowl

edge which aids indirect self-preservation by facili
tating the gaining of a livelihood. This is admitted
by all; and, indeed, by the mass is perhaps too ex..
clusively regarded 8.18 th.e end of education. But
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while everyone is ready to endorse the abstract
proposition that instruction fitting youths for-the
business of life is of high importance, or .even to
consider it of supreme importance; yet scarcely any
inquire what instruction will so fit them. It is true
that reading, writing, and arithmetic are taught with
an intelligent appreciation of their uses; but when
)ve have said this we have said nearly all. While
the great bulk of wbat else is acquired has no bear
ing on the industrial activities, an immensity of in·
formation that has. a direct bearing on the industrial
activities is entirely passed over.

For, leaving out only some very small classes,
what are all men employed in? They are employed
in the production, preparation, and distribution of
commodities. And on what does efficiency in the
production, preparation, and distribution of commod
ities depend? It depends on the use. of methods
fitted to the. respective natures of these commodi..
ties; it depends on an adequate knowledge of their

. physical, chemical, or vital properties, as the case
may be; that is, it depends on Science. This order
of knowledge, .which is in great part ignored in our
school courses, in the order of knowledge underlying
the right performance of all those processes by which
civilized life is made possible. Undeniable as is this
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truth.. and thrust upon us as it is at every turn, there

seems to be no Hving consciousness of it: its very
familiarity makes' it unregarded. To give due welgnt
to our argunlent, we must, therefore, realize this

truth to the reader by a rapid review of the facts.
For all the higher arts of construction, some ac..

quaintance with Mathematics is indispensable. The
'Yillage carpenter, who, lacking rational instruction,

Jays out his work by empirical rules learnt in his

apprenticeship, equally lvith the builder of a Bri
tannia Bridge, makes hourly reference to the laws
of quantitative relations. The surveyor on whose
survey the land is purchased; the architect in de

signing a mansion to be built on it; the builder in
preparing his estimates; his foreman in laying out
the foundations; the masons in cutting the stones;
and the various artisans who put up the fittings; are
all guided by geometrical truths. Railway-making

ns regulated from beginning to end by mathematics:
alike in the preparation of plans and ·sections; in
staking out the line; in the mensuration of cuttings
and embankments ; in the designing, esthnatillg, and
building of bridges, culverts, viaducts, tunnels,
stations. And similarly with the harbors, docks,
piers, and various engineering and architectural
works that frin.$fl thr; Ol'asts and overspread the faco

8



of the country; &s well as the mines that run nnde1\

neath it. Out of geometry, too, as applied to as..
tronomy, the art of navigation has grown; and so."

hy this science, has been made possible that enor·
mous foreign commerce which supports a large part,

of our population, and supplies us with many necesa

saries and most of our luxuries. And now-a-days

even the farmer, for the correct laying out of his
drains, has recourse to thA level-that is, to geomet,

ricalprinciples. When from those divisions of
mathematics which deal with 8pace, and number, some, f

small smattering of which is given in schools, we

turn to that other division which deals with force,

of which even a smattering is scarcely ever given

we meet with another large class of activities which

this science presides over. On the application of
rational mechanics depends the success of nearly all

modern manufacture. The properties of the lever,

the wheel and axle, etc., are involved in every

machine---every machine is a solidified mechanical

theorem; and to machinery in these times' we owe

nearly all production.. Trace the history of the

breakfast-roll. The soil out of which it came was

dra.ined with machine-made tiles; the surface was

turned over by a machine: the seed was put in by it

machine; the wheat was reaped, thrashed, and ~'
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!lowed by machines; by machinery it was ground

and bolted; and had the flour been sent· to Gosport,

it might have been made into biscuits bya nlachine.

Look round the room ill which you sit. If modern,

probably the bricks in its walls Were machine-m~e ;

by machinery the flooring was sawn and planed, the
m·antel-shelf sawn and polished, the paper-hangings

made and printed; the veneer on the table, the
turned legs of the chairs, the carpet, the curtains,

are all ,products of machinery. And your clothing

-plain, figured, or printed-is it not wholly \voven,

nay, perhaps even sewed by machinery? And the

volume you are reading-are not its leaves fabricated

by one machine and covered with these words by
another? Add to which that for the means of dis

tribution over both land and sea, we are sinlilarly

indebted. And then let it he remembered that ac
cording as the principles of mechanics are well or .
ill used to these ends, comes success or failure-indi

vidual and national. The engineer who misapplies

his formulre for the strength of materials, builds a
bridge that breaks down. The manufacturer whose
appara,tns is badly devised, cannot compete with an

other whose apparatus wastes less in friction and in

ertia. The ship..builder adhering to the old model,

is outaailed by one who builds on the mechanically.
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j'ustified W~v-e-line princi.ple. And as the ability of
a nation to hold its own against other nations de
pends on the skilled activity of its. units, we se~

.that on such knowledge may turn the national fate.
Judge then the worth of mathematics.

Pass next to Physics. Joined with mathematics.
it has given us the steam-engine, which does the
work of millions of laborers. That section of phy&:
jcs which deals with the laws of heat, has taught us
how to economize fuel in our various industries;
how to increase the produue of our smelting fur
naces by substituting the hot for the cold blast; how
to ventilate our mines; how to prevent explosions
by using the safety-lamp; and, through the ther
mometer, how to regulates innumerable processes.
That division which has the phenomena of light for
its subject, gives eyes to the old and the myopic;
aids through the microscope in detecting diseases

and adulterations; and by improved light-houses

prevents shipwrecks. Researches in electricity and
magnetism have saved incalculable life and property
by the compass; have subserved sundry arts by the

electrotype; and now, in the telegraph, have su~

plied us with the agency by which for the future all
mercantile transactions will be regulated, political
intercourse. carried on, and perhaps national Q.uarrels
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often avoided. While in the details of indoor life,
from the improved kitchen-range up to the stereo
scope on the drawing-room table, the applications

of advanced physics underlie our comforts arid
gratificationa.

Still more numerous are the bearings of Chemistry
on those activities by which men obtain the Dleans

of living. The bleacher, the dyer, the calico-printer,

are severally occupied in processes that ar'e well or

ill done according as they do or do not conform to
chemical laws. The economical reduction from

their ores of copper, tin, zinc, lead, silver, iron, are
in a great Ineasure questions of chenlistry. Sugar
refining, gas-making, soap-boiling, gunpo\vder manu
factuwe, are {)perations all partly chenlical; as are
a,lso those by which are produced glass and porce

lain. Whether the distiller's work stops at the alco

holic fermentation or passes into the acetous, is a
chemical question on which hangs his profit or loss
and the bre\ver, if his business is sufficiently large,
finds it pay to keep a chemist on his premises.

Glance through a work on technology, and it be
comes at once apparent that there is now scarcely

'lny process in the arts or manufactures over some
part of which chemistry does not preside. And

then j lastly, we come to the fact that iJi these times.,
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agriculture, to be profitably carried OD, must have
like guidance. The analysis of manures and soils ,"
their adaptations to each othe~ ;. the use of gypsum
or other substance for fixing ammonia; the utilization
of coprolites; the production of artifical manures
all these are boons of chemistry which it behoves
the farmer to acquaint himself with. Be it in the
lucifer match, or in disinfected sewage, or in photo
graphs-in bread made without fermentation, or per..
fumes extracted from refuse, we may perceive that
chemistry affects all our industries; and that, by
consequence, knowledge of it concerns everyone
who is directly or indirectly connected with our in

dustries.

And thel1 the science of life-Biology ~ does not
this, too, bear fundamentally upon these processes
of indirect self-preservation? With what we ordi~

narily call manufactures, it has, indeed, little COll'

.action; but with the all-essential manufacture
that- of food-it is inseparably connected. As agri..

culture must conform its methods to the phenomena
Clf vegetable and animal life, it follows necessarily

that the science of these phenomena is the rational

basis of agriculture. Various biological truths have
indeed been elnpiricallyestablished and acted upon
tty farmer,Q while vet th>Q~e bas been no conception
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8f them as science: such as that particular manures
are suited to particular plants; that.crops of certain
Itinds unfit the soil for other crops; that horses can
not do good work 011 poor food; that such and such
diseases of cattle and sheep are caused by such and
such conditions.. These, and the every-daJ knowl
edge which the agriculturist gains by experience re

specting the right management of plants and ani·
lnals, constitute his stock of biological facts; on the
largeness of which greatly depends his success. And
8S these biological facts, scanty, indefinite, rudimen
tary, though they are, aid him so essentially; judge
what must be the value to him of such facts when
they become positive, definite, and exhaustive. In
deed, even now we may see the benefits that rational
biology is conferring on him. The truth that the
production of animal heat implies waste of sub

stance, and that, therefore, preventing loss of heat
10reventsthe need for extra food-a purely theoreti-
')a1 conclusion-now guides the fattening of cattle:

it is found that by keeping cattle warm, fodder is
saved. Similarly with respect to variety of food.

The experiments of physiologists have shown that
not only is change of qiet bene1ilcial, but that diges
tion is facilitated by a mixt1D8 of ingredients in each

meal: bot...h whicb trutWt 8r\'8 now influencing .cattle-
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feeding. The discovery that a disorder known at

"the staggers," of which many thousands of sheep
have died annually, is caused by an entozoon which
presses on the brain; and that if .the creature is ex..
tracted through the softened place in the skull which
marks its position, the sheep usually recovers; is an
other debt which agriculture owes to biology. When
we observe the marked contrast between our farming
and farming ontne Continent, and remember that this
contrast is mainly due to the far greater influence
science has had upon farming here than there; and
when we see how, dailYt competition is making the
adoption of scientific m~thods more general and
necessary; we shall rightly infer that very soon,
agricultural success in England will be impossible
without a competent knowledge of animal and veg&
table physiology.

Yet one more science have we to note as bearing
directlJ on industrial success-the Science of So
ciety. Whithout knowing it, men who daily look at
the state· of the money-market, glance over prices
current, discuss the probable crops of corn, cotton.
sugar, wool, silk, weigh the chances of war, and from
all those data decide on their mercantile operations,
are students of social science: empiri~al and blun
dering students it may be ;, but still, students who
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gain the prizes or are· plucked of their profits, ao
cording as they do or do not reach the right conOl)
elusion. Not only the manufacturer and the mer%t
chant must guide their transactions by calculations
of supply and demand, based· on numerous facts..
and tacitly recognizing sundry general principles of
social action; but even the retailer must do the
like: his prosperity very greatly depending upon
the correctness of his judgments respecting the
future wholesale prices and the future rates of con
sumption. Manifestly, all, who take part in the en
tangled commercial activities of a community, are
vitally interested in understanding the laws accord
ing to which those activities vary.

'l'hus, to all such as are occupied in the produc
tion, 0xchange, or distribution of commodities, 30"

quaintance with science in some of its departmentSt

is of fundamental importance. Whoever is imme
diately or remotely .implicated in any form of i.
dustry (and few are not) has a direct interest in un. t

derstanding something of the mathematical, physical,
and chemical properties of things; perhaps, also, has
a direct interest in biology; and certainly has in
soeiology. Whether he does or does not succeed
weH in that indirect self-preservation which we call

tettinga good livelihood" deReDds in a great degree



on his knowledge of one or more of these SClenCei.
~ot, it may be, a rational knowledge; but still a

"knowledge, though empirical. For what we call
learning a business, really implies learning the
science involved in it; though not perhaps under the
name of science. And hence a grounding in science
is of great importance, both because it prepares for

all this, and because rational knowledge has an im...
mense superiority over empirical knowledge. More
over, not only is it that scientific culture is requisite
for each, that he may understand the how and the why

of the things and processes with which he is con
cerned as maker or distributor; but it is often of
much moment that he should understand the how and
the why of various other things and processes. In
this age of joint-stock undertakings, nearly every
man above the laborer' is .interested as capitalist in

some other occupation than his own; and, as thus
interested, his profit or loss often depends on his
knowledge of the sciences bearing on this other oc..
cupation. Here is a mine, in the sinking of which
many shareholders ruined themselves, from not
knowing that a certain fossil belonged to the old red

sandstone, below which no coal is found. Not many
years ago, 20,OOOl. was lost in the prosecution of a
sc.b.eme for collectiI:lJ!' the alcohol that distils fro)'Yl"
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Dread in baking: all whioh would have been saved
to the subscribers, had they known that less than a

hundredth part by weight of the flour is changed in

fermentation. Numerous attempts have been made

to oons~ruct electro-magnetic engines, in the hope of
superseding steam; but had those who supplied the
money, understood the general law of the correIa,

tion and equivalence of forces, they might have had

better balances at their bankeru. Daily are men in·
duced to aid in carrying out inventions which a mer<t

tyro in science could show to be futile. Scarcely a

locality but has its history of fortunes thrown away

oversorne itnpossible project.

And if already the loss from want of science is so

frequent and so great, still greater and more fr~ ..

quent will it be to those who hereafter lack science..

Just as fast as productive processes become more

scientifio, which competition will inevitably make

them do; and just as fast as joint-stock undertakings

,pread, which they certainly will; so fast will scien..

tifio knowledge grow necessary to everyone.

rhat whIch our school courses leave almost en..

ont, we thus find to he that which most nearly

concerns the business of life. All our industries

would cease, were it not/for that information which

lien begin to acquire as t.bey best may after
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education is said to be finished. And were it not fOl
this information, that has been from age 'to age ace·
cumulated and spread by unofficial means, these in,
dustries would never have existed. Had there been
no teaching but such as is 'given in our publio
schools, England would now be ~hat it was in feudal
times. That increasing acquaintance with the laws
of phenomena which has through successive ages en

abled us to subjugate Nature to our needs, and in
these days gives the common labol'er comforts which
a few centuries ago kings could not purchase, is,
scarcely in any degree owed to the appointed means
of instructing our youth. The vital knowledge
that by which we have grown as a nation to what we
are, and which now underlies our whole existence, is

a knowledge that has got itself taught in nooks and
I corners; while the ordained agencies for teaching

have been mUlilbli~g little ~lse but dead formulas.

We come now to the third great division of human
a,ctivities-a division for which no preparation what

ever is made. If by some strange chance not a ves
tige of us descended to the remote future save a pile
4Jf our school-books or SODle college exarrjination
papers, we may imagine how puzzled an antiquary of

the period would be on ~<!inf in them no indica-
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tion that the learners were ever likely to be parents.
"This must have been the CUII'trwulum for their celi.
bate~," 'we may fancy him concluding. " I perceive
here an elaborate preparation for many things:
especially for readi~g the books of extinct nations
and of co-existing nations (from which indeed it
seems clear that these people had very little worth
reading in their own tongue); but I find no reference
whatever to the bringing up of children. They
could not have been so absurd as to olnit all training
for this gravest of responsibilities. Evidently then,
this was the school course of one of their monastic
orders. "

Seriously, is it not an astonishing fact, that
though on the treatment of offspring depend their
lives or deaths, and their moral welfare or ruin; yet
not one word of instruction on the treatment of off
spring is ever given to those who will hereafter be
parents? Is it not monstrous that the fate of a new
generation should be left to the chances of unreason
ing custom, impulse, fancy-joined "\vith the sugges
tions of ignorant nurses and the prejudiced counsel
of grandmothers? If a merchant commenced busi
ness without any knowledge of arithmetic and book.
keeping, we should exclaIm at his folly, and look
for disastrous consequences. Or if, before studying
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anatomy, a man set up asa surgical operator, we snould
wonder at his audacity and pity his patients. But that
parents should begin the difficult task of rearing
children without ever having given a thought to

the principles-physical, moral, or intellectual
which ought to·guide them, excites neithe;r- surprise
at the actors nor pity for their victims.

To· tens of thousands that are killed, add hundreds
of thousands that survive with feeble constitutions,
and millions that grow up with constitutions not so
strong as they should be; and you will have some
idea of the Curse inflicted on their offspring by par
ents ignorant of the laws of life. Do but consider
for a moment that the regimen to which children are
subject is hourly telling upon them to their life-long

<~njury or benefit; and that there are twenty ways of
going wro?g to one way of going right; and you

will get some idea of the enormous mischief that is
almost everywhere inflicted by the thoughtless, hap
bazard system in common use. Is. it decided that a

boy shall be clothed in some flimsy short dress, and
be allowed to go playing.about with limbs reddened
by cold? The decision will tell on his whole future
existence-either in illnesses; or in stunted growth;
Of in deficient energy; or in a maturity less vigorous
than it· ought to have been, and consequent bin'"
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ranees to success and happiness. Are children
doolued to a monotonous dietary, or a dietary that is
deficient in nutritiveness? Their ultimate physical
power and the~7:," ~fficiency as men and women\ will
inevitably be more ~~ less diminished by it. Are
they forbidden vociferous play, or (being too in,
clothed to bear exposure), are they kept indoors i.
cold weather? They are certain to fall below that

measUre of health and strength to whier they would

else have attained. When sons and daughters groW"

up sickly and feeble, parents commonly regard the
event as a misfortune-as a visitation of Providence.

Thinking after the· prevalent chaotic fashion, they
assume that these evils come without causes; or that
the causes aresupernaturaI. Nothing of the kind.

In sorno cases the causes are doubtless inherited;
but in :most cases foolish regulations are the causes.
Very ~"enerally parents· themselves are responsible

for all this pain, this debility, this depression, this

misery. They have undertaken to control the lives
of thei!" offspring from hour to hour; with cruel care..

lessnes~ they have neglected to learn anything about

these ,-ital processes which they are unceasingly af.
fecting by their commands and prohibitions; in utter
jgnora-lce of the simplest physiologic laws, they
.ltava Hen ,year bv year undermining the constita..,
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tions of their children; and hava so inflicted disea86
and premature death, not only on them but on their
descendants.

Equally great are the ignorance and the conse
quent injury, when we turn from physical training
to moral training. Consider the young mother and.
ber nursery legislation. But a few years ago she .
was at school, where her memory'was crammed'with

words, and names, and dates, and her reflective fac..
ulties scarcely in the slightest degree exercised
where not one idea was given her respecting the

.methods of dealing with the opening mind of child
hood; and where her discipline did not in the least
fit her for thinking out methods of her OW~. .The
intervening years hava been passed in practising
music, in fancy-work, in nove'I-reading, and in party..
going j no thought having yet been given to the
grave responsibilities of maternity; and scarcely
any of that solid intellectual culture obtained which
would be some preparation for such 'responsibilities.
And now see her with an unfolding human charac
ter committed to her charge-see her profoundly ig~

norant of the phenomena with which she has tO,deal,
undertaking to do that which can be done but im
perfectly even with the aid of the pro(oundest
knowledge. ' She knows nothing, about the n.a.ture
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of the emotions, their order of evolution, theirfunc..
tions, or where use· ends and abuse begins. She is

under the impression that SOlue of the feelings are~

wholly had, which is not true of anyone of them;

and that others are good, however far they Inay be

carried, which is also not true of anyone of them•.
And then, ignorant as she is of that with which she,
bas to deal, she is equally ignorant of the effects.

"hat will be produced on it by this or that treatment.

\Vhat can be more inevitable than the disastrous re..,

suIts we see hourly arising? Lacking kno"\vledge of~

mental phenomena, with their causes and conse
quences, her interference is frequently moremis..

chievous than ahsolute passivity would have been..

This and that kind of action, which are quite nor··

mal andheneficial, she perpetually thwarts; and so

diminishes the child's happiness and profit, injures.
its temper and her OWD, and produces· estrangement~
Deeds which she thinks it desirable to encourage,
she gets performed by threats and bribes, or by ex·,

citing .a desire· for applause: considering little what

the inward motive may be, so long as the outward

conduct conforms; and thus cultivating hypocrisy,

and fear, and selfishness, in place of good feeling.

While insisting on truthfulness, she constantly sets
<~n example 'ot untruth, by threatening .;penaltiee,

4
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which she does not inflict. . While .inculcating self

control, she hourly visits on her little ones angry

scoldings for acts that do not call for them. She

has not the remotest idea that in the nursery, as in
the world, that alone is the truly salutary discipline

which visits on all conduct, good and bad, the nat...

ural conseqnences-the consequences, pleasurable or

painful, which in the nature of things such conduct
tends to bring. Being thus without theoretic guid

ance, and quite incapable of gniding her!elf by trac
ing the mental processes going on in her children,

her rule is impulsive, inconsistent, mischievous, often,

in the highest degree; and would indeed be gener..

ally ruinous, were it not that the overwhelming

tendency of the growing mind to assume the moral

type of the race, usually subordinates all minor iIlt

fluences.

And then the culture....ol",ib.e...i.nteHeef-is not thi8,

too, mismanaged in a similar manner? Grant that

the phenomena of intelligence conform to laws;
grant that the evolution of intelligence in a child

also conforms to laws; and it follows inevitably that,

education can be rightly guided only.by a knowledge·

of these laws. To suppose that you can properly

regulate this pro~sof forming andaccnmulating

ideas, without understanding the nature of the proc-
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ess, is absurd. How widely, thell, must teaching as

l. :i;~~:~~:p2;:~:::i~~:::i:~::;:~~:~
'~"Sisteiii'''is "'grievously, ~t,J",ult,alike,iutq?f.t~r,:and in

manner. While'th~"right class of facts 'kd witl;hefa,'
"""Ine"wron'gclassisforciblyadfuiiiistered'ilithe'w~()ng

way and in the wrong order. With that COUlmon

Hnlited idea of education which confines it to knowl
edge gained from books, parents thrust primers into

he hands of their little ones years too soon, to their

reat injury.. Not recognizing the truth that thel I
t'unction of books is supplementary-that they form il
an indirect means to knowledge when direct means ~f
faa-a means of seeing through other men what yo~J

~ cannot see for yourself; they are eager to giv~I
t, second-hand facts in place of first-hand facts. Not
Jperceiving the enormous value of that spontaneous
\~'. l

~ education which goes on in early years-not perceiv1

Irolrlhat'a~CliUa~~'=r~~~les~'o~§~~y:al;i(jn.;'insteadC)~
I,being ,,!g!!Q!:~!!"",,Q,r.,,,£hecked,,§ll,Q1JIg ,l>~,4i!igently'ad..
.jmillistere4 to) ~tnliD.1~de~~ ..~c~~r~te~~~(}()IllPl~t9as
rJ?Q~.~~~!~;.~hey, insist on occupying' its eyes and
1 thoughts with things that are, for the tinle being,
; imcomprehensible and repugnant. Possessed by 8

, superstition, which worships the symbols of know1·,
.~''''''
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';;Jge~. or the knowledge itseh, \;u.a;r do not see" ..
that only when his acquaintance with the objects l

a:..~ds,'P::::~.gth~~.e::~~:O~~h~:st.~~:. :n~;d,.t.' ..h,~t,.~e,.;1
should a child be introduced to the new sources 0

~jgrm8tion which books supply: and this, not o~

because immediate cognition is of far greatervalu&
t9an mediate cognition; but also.. b~cause the ","ords \
i~ntained in books can be rightly interpreted into

lideas, only in proportion to the antecedent exper-,.

I
~' ience of things. Observe next, that this formal in
'struction, far too soon commenced, is carried on with

,'but little reference to the laws of mental develo~ •

'\ menta lntellectual progress is of necessity from the t
"concrete to the abstract. But regardless of tbis,(

highly abstract subjects, such as grammar, whichl
should come quite late, ate begun quite early. Politi-}
cal geography~.~e~d and uninterest~g to a child, I

"""""" , ," ' ",', . ' ..", .~

and whiC?bshould be an' appendage of sociological \

studi~s, is CQmm!lH~~~,~,1;iW.es~;'1lilepbYllicrilg~~<I
raphy, comprehensible and comparatively attractive ,

to·,& 'chil~~ ••. is·••'t~>grea~p'art~pas;(rOver:';""'~e'ai'lf ..,,~~ery .1

subject dealt·wit~ !l!.. arra~ inabp0l'Dl1U.~l:der:1
~.~~~~~?~·~in<l'.rules, and'PriIiCiples.'.being"pnt-firs~\'

in~teatf 'of' bein~.di~c1.o~~~,.,;.@!~,~!!:~l~,,~>~,.~~e order"

,~~~~~'~~~t~!,~,~ .. '.lDathe\.
f" .... ,/ ..... /t'
"',/' ,,,.•r."".?""
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.~. ~ading the whole, is the,,~;(Ji()~~ays~~o£ri:lt4
1

~ learning-a~y~te~~f~ft~!!fi~b:'lg~§~"~P!!!It9,the let~;
lter;'''''''''8ee.c''~:~;:;~~lts. .:What with. :p~rgePtions.lth:
naturally dulled by early thwarting, and a coerced
attention to books-what with the mental confusion

produced by teaching subjects before they can he
understood, and in: each of thenl giving generaliza
tions before the facts of which these are the general
izations-what with making the pupil a mere passive

recipient of other's ideas, and not in the least lead

ing him to be an active inquirer or self-instructor-
and what with taxing the faculties to excess; there
are very few minds that become as efficient as they
rnightbe.Examinations/being once passed, books
are laid aside; the greater part of what has been
acquired, being unorganized, soon drops out of rec
ollection; what remains is mostly inert-the art of
applying knowledge not having been cultivated;

and there is but little power either of accurate ob

servation or independent thinking. To all which

add, that while much of the information gained is of
relatively small value, an immense mass of informa

tionof transcendent value is entirely passed over.
Thus we find· the facts to be such as might have

DeeD inferred aprio'ri. The training of children
physical, moral, and intelleo~-is dreadfully de"
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fective. And in great measure it is so, because
;parents are devoid of that knowledge by which this
training CQn alone be rightly guided. What is to be,
expected when one of the most intricate of problems

is undertaken by those who have given scarcely a

thought to the principles 'on which its solution de

pends? For shoe-making or house-building, for the

management of a ship 0r a locomotive-engine, a long

appren.ticeship is needful. Is it, then, that the un

folding of a human being in body and mind, is so
comparatively simple a process, that anyone may

superintend and regulate it with no preparation

whatever? If not-if the process is with one excep

tion more complex than any in Nature, and the task
of administering to i~ one of surpassing difficulty;

is it Dot madness to make no provision for such a

task? Better sacrifice accomplishments than Olllit

this all-essential instruction. When a father, acting

on false dogmas adopted without examination, has
alienated his sons, driven them into rebellion by his

harsh treatment, ruined them, and made himself

miserable; he might reflect that thQ study of Ethol··

ogy would have been worth. pursuing, even at the

cost of knowing nothing about 1Eschylus. When

a mother is Inourning over a first-born that has sunk

under the sequelre of scarlet·fever-when perhaps a
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.ndid medical man has confirmed her suspicion that
her child would have recovel'edhad not its system

been enfeebled by over-studY-'when she is prostrate

under the pangs of cOl11binedgrief and remorse; it
is but a small consolation that she can read Dante in

the original.
"rhus we see that for regulating the third great di.

vision of human activities, a knowledge of the laws

of life is the one thing needful. Some acquaintance
with the first principles of physiology and the ele

fmentary truths of psychology is indispensable for the

:right bringing up of children. We doubt not that

this assertion will by many be read with a smile.

That parents in general should be expected to ac·
quire aknowledge of subjects so abstruse, will seem
to them an absurditvr. And if we proposed that an
~xhaustive knowledge of these subjects should be

obtained by' all fathers and mothers, the absurdity

would indeed be glaring enough. But "re do not.
General principles 6nly,accompanied by such de
tailed illustrations as may be needed to Dlake them.
understood, would suffice. And these Inight be

readily taught-if not rationally, then dogrrlatically.
Be this as it may, however, here are the indisputable
facts .-that the development of children in mind
and body rigorously obeys~ laws; that unless
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these laws are in some degree conformed to by pBt'

9DtS. ~eath is inevitable; that unless they are ina
great degree conformed to, there must result serious
physical and mental defects; and that only when
they are completely conformed to, can a perfect ma
turity be reached. Judge, then, whether all who
fIlay one day be· parents, should not strive with some
anxiety to learn what these laws are.

From the parental functions let us pass now to the
tunctions of the citizen. We have here to inquire

what knowledge best fits a man for the discharge of
these functions. It cannot be .alleged, as in the last
case, that the need for knowledge fitting him for

"hese functions is wholly overlooked; for our school
courses ·contain certain studies which, nominally at
least, bear upon political and social duties. Of these
the only one that occupies a prominent place is His
·tory.

But as already more than Ol1ce hinted, the historic
information commonly given is almost valueless for
purposes of guidance. Scarcely any of the facts set
down in our school-histories, and very few even of
~hose contained in the more elaborate works written
for adults, give any clue to the right principles of

political action. The biographies of monarchs (and
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our children commonly learn little else) tnrow
scarcely any light upon the science of society. F.
miliarity \vith court intrigues, plots, usurpations, or
the like, and with all the personalities accompanying
them, aids very little in elucidating the principles,
on which national welfare depends. We read of
some, squabble for power, that it led to a pitched
battle; that such and such were the names of the
generals and their leading subordinates; that they
had each so many thousand infantry and cavalry,
and so many cannon; that they arranged their forces
in this and that order; that they manoouvred, at
tacked, and fell back in certain ways; that at this
part of the day such disasters were sustained and at
that such advantages gained; that in one particular
movement some leading officer fell, while in another
as certain regiment was decimated; th.at after all the
changing fortunes of the fight, the victory was
gained ·by this or that army; and that so many were
killed and wounded on each side, and so many cap' ','
tured by the conquerors. And now, out of the ac
cumulated details which make up the narrative, say
which it is that helps you in deciding on your con
duct as a citizen. Supposingeven that you had dili
gently read, not only "The Fifteen Decisive Battles
of the World," but accounts of all other battles that
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history mentions; how Dlucbmore judicious would
your vote be at the next election? "But these are
facts-interesting facts," you say. Without doubt
they are facts (such, at least, as are not wholly 01

partially fictions); and to many they nlaJY be inter..
esting facts. But this by no means implies that they
are valuable. :Factitious or morbid opinion often
gives seeming value to things tnat have scarcely
any. A tulipomaniac will not part with a choice
bulb· for its weight in gold. To another man an ugly
piece of cracked old china seems his nlost desirable
possession. And there are those who give high
prices for the relics of celebrated murderers. Will
it be contended that these tastes are any llleasures of
value in the things that gratify them? If not, then
it must be admitted that the liking felt for certain
classes of historical facts is no proof of their worth;
and that we must test their worth as we test the
worth of other facts, by asking to what uses they are
applicable. Were some one to tell you that your
neighbor's cat kittened yesterday, you would say the
information was worthless. Fact though it might
he, you would say it was an utterly useless fact-a
fact that could in no way influence your actions in
life-a fact that would not help you in learning how
to live completely. ~ Well, apply the same test to the
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great mass of historical facts, and. you will get the

same results. They are facts from which no concIu·
sions can be drawn----unorganizable facts; and there~

fore facts which can be of no service in establishing

principles of conduct, which is the chief use of facts.
Read them, if you like, for amusement; but do nOl

flatter yourself they are instructive.

That which constitutes History, properly so called,

is in great part omitted from works on the subject.

Only of late years have historians commenced giving
us, in any considerable quantity, the truly valuable
information.. As in past ages the king was everyc

thing and the people nothing; so, in past histories

the doings of the king fill the entire picture, to

which the national life forms but an obscure back..
ground. While only now, when the welfare of na

tions rather than of rulers is becoming the dominant
idea, are historians beginning to occupy themselves

with the phenomena of social progress. That which

it really concerns us to know, is the natural history

of society.. We want all facts which help us to un..

derstand how a nation has grown and organized

itself. Among these, let us of course have an ac~

count of its government; with as little as may be ot

gossip about the men who officered it, and as nluch

as possible about the struoture, nrinciples, methods,
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prejudices, corruptions, etc., which it exhibited: and
let this acco~nt not only include the natnre and ace
Gions of the central government, but also those cl
iocal governments, down to their minutest ramifica
tions. Let us of course also have a parallel descrip
tion of the ecclesiastical government-its organiza
tion, its conduct, its power, its relations to the State:
and a-ecompanying this, the ceremonial, creed, and
religious ideas-not only those nominally believed,
but those really believed and acted upon. Let us at
the same time be informed of the control exercised
by class over class, as displayed in all social observ
ances-in titles, salutations, and forms of address.
Let us know, too, what were all the other customs
which regulated the popular life out of doors and in,.,
doors: including those which. concern the relations
of the sexes, and the relations of parents to children.
The superstitions, also, from the more important
myths down to the charms. in common use, should be
indicated. Next should come a delineation of the
industrial system; showing to what extent the di

vision of labor was carried; how trades were regu
lated, whether by caste, guilds, or. otherwise; what
was the ·connection between employers and ·em
ployed; what were the agencies for distributing com
modities. what were ~ aeaDS_ of oommunication,
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what was the circulating ·medium. Accompanying
all which should come an account of the industrial
arts technically considered: stating the processes in
use, and the quality of the products. Further, the

ihtellectual condition of the nation in its various
grades should be depicted: not only with respect to
the kind and amount of education, but with respect
to the progress made in science, and the prevailing
manner of thinking. The degree of resthetic cuI.

tur~, as displayed in architecture, sculpture, paint
ing, dress, music, poetry, and fiction, should be de
scribed. Nor should there be omitted a sketch of
the daily lives of the people-their food~ their homes~
and their amusements. And lastly, to connect the
whole, should be exhibited the morals, theoretical
and practical, of all classes: as indicated in their
laws~ habits, proverbs, deeds. All these facts, given
with as much brevity as consists with clearness 'and.
accuracy, should be so grouped and arranged that
they may be comprehended in their ensemble,. and
thus may be contemplated as mutually dependent
parts of' one great whole. The aim should be so to

present them that we may readily trace the consenSU8

subsisting among them; with the view of learning
what social phenomena co-exist with what others.
A.nd then the corresponding delineations of succeed-
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ing ages should be so managed as to show us, as
~learly as may be, how each belief. institution, cu.
oom and arrangement was modified; and how the
consensus of preceding structures and functions WH

developed into the consenSU8 of succeeding ones.
Snch alone is the kind of information respecting past
times, which can be of service to the citizen for the
rt'gulation of his conduct. The only history that is
~f practical value, is what may be called Descriptive
Sociology. And the highest office which the histor

ian can discharge, is that of so narrating the lives of
nations, as to furnish materials for a Comparativb
Sociology; and for the subsequent determination of
the ultimate laws to which social phenomena con

form.
But now mark, that even supposing an adequate

stock of this truly valuable historical knowledge has
been acquired, it is of comparatively little use with
out' the key. And the key is to be found only in
Science. Without an acquaintance with the general
truths of biology and psyc~ology~ rational interpret&.
'Mon of social phenomena is impossibl~. Only iB

proportion as men obtain a certain rude, empirical
knowledge of human nature, are they enabled to un
derstand even the simplest facts of social life : as, for
instance, the relation· between supply and demand.
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\;,\nd if not even the most elementary truths of soci
ology can be reached until sonle knowledge is ob

tained of how men generally think, feel, and act un

,dB? given circumstances; then it is luanifest that

there can be nothing like a wide comprehension of

sociology, unless through a competent knowledge of
man in an his faculties, bodily and mental. CODe

sider t.he matter in th~ abstract, and this conclusion

is selfuevident. Thq~,,,~.=-Socie~!.i~,~~.4~~l?,,~fJ~4!"

~i~~ls~.ant~~tis.~~~'e:'1~" s~ci~,t!i~~~~~~l.t~.l!i
"co~bi~'~d actions'" 'or IIi<IividiiaJs~; "and" "therefore, 'in~

, Y ..h,.'P'•. · . ., -" •..,.,..•".\,.,••,." .•. ,.''0., , ..".' ~

iii~i:~~d~~~·:··,,~c.~~~~.~··.·.~·.§,~JI' ..~..··.~~ll,., ...,be,..fQWld,•.the.so.lutions1
of S6'C'ialplienome~a. But the actions of individuals~

' ','..'., ,"'.., " ",,,,..,,,.,,"'.'.•,.".... . . ~

it'eI5'eiid'''oIi/ 'the laws of their natures; and their ac- '

tions cannot be understood until these laws are un·

derstood. These laws, however, when re auced to
their simplest expression, are found to depend on
the laws of body and mind in general. Hence it
necessarily follows, that biology and psychology are
indispensable as interpreters of sociology. Or, to
state the conclusions still more simply :-all social

phenomena are phenomena of life-are the most

complex manifestations of life--are ultimately de...
pendent on the laws of life-and can be understood
only when the laws of life are understood: Thus,
then, we see that for the regulation of this fourth
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division of Duman activities, we are, as before, de.
pendent on Science. Of the knowledge commonly
hnparted in educational courses, very little is of any
service in gUiding a man in his conduct as a citizen.

Only a small part of the history he reads is of prac
tical value; and of this small part he is not preparea
to make proper use. He commonly lacks Dot only
the materials for, but the very conception of, de·
scriptive sociology; and he also lacks that knowledge
of the organic sciences, without which even de
scriptive sociology can give him but little aid"

And now we come to that relnaining division of

human life which includes the relaxations, pleasures,

and amusements filling leisure hours. After eonsid~

ering what training best fits for self-preservation, for
the obtainment of' sustenance, for the discharge of
parental duties, and for the regulation of social and
political conduct; we have now to consider what

training best fits for the miscellaneous ends not in
cluded in these-for the enjoyments of Nature, of
Literature, and of the Fine Arts, in all their forms.

Postponing them as we do to things that bear more
vitally upon human welfare; and bringing every.,

thing, as we have, to the test of actual value; it will

perhaps be inferred that we are inclined to slight
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these less essential thh.gs. No greater mistake could

be made, however. We yield to none in the value we

attach to resthetic culture and its pleasures. With...

olut painting, sculpture, music, poetry, aNd the emo.

tions produced by natural beauty of every kind, life

would lose half its charm. So far from thinking that

the training and gratification of the tastes are unim..

portant, we believe the time will conle when they
will occupy a much larger share of human life than

now. "Vhen the forces of Nature have been fully

conquered to man's use-when the means of produc
tion have been brought to perfection-when labor
has been economized to· the highest degree-whet!

education has been so systematized that a prepara

tion for the more essential activities may bernade

with comparative rapidity-and when, consequently,
there is a great increase of spare time; then will the
poetry, both of Art and Nature, rightly fill a large

space in the minds of all.

But it is one thing to admit that resthetic culture

is in a high degree conducive to human happiness.;

and another thing to admit that it is a fundamental

requisite to human happiness. However important

it may be, it must yield precedence to those kinds of

culture which bear more directly upon the duties of

life. As before hinted. literature and the fine arts.
5
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are made possible by those activities which make indi
vidual and social life possible; and manifestly, tha~·

which is made possible, must be postponed to that
which makes it possible. A florist cultivates\a plant
for the sake of its.Hower; and regards the roots an~
leaves .as of value, chiefly because they are instru
mental in producing the flower. But while, as an
ultimate product, the flower is the thing to which
everything else is subordinate, the florist very well
knows that the root and leaves are intrinsically of
greater importance; because on them the evolution
of the flower depends. He bestows every care in
rearing a healthy plant; and knows it would be
folly if, in his anxiety to obtain the ~ower, he were
to neglect the plant. Similarly ,i.n the case before us.
Architecture, sculpture, painting, music, poetry, etCOtl
may be· truly called the effiorescence of civilized life.
But' even supposing them to be of such transcendent
worth as to subordinate the civilized life out of which
they grow (which can hardly be asserted), it will still
be admitted that the production of a .healthy civil
ized rife must be the first consideration; and that the
knowledge conducing to this must occupy the high..
est place.

And here we see most distinctly the vice of our
educational system. It neglects the pia.,.t for tile
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sake of the' flower. In anxiety for elegance, it for.
gets substance. While it gives no knowledge con-

.ducive to self-preservation-while of knowledge that
facilitates gaining a livelihood it gives but the rudi
ments, and leaves the greaterpart to be picked up
any how in after life-while for the discharge of

parental functions it makes not the slightestproe

vision-and while for the duties of citizenship it
prepares by i~partinga mass of facts, most of Wllich

are irrelevant, and the rest without a key ; it is dil.

igent in teaching everything that adds to refineluent,

polish, eclat. However fully we may admit that
extensive acquaintance with modern languages is a
valuable accomplishment, which, through reading!
conversation, and travel, aids in giving a certain

finisQ.; it by no means folIo ws that this result is
rightly purchased at the cost of that vitally import

ant knowledge sacrificed to it. Supposing it true

that classical education conduces to elegance and
correctness of style; it cannot be said that elegance

and correctness of styIe are comparable in import
ance to a familiarity with the principles that should

guide the rearing of children. Grant that the taste

may be greatly improved by reading all the poetry
written in extinct languages; yet it is not tt» be
inferred .that such imptovement of taste is equiva-
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lent in value to an acquaintance with the laws of
health. Accomplishments, the fine arts, helle8-lettres,

and all those things which, as we say, constitute the
eftlorescence of civilization, should be wholly sub

ordinate to that knowledge and discipline in which

ciyilization rests. As they occupy the leisure part oj
life, 80 shouldtkey OCCUP1/ the leisure part of educatio'n(

Recognizing '~nus the true position of restbetics,~

and holding that while the cultivation of them
should form a part of education from its commence...

ment, such cultivation should be subsidiary; we
'have now to inquire what knowledge is of most use
to this end-what knowledge best fits for this re...

maining sphere of activity. To this question the

answer is still the same as heretofore. Unexpected
as the assertion may be, it is nevertheless true, that

the highest Art of every kind is based upon Science

--that without Sci~nce there can be neither perfect
produotion nor full appreciation. Science, .in that
limited technical acceptation current in society, tnay

Dot have been possessed by many artists of high

repute; but·acute observers as they have been, they

have always possessed a stock of those empirical

generalizations which constitute science in its lowest

phase; and they have habitually fallen far belo..
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perfection, partly because their generalizations were
comparatively few and inaccurate. That science:
necessarily underlies the fine arts, becomes manifest,
apriQri~ 'whenwe remember that art-products are all

more or less representative of objective or subjective

?henomena; that they can be true only in proper
tian as ~hey conform to the laws of these phenom
ena; and that before they can thus conform the
artist must know'what these laws are. That this II

priori conclusion tallies with experience we shall
soon see.

Youths preparing. for the practice of sculpture,
have to acquaint themselves with the bones and
muscles of the human frame in their distribution,

attachments, and movements. This is a portion of

science; and it had been found needful to impart it
for the prevention of those many errors which sculp.

tors who do not possess it comnlit. For the preven

tion of other mistakes, a knowledge of mechanical

principles is requisite; and such knowledge Dot

being usually possessed, grave mechanical mistakes
are frequently made. Take an instance. For the

stability of a figure it is needful that the perpendic
ular from the centre of gravity-"the line of direo

tion," as it is called-should fall within the base of
support; and hence it happens, that when a man
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assumes the attitude known as ., standing at ease,Y\
in which one· leg is straightened and the other re
laxed, the line of direction falls within the foot of
the straightened leg. .But sculptors unfamiliar with
the theory of equilibrium, not uncommonly so·repre·
sent this attitude, that the line of direction falls

midway between the feet. Ignorance of the laws of
momentum leads to analogous errors :as witness the
admired Discobolus, which, as it is posed, must· in
evitably fall forward the moment the quoit is deliv..
ered.

In painting, the necessity for scientific knowledge,
empirical if not rational, is still more conspicuous.
In what consists the grotesqueness of Chinese pic
tures, unless in their utter disregard of the laws of
appearances-in their absurd linear perspective, and
tlleir want of aerial perspective? In what are the
drawings of a child so faulty, if not in a similar
,absence of truth-an absence arising, in great part,
'from ignorance of the way in which the aspects of
things vary with the conditions? Do but remembeI
the books and lectures by which students are in·
structed; or consider the criticisms of Ruskin; or
look at· the doings of the Pre-Rafiaelites: and you
will see that progress in painting implies increasing
knowledge ·0£ how effects in Nature are· produced.
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The most diligent observation, if not aiJed by
science, fails to preserve from error. Every painter
will indorse the assertion that unless it is known

what appearances must, exist under given circum
stances, they often will not be perceived; and to

know what appearances must exist, is,· in so far, to
understand the science of appearances. From wanr

of science Mr. J. Lewis, careful painter as he is,
casts the shadow of· a lattice-window in sharply

defined lines upon an opposite wall; which he would
not have done, had he been familiar with the phe
nOluena of penumbrre. From want of science, Mr.
Rosetti, catching sight of a peculiar iridescence dis
played by certain hairy surfaces under particular
lights (an iridescence caused by the diffraction of
1.ight in passing the hairs), commits the error of
showing this iridescence on surfaces and in positions
\\There it could not occur.

To say that music, too, has need of scientific aid
,,,,ill seem still more surprising. Yet it is demonstra
tIe that music is but an idealization of the natural

language of emotion; and that consequently, music

must be good or bad according as it conforms to the
laws of this naturallanguage. The various inflec
tions 'of voice which accompany feelings of" different
kinds and intensititst. and have been shown to be
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the germs aut of which music is developed.. It baa
been further shown, that these infiectione and car

dences are not accidental or arbitrary; but that they
~re determined by certain general principles of vital

action; and that their expressiveness depends on

this. Whence it follows that In usical ph.rases and
the melodies built of them, can be effective onI}'
when they are· in harmony with these general princi
ples. It is difficult here properly to illustrate this

position. But perb~ps it will suffice to instance the
swarms of worthless ballads that infest drawing
rooms, as compositions which science \vould forbid.

They sin against science by setting to music ideas

that are not emotional enough to prompt musical ex",

pression; and they also sin against science by using
musical phrases that have no natural relation to the

ideas expressed: even where tnese are emotional.

rhey are bad because they are untrue. And to say

~hey are untrue, is to say they are unscieptific.

Even in poetry the same thing holds. Like music,

poetry has its root in those natural modes of expl'es-o

sion which accolllpany deep feeling. Its rhythm, its

strong and numerous metaphors, its hyperboles, its
violent inversions, are simply exaggerations of the

traits of excited speech. To be good, therefore,
,poetry ,must pay respect tn. those laws of nervousa,c.
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tiQD which excited speech obeys. In intensifying
and combining the traits of excited' speech, it must

have due regard to proportion-must not use its ap
pliances without restriction; but, where the ideas
are least emotional, must use the forms of poetical
expression sparingly; must use them more freely as
the emotion rises; and must carry them all to their
greatest extent only where the emotion reaches a
climax. The entire contravention of these princi
ples results in bornbast or doggerel. The insuffieent

respect for them is seen in didactic poetry.. And it
is because they 'are rarely fully obeyed, that we have
so much poetry that is inartistic.

Not only is it that the artist, of whatever kind,.
call::'ot produce a truthful work without he under..

stands the laws of the phenomena he represents; but
it is that he must also understand how the minds of
spectators or li.steners will be affected by the several
peculiarities of his work-a question in psychology~

What impression any given art-product generates,
manifestly depends, upon the mental natures of those
to whom it is presented; and as all mental natures

have certain general principles in common, there
must result certain corresponding general principles
on which alone art-prodnets can be successfully
framed. These general ~~aoiWes cannot be fully
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understood and applied, unless the artist seesho\\
they follow from the laws of> mind. To ask whether

the composition of a picture· is good, is really to ask
how the perceptions and feelings of observers \vill be

affected by it. To ask whether a drama is well con..
structed, is to ask whether its situations .are so ar..

ranged as duly to consult the power of attention of
an audience, and duly to avoid over-taxing anyone
(~lass of feelings. Equally in arranging th~ leading

divisions of a poem or fiction, and in combining the

words of a single sentence, the goodness of the effect

depends upon the skill with which the mentalener..

gies and susceptibilities of the reader are economized.

Every artist, in the course of his education and

after-iife, accumulates a stock of DJaxims by which

his practice is regulated. Trace such maxims to

their roots, and you find they inevitably lead you

-lown to psychological principles. And only when

the artist !'a·:~].nnallyunderstands these psychological

principles and their various corollaries, can he work

in harmony with them.
We do not for a moment believe that science will

make an artist. While we contend that .the leading

iaws both of objective and subjective phenomena
must be understood by him, we by no means contend

that knowledge of auch laws will serve in place of
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natural perception. Not only the poet, but also the
artist of every type, is born, not made. ~n"at we
assert is; that innate faculty alone will not suffice;
but must have the aid of organized knowledge. In
tuition will do much, but it will not do all.. Only
when Genius is married to Science can the highest
results be produced.

As we have abo-ve asserted, Science is necessary
Dot only for the most successful production, butalsG

For the full appreciation of the fine art~. In what
IIDDsists the greater ability of a man than of· a child
to perceive the beauties of a picture; unless it is .ill

his more extended knowledge of those truths in na..
ture or life which the picture renders? How hap
pens the cultivated gentleman to enjoy a fine poem
so muchmon3 than a boor does; if it is not because
his wider acquaintance with objects and actions ena·
bles, him to see in the poem much that the boor can
Dot se,a? And if, as is here so obvious, there must

be som,e famili.arity with the things represented, be..
fore the representation can be appreciated; then the

representation can be completely appreciated, only

in proportion as the things represented are completely
understood. The fact is, that every additional truth

which a work of art expresses, gives an additional
pleaSU1"e to the perciniant· miDd~a, pleasure that is
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missed by those ignorant of this truth.1"he more
realities an artist indicates in any given amount oi
work, the more faculties does he appeal to; the more
numerous associated ideas does he suggest; the more

gratification does he afford. But to receive this grat...
ification the spectator, listener, or reader, must know

the realities which the artist has indicated; and to
know these realities is to know so much science.

And now let us not overlook the further great factt

that not only does science underlie sculpture, pain~

iug, music, poetry, but that science is itself poetic.
The current opinion that science and poetry are op
posed is a delusion. I t is donbtles8 true that as
states of consciousness, cognition and emotion
tend to exclude each other. And it is doubtless also

true that an extreme activity of the reflective powers
tends to deaden the feelings; while an extreme activ

ity of the feelings tends to deaden the reflective pow.

ers; in which sense, indeed, all orders of activity are

antagonistic to each other$ But it is not true that
the facts of science are unpoetical: or that the
cultivation of science is necessarily unfriendly to the

exercise of imagination or the love of the beauti
ful. On the contrary science opens up realms of

poetry where to the unscientific all is a blank.

fhose engaged in scientifio ~esearches constantly
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show us that they realize Drot less vividly, but more
vividly, than others, the poetry of their subjects
Whoever will dip into Hugh Miller's wOl'ks on ge"
ology, or read Mr. Lewes's "Seaside Studies," will
perceive that science excites poetry rather than ex
tinguisheS it. And whoever will contemplate the
life of Goethe will see that the poet and the man of
science can co-exist in equal activity. Is it not, in
deed, an absurd and almost a sacrilegious belief that
the more a man studies Nature the less he reveres it ?
Think you that a drop of water, which to the vulgar
eye is bu·t a drop of' water, loses anything in the eye
of the physicist who knows that its elements are held
together by a force v;hich, if suddenly liberated.

would produce a Hash of lightening? Think you

that what is carelessly looked upon by the uninitiated

are a mere snow-flake, does not suggest higher asso
ciations to one wh<\ has seen through a microscope
the wondrously varied and elegant forms of snow.
crystals? Think you that the rounded rock marked
with~paranel scratches calls up as luuch poetry in an
ignorant mind as in the mind of a geologist, who
knows that over this rock a glacier slid a million
years ago? The truth is, that those who have never

entered upon scientific pursuits know not a tithe of

the poetrJ by which they are~unded. Whoever
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has not in.youth collected plants and insects, knows
not half the halo of·interest which lanes a.ud ~edge.

rows can .assume. Whoever has not sought for .fos·
siis, has little idea of the poetical associations that
surround the places where imbedded treasures were

found. Whoever at the seaside has not had a micro·

scope and aquarium, hao yet to learn what the high..
est pleasures of the seaBide are. Sad, indeed, is it to
see how men occupy themselves with trivialities') and
are indifferent to the grandest phenomena-care not
to understand the architecture of the Heavens, but
are deeply interested in some contemptible contro
versy about the intrigues of Mary Queen of Scots ~

-are learnedly critical over a Greek ode, and pass
by without a glance that' grand epic written by the

finger of God upon the strata of the Earth!
We find, then, that even for this renlaining di..

vision of human activities, scientific culture is the

proper preparation. We find that resthetics in gen..
eral are necessarily based upon sc;entific principles;

and can .he pursued with complete success only

through an acquaintance with these principles. We
find that for the. criticism and due appreciation of
works o( art, a knowledge of the constitution of
things, or in other words, a knowledge of science, is
requisite. And we not only find that science is the
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nandmaid, to all forms of art and poetry, Lut that,

rightly regarded, sciellce is itself poetical.

Thus far our question has been, the worth of knowl·
edge of this or that kind for purposes of guidance.

Wehave now to judge the relative values of differ
ent kinds of knowledge. for purposes of disciplinec
This division of our subject We are obliged to treat
with comparative brevity; and happily, no very
lengthened treatment of it is needed. Having found
what is best for the one end, we have by implication
found what is best for the other. We may be quite
sure that the acquirement of those classes of facts
which are most useful for regulating conduct, in
volves a mental exercise best fitted for strengthen
ing the faculties. It "Touid be utterly contrary to the
beautiful economy of Nature, if one kind of culture
were needed for the· gaining of information and
another kind were needed as a mental gymnastic.
Everywhere throughout creation we find faculties
developed through the performance of those func
tions which it is their office to perform; not
through the performance of artificial exercises de
vised to fit them for· these functions. The·Red In..;,
dian acquires the swiftness and agility which makes
him a successful hunter, bythe actual pursuit of ani.
mals; and by the miscellaneous activities of his life.,
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he gaIns a better balance of physical powers than
gymnastics ever give. That skill in tracking ena...
mies and prey which he has reached by long prac

tice, implies a subtlety of perception far exceeding any

thing produced by artificial training. And similarly

throughout. From the Bushlnan, whose eye, which
being habitually employed in identifyir~g distant ob·

jects that are to be pursued or fled from, has acquired

aquiteteiescopic range,to the accountant whose daily

practice enables him to add up several colunl11S of
figures simultaneously, we :fipd that the highest power
of a faculty results from the discharge of those duties

which the conditions of life re.quire it to discharge.
And we may be certain, apriori, that the saUle law

holds throughout education. The education of most
value for guidance, must at the same time be the ed

ucation of most value for discipline. Let· us considel

the evidence.

One advantage claimed for that devotion to lan

guage..learning which forms so prominent a feature
in the ordinary curriculum, is, that the memory is
thereby strengthened. And it is apparently as
sumed that this is an advantage peculiar to the study
of words. But the truth is, that the sciences afford

far wider fields for the exercise of memory. It is
no slight task to remember all the facts 'ascertained
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respecting our solar system; much more to remem
ber all that is known concerning the structure of

our galaxy. The new cornpounds which chemi&try

daily accumulates, are so numerous that few, save
professors, know the uarnes of thenI all; and to rec

ollect the atomic {'onstitutions 'and affinities of aU

these compounds, L'-j ~carcely possible without mak·
ing chemistry the occupation of life. In the enormous

mass of ph~nomenapresented by the Earth's crust,
and in the still more enorlnous mass of phenomena

presented by the fossils it contains, there is matter

'which it takes the geological student years of appli
cation to master. In each leading division of physics

--sound, heat, light, electricity..-the facts are numer

ous enough to alarm anyone proposing to learn thelU

all. And when we pass to the organic 8ciences, the,
effort of memory required becomes still greater.. In

human anatomy alone, the quantity of detail is so

great, that the young surgeon has commonly to get

it up half-a-dozen times before he can permanently

t"etain it.. The number of species of plants which

botanists distinguish, amounts to some 820,000;

while the varied forms of animal life with which the
zoologist deals, are estimated at SOine two millions.

So vast is the accumulation of facts which men of

science have before them, that only by dividing
~
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and subdividing their labors can they deal with it.
To a complete knowledge of his own division~ each

a,dds but a general knowledge of the rest. Surely,

then, science, cultivated even to a very moderate ex..

tent, affords adequate exercise for memory. To say

the very least, it involves quite as good a training

for this faculty as language does.

But now mark that while for the training of mere

melnory, science is as good as, if not better" than,

1anguage; it has an immense superiority in the kind

iof Inemory it cultivates. In the acquirement of a

language, the connections of ideas to be established

in the mind correspond to facts that are in a great

measure accidental; whereas, in the acquirement of

,science, the connections of ideas to be established

in the mind correspond to facts that are mostly nee
,-essary. I t is true that the relations of words to their

meaning is in one sense natural, and that the genesis

of these relations may be traced back a certain dis

tance: though very rarely to the beginning; (to
which let us add the remark that the laws of this gen...

esis form a branch of mental science-the scienc.e of

philology.) But since it will not be contended that

in the acquisition of languages, as ordinarily carried

on, these natural relations between words and their

;meanings are habitually traced, and the laws reguc
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lating them explained; it must be admitted that they
are commonly learned as fortuitous relations"On
the other hand., the relations \vhich science presents
are causal relations; and, ,vhen properly taught, are
understood as such. Instead of being practically
accidental, they are necessary; and as such, give ex
ercise to the reasoning, faculties. While language
familiarizes with non-rational relations, science fa

miliarizes with rational relations. While the one
exercises memory only, the other exercises both

memory and understanding.
Observe next that a great superiority of science

over language as a means of discipline, is, that it

·cultivates the judgment. As, in a lecture on mental
education delivered at the Royal Institution, Profes
sor' Faraday wellrelnarks, the most common intel
lectual fault is deficiency of judgment. He contends
that" society, speaking generally, is not only igno.
rant as respects education of the judgment, but it is
also ignorant of its ignorance.') And the cause to
which he ascribes this state is want of scientific cuI.
ture. The truth of his conclusion is obvious~ Cor-

rect judgment with regard to all surrounding tthings'9
events, and consequences, 'becomes possible only
through knowledge of the way in which surrounding
phenomena depend on each other. No extent of ac...
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quaintanoe with the meanings of words, can giYe
the power of forming COITect inferences respecting
causes and effects. The constant drawing of con
clusions from data, and then of verifying those con
clusions by observation· and experiment, cail alone
give the power of judging correctly. And that it
necessitates this habit is one of the immense advant
ages of science.

Not only, however, for intellectual discipline is
science the best; but also for moral discipline. The
learning of languages tends, if anything, further to
increase the already undue respect for authority.
Such and such are the meanings of these words, says
the teacher or the dictionary. So and so is the rule
in this case, says the grammar. By the pupil these
dicta are received as unquestionable. His· constant
attitude of mind is that of submission to dogmatic
teaching. And a necessary result is a tendency to
accept without inquiry whatever is established.
Quite opposite is the attitude of mind generated by
the cultivation of science. By science, constant -ap
peal is made to individual reason. Its truths are
not accepted upon authority .alone ; but all are at
Uberty to test them-nay, in many cases, the pupil
'is required to think out his own conclusions. Every
step in a- soientificinvestigation is submitted to his
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judgment.. He is not asked to admit it without 00&
ing it to be trne. And the trust in his own powers

thus produced, is further increased by the constancy

with which Nature justifies his conclusions when

they are correctly drawn. From all which there

flows that independence which is a most valuable
eiement in character. Nor is this the only moral

benefit bequeathed by scientific culture. When
;,arried on, as it should always be, as much as possi

Alle under the form of independent research, it exer·
cises perseverance and sincerity. As says Professor
Tyndall of inductive inquiry," it requires patient
industry, and an humble and conscientious accept
ance of what Nature reveals. The first condition of
success is an honest receptivity and a willingness to
abandon all preconceived notions, however cherished,
if they be fouud to contradict the truth. Believe
me, a self-renunciation which has something noble
in it, and of which the world never hears, is often
enacted in the private experience of the true votary

of science."

Lastly we have to assert-and the assertion will,
we doubt not, cause extreme surprise-that the disci~

pUne of science is superior to that of our ordinary edu·

cation, because of the religious culture that it gives.
Of course we do not_hero_use the words scientift~
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and religious in their ordinary limited acceptations I .

\but in their widest and highest acceptations. Donut,.
Jess, to the superstitions that pass uIider the name of
religion? sci~nce is antagonistic; but not to the es·
sential religion which these superstitions merely hide.
Doubtless, too, in much of the science that is cur..
rent, there is a pervading spirit of irreligion; but not
in. that true science which has. passed beyond the
superficial into the profound.

if True science and true religion," says Professor Huxley at the
close of a recent course of lectures, "are twin-sisters, and the
separation of either from the other is sure to prove the death of
both. Science prospers exactly in proportion as it.is religious;
and religion flourishes in exact proportion to the scientific depth
and firmness of its basis. The great deeds of philosophers have
been less the fruit of their intellect than of the direction of that
intellect by an eminently religious tone of mind. Truth has
yielded herself rather to their patience, their love, their siDgl~·

heartedness, and their self-denial, than to their logical acumen."

So far from science being irreligious, as many
think, it is the neglect of science that is irreligious
-it is the refusal to study the surrounding creation
that is irreligious. Take a humble simile. Suppoae
a writer were daily saluted with praises couched in
superlative language. Suppose the wisdom, the
grandeur, the beauty of his works, were the constant
topic,S of the eulogies addressed to him. Suppose
those who unceasingly uttered these eulogies on his
works were content_with lookinfl at the outsides of
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them; and had never opened them, much less tried
to understand them. What value should we put
upon their praises? What should we think of their
sincerity ? Yet comparing small things to great,

. such is the conduct of mankind in general, in refer·
ence to the Universe and its Cause. Nay, it is
worse. Not only do they pass by without study,
these things which they daily proclaim to be so won'"
derful; but very frequently they condemn as mere
triflers those who give time to the observation of
Nature-they actually scorn those who show any
active interest in these marvels. We repeat, then,
that not science, but the neglect of science, is irrelig
ious. Devotion to science is a tacit worship-a tacit
recognition of worth ill the things studied; and by
implication in their Cause. It is not a mere lip
homage, but a homage expressed in actions-not a
profe~sed respect, but a respect proved by the sacrifice
ef time, thought, and labor.

Nor is it thus only that true science is essentially
religious. It is religious, too, inasmuch as it gener.
ates a profound respect for, and an implicit faith in,
those uniform laws which underlie all 'things. By
accumulated experiences the man of science acquires
a thorough belief in the unchanging relations of
phenomena-in the invariable connection of cause
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and consequence-in the necessity of good or evil ra
~ults. Instead of the rew~rds and punishments of;

, ,:,raditional belief, which men vaguely hope they may
gain, or escape, spite of their disobedience; he finds
that there are rewards and IJunishments in the or·
dained constitution of things, and that the evil re
sults of disobedience are inevitable. He sees that
the laws to which we must submit are not only in.
exorable but beneficent. He· sees that in virtue of
these laws, the process of things is ever toward a
greater perfection and a higher happiness. Hence
he is led constantly to insist on these laws, and is
indignant when men disregard them. And thus
does he, by asserting the eternal principles of thing~:
a.nd the necessity of conformi~k to them, prove him·

self intrinsically religious.
To all which add the further religious aspect 01

science, that it alone can give us true conceptions ot
ourselves and our relation to the mysteries of exist.
ence. At the same time that it shoW's us all whic~

can be known, it s~ows us the limits beyond which
We can know nothing. Not by dogmatic assertion
does it teach the impossibility of comprehendin'a
the ultimate cause of things; but it le~ds us clearly
to recognize this impossibility by bringing us"in every
dire~tion to boundaries we oamlot crOB& It realizel
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to us in a way \vhich'nothing else can, the littleness
of human intelligence in the face of that which tran
scends human intelligence. While toward the tra~

ditions and authorities of men its attitude may be
proud, before the impenetrable veil which hides the
Absolute its attitude is humble-a true pride and a
true humility. Only the sincere man of science (and
by this title we do not mean the mere calculator of
distances, or analyzer of compounds, or labeller of
species; but him who through lower truths seeks
higher, and eventually the highest) only the genuine
man of science, we say, can truly know how utterly
beyond, not only human knowledge, but human
conception, is the Univ-ersal Power of which Nature,
and Life, and Thought are manifestations.

We conclude, then, that for discipline, as well as
for guidance, science is of chiefest value. In all its
effects, learning the meanings of things, is better
than learning the meanings of words. Whether for
intellectual, moral, or religious training, the study
of surrounding phenomena is immensely superior to
the study of grammars and lexicons.

Thus to the question with which we set out
What knowledge is of most worth?-the uniform
reply is-Science. This is the verdict on all the
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~ounts. For ui:rect self-prese.~:vation, or the maID
tenancf\ ')f life and health, thfl all-important knowl..
edge is-Science. For that indirect self-preservation

which we call' gaining a livelihood, the knowledge of
greatest value is-Science. For the due discharge
of parental functions, the proper guidance is to be

found only in-Science. For that interpretation of

national life, past and present, without which the

citizen cannot rightly regulate his conduct, the
indispensable key is-Science. Alike for the most

perfect production and hig'hest enio:vment of art in

Illi its forms, the needful preparation is still-Sci..
ence And for purposes of discipline-intellectual,
moral, religious-the most efficient study is, once
more-Science. The question which' at first seemed
so perplexed,., has become, fa the course of OUI

inquiry, wmparatively simple. We have not to
estimate the degrees of importance of different orders
of human activity, and different studies as severally

fitting us for them; since we find that t~e study of
Science, in its most comprehensive meaning, is the
best preparation for all these orders of activity. We
have not to decide between the claims of knowledge
of great though conventional value~ and knowledge
of' less though intrinsic value; seeing that the
tmowledge which we find to be of most value in aD
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other respects, is intrinsically most valuable: its
worth is not dependent upon opinion, but is as fixed
~ is the relation of man to the surrounding world.
Necessary and eternal as are its truths, all Science
concerns all mankind for all time. Equally at
present, and in the remotest future, must it be of in
calculable importance for the regulation of their con·
duct, that men should understand the science of life,
physical, mental, and social; and that they should
understand all other science as a key to the science
01 life.

And yet the knowledge which is of such trans
cendent value is that which, in our age of boasted
education, receives the ·least attention. While this
which we call civilization could never have arisen
had it not been for science; science forms scarcely
an appreciable elenient in what men consider civilized
training. . Though to the progress of science we Qwe
it, that millions find support where once there Was
food only for thousands; yet of these millions but a
few thousands pay any respect to that which has
made their existe.nce possible. Though this increas
ing knowledge of the properties and. relations of
tnings has not only enabled wandering tribes to
grow into populous nations, but has given to the
countless members of~ ooDulous nations com-
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forts and pleasures which their few naked ancestors
never even conceived, or could have believed, yet is
this kind of knowledge only now receiving a grudg
ing recognition in our highest educational institu
tions. To the slowly growing acquaintance with the
uniform co-existences and sequences of phenom
ena-to the establishment of invariable laws, we
owe our emancipation from the grossestsnperstitions.
But for science we should be still worshipping
fetishes; or, with hecatombs of victims, propitiating
diabolical deities. And yet this science, which, in
place of the most degrading conceptions of things, has
given us some insight into the grandeurs of creation,
is written against in our theologies and frowned upon
from our pulpits.

Paraphrasing an Eastern fable, we may say that in
the family of 'knowledges, Science is the household
drudge? who, in obscurity, hides ~nrecognized pere

fections. To her has been committed all the work s
by her skill, intelligence and devotion, have all the
conveniences and gratifications been obtained; and
while ceaselessly occupied ministering to the rest,
she has been kept in the background, that her

. haughty sisters might flaunt their fripperies in the
eyes of ~he world. The parallel holds yet further.
For we are fast coming.!iO the denouement. when the
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positions will be changed; and while these haughty
sisters sink into merited neglect, Science, proclaimed
as highest alike in worth and beauty, will reign
supremeC.
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CHAPTERll.

INTELLECTUAL EDUCATION.

~HERE cannot fail to be a relationship between
the"successive systems of education, and the success
ive social states with which they have co-existed.
Having a common origin in the national mind, the
institutions of each epoch, whatever be their special
functions, must have a family likeness. When men
received their creed and its interpretations from an
infallible authority deigning no explanations, it was
natural that the teaching of children should be
purely dogmatic. While" believe and ask no ques
tions" was the maxim of the Church, it was fitly
the maxim of the school. Conversely, now that
Protestantism has gained for adults a right of priv..
ate judgment and established the practice of appeal
ing to reason, there is harmony in the change that
has made juvenile instruction aprocess of exposition
addressed to the understanding. Along with politi-'
cal despotism, stern in its commands, ruling by force
of terror, visiting trifling crimes with death, and im..
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placable in its vengeance on the disloyal, there nec·
essarily grew up an academic discipline similarly
harsh--a discipline of multiplied injunctions and
blows for every breach of them'-':'a discipline of un
limited autocracy upheld by rods, and ferules, and
Ire-black-hole. On the other hand, the increase of

pOlitical liberty, the abolition of law restricting ill<
dividual action, and the amelioration of the criminal
code, have been accompanied by a kindred progress
toward non·coercive education: the pupil-iSlliin.. ' - ....

p;;a' by i~-;; restraints, and other ~e~·s-t€~~lpun:l-
~ ~-"V-._.-";~_,:,~.,~ .. ",, ,...,..-_,'!":,,~~---'!";'i~' ~"~ • /

lshments are used to govern DIm. In those ascetIo
days when men, actin-g"()n-ihe greatest-~;~in.
ciplt, held that the more gratifications they denied
themselves the more virtuous they were, they, as a
matter of COUI'Se, considered that the best education
which most thwarted the wishes of their children,

and cut s.h.. ort. a.. 1..1 s.p.ont.a.ne 0.,.us•. a.c.t~v. it.y.. w.ith..• -'"4' Y~U.'"mustn't dQ so." While_QD.-the_c,ontr.ar;y,..now~that'

/h~ i§. comi~g ...t<;> 9~-!'ggar~ed as ~ legitim-ate'
. aim-now thatJlj).urs,""'of "lp,P_9F are being~hoJ:ten

. --atfcrpopula;;;creations provided, parents and teach./
. ers'''·a;re.o<'begifiniiigto'''seethat most cblidish desf;;J

ma:r rightly be gratified, that childishspor~uld
be encouraged, and that the tendencies of the grow.
ing mind are not altogether so diabolical as was supo
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posed. The age in which all thought that trades
must be established by bounties and prohibitions;
that manufacturers needed their materials and quaU..
ties and prices to be prescribed; and that the value
01 money could be determined by law; was an age
which- unavoidably cherished the notions that a
child's mind could be made to order; that its powers
were to ~e imparted by the schoolmaster; that it
was a receptacle into which knowledge was to be put
and there built up after its teacher's ideal~ In this
free- trade era,· however, when we are learning that
there is much more self-regulation in things than
was supposed; that labor, and commerce, and agri
culture, and navigation can do better without man..
agement than with it; that political governments, to
be efficient, must grow up from within and not be
imposed from without; we are also beginning to see
that there is a natural proce8S of mental evolution
which is not to be disturbed without injury; that we
may not force on the unfolding mind our artificial
forms; out that Psychology, also, discloses to us a
Jaw of supply and demand, to which, if we would
not do harm, we must conform. Thus alike in its
Qracular dogmatism, in its harsh discipline, in it£

multiplied restrictions, in its professed asceticism,
and in its faith in the d\}vices of men, the old educa-



,;ono.l regime was aJrln 'to the social systems with
WhICh it was contemporaneous; and similarly, in the

reverse of these characteristios our modern mode~ of

culture correspond to our more liberal religions and
political institutions.

But there remains further parallelisms to whi0h

we have not yet adverted: that, namely, between

the processes by which these respective changes have
been wrought out; and that between the several

states of heterogeneous opinion to which they have
led. Some centuries ago there was uniformity of be..
lief~religious, politioal, and educational. All mell
were Romanists, all were Monarchists, all were dig·
ciples of Aristotle, and no ohe thought of calling,
in question that grammar.school routine under
which all were brought up. The same agency

has in eacn case replaced. this uniformity by a
constantly increasing diversity. That tendency
toward assertion of the individuality which, after'

contributing to produce the great Protestant
movement, has sinoe gone on to produce au
ever-increasing number of sects-that tendency
which initiated political parties, and out of the two
primary ones has, in these modern days, evolved a
mUltiplicity to which every year adds-that tenden'cy
which led to the Baconian l-ebellioD against th&

If
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scbools, and bas since originated here and aol'oOO
sundry new systems of thought-is a tendency
which, in education also, has caused division and the

accumulation of methods. As external consequences
of the same internal change, these processes have
necessarily been more or less simultaneous. The de-~

cline of authority~whether papal, philosophic? kingly, I

or tutorial, is essentially one· phenomenon; in each
of its aspects a leaning toward fre~ action is seen
alike in the working out of the change itself, and in
the new forms of theory and practice to which the
change has given birth.

While many will regret· this multiplication of .)
schemes of juvenile culture, the catholic observer ,
will discern in it a means of ensuring the final estab- J
lishment of a rational system. Whatever may be

thought of theological dissent, it is clear that dis- J
sent in education results in facilitating inquiry by theI division in labor. Were we in possession of the true I

(.

method, divergence' from it would, of cou:rse, be prej- I
udicial; but the true method havin~(t(). be found,)
the efforts of numerous indepen.den.t seekers carry·
ing out their researches in different directions, con
stitute a better agency for finding it than any that
could be devise{1,_ Each of them struck by some new
thought which probably contains. more or less of
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basis in facts-each of them zealous on behalf ur' his
plan, fertile in expedients to test its, correctness, and
untiring in his efforts to make known its success
each of them merciless in his criticism on the rest-
there cannot fail, by composition of forces, to be a
gradual approximation of all toward the right course.
Whatever portion of the normal method anyone of
them has discovered, must, by the constant exhibi
tion of its results, force itself into adoption; what.
ever wrong practices he has joined with it must, by
l'epeated experiment and failure, be exploded. And
by this aggregation of truths and elimination of
errors, there must eventually be developed a correct
and complete body of doctrine. Of the three phases
through which human opinion passes-the unanim'"
ity of the ignorant, the disagreement of the inquir
ing, and the unanimity of the wise-it is manifest
that the second is the parent of the third. They are
not sequences in time only; they are sequences in

\ causation. However impatiently, therefore, we may, ,

:: witness the present conflict of educational systema, :

Ij . ~.I•....t
; If' and however much we may regret its accompanying

l'f' evils, we mnst recognize it as a transition stage need. r
ful to be passed through, and beneficent in its ulti. "

. mate effects.
, Meanwhile may we not advantageously take stock
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of our progress? A~r fifty years of disoussion,
experiment, and oomparison of results, may we not
expect a few stells toward the goal to be already
made good? Some old methods must by this time
have fallen out of use; some new ones must have
become established; and many others must be in
process of general abandon~ent or adoption. Prob
ably we may see in these various changes, when put
side by side, similar characteristics-may find in
them a common tendenoy; and so, by inference, may
get a clue to the direction in which experience is
leading us, and gather hints how we may achieve
yet further improvements. Let us then, as a pre"
liminary to a deeper consideration of the matter,
glance at the leading contrasts between the educa
tion of the past and of the present.

The suppression of ,every error is commonly fol
lowed by a temporary ascendency of the contrary
one; and it 80 happened, that after the ages when
physical development alone was aimed at, there came
an age when culture of the mind was the sole solici
tude-when children bad lesson-books put before
them at between two and three years old-when
school-hours were protracted, and the getting Jf
knowledge was thought the one thing needful. As,
further, it usually happens, that after one of these
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reactions the next advance is achieved by c(}o()rdinat
ing the antagonist ~rrors, and perceiving that they
are opposite sides of one truth; so we are now com
ing to the conviction that body and mind must both
be cared for, and the whole being unfolded. The
forcing system hafl been in great measure given up,
And precocity is discouraged. People are beginning
to see that the first requisite to success in life, is to

,be a good animal. The best brain is found of little
service, if there be n,ot enough vital energy to work
it; and hence to obtain the one by sacrificing the
source of the other, is noW' considered a folly-a

folly which the eventual failure of juvenile prodigies
constantly illustrates. Thus we are discovering the
wisdoIll; of the saying, that one secret in education is
"to know how wisely to lose ~ime."

Th.e...QDce~nniversa}·praetice"'of-learning-by rote, is
f(1';1y falling more into discredit. All modern au.

/'- thorities condemn the old mechanical way of teachl

{ ing the alphabet. The mnltiplicatiQ!!. .t:'!>!~d!LnoJ
l fre~.. ntly tanght expe~me~~ll..f.:...!.n the acqUir.e\

ment of languages, the grammar-school plan is being
superseded by plans b~;a~th"e--;P-;;ntaneous'p.!.Q.et

-- -- ------~

~. e~ 'b!<!~!2!V~~_ ..J?y---!~~q.blldjp._g~~n~~g_ Jts mother
\ tongue. Describi!lg~the methods there used, the
'44.RePorts on the-Trainin~ SChool at Battersea " .1:
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-" The instruction in the whole preparatory course
is chiefly oral, and is illustrated as much as possible
by appeals to nature." And so throughout. The
rote·system, like othe~ systems of its age, made more

.of the forms and symbols than of the things sym.;
bolized. To repeat the words correctly was every..
thing; to understand their meaning nothing: and
thus the spir~t was sacrificed to the letter. It is at
length perceived, that in this c~se as in others, such
a result is not accidental hut necessary-that in pro
portion as there is attantion to the signs, there must
be inattention to the things, sig1!i#~d; or that, as

.............~-~

M~taig~ng ago said-S~avoir p~~f!,,¥r_n~e8t.pa8

8~avoir. -. -__. -:---.-

klong with rote-teaching, is declining also t
l1eariy-aUied-feacliiiig''']?y;.;r.ules.~;~J;h~z.p~l:ticulars
first, and~theif the -ge~eralization, is the new metlfud

-=3.methOd;-as thfJ3attel'[~~~901 reports-rem -Itt,
which,··thong-li "the r~erse-of"the,..method~nsu ly

fo~whieh~o1miita:i~-th~": Ie
~ ,first" i~e~ p.roJle,d....by-experience_to..be.the rig

, ~. _o...Ile:~..~.fu1.l~~9hing is~~now"'C"ojrdemtred-as-imp~

\ ~inerelY~emPiricaUOO.w.ledg.. e~as_pro~. ciog ao a
\p~rance_~~andingJY.ithQut-the_!'~ T

give the net prodllct_of_inquiry:, ~ithout~r
!.hat l~ads to it, is.f~.!ID(tt9_beJ)()th£!!~~~~inga
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inetti~ient. General, truths to be of due and per{

~~ent use~must'OM"~:rJ.!y~i-c",,_,~~_~~~.Y ?o~~sy go,"\
-is·,~ saying~~p,plic::t~~,JfAQ:wledgeas- to wealth. j

ne r~les, lying isolated in the Inind-not joined
"--t"'o-"--it-Ef-o~'t'ller'contents-asoutgrowthsfromthem_are)

r,;~,~n, tin,ua,l1Y-for,gotten,~tfe'"P, ri~,ci;i,~,;",,';hi~"h ",th,',0,se-

~~;~hf::~g::~n~~;'2~~~~~JI
'~,',~,~"o,'!,""',',~,~,','~,"~,,'U,;,'~,',',~~1~~ir:~~~,",V,','~,~,s,,;,'o,',b"l,e,V,!"e"t,""n,'~,,~.,:,':~:;;~~y.as an old o;;~.··B~t.w"ell,a~.nil,ofrut""

and~:rpin.d ~f principles, there exists a difference
~~~,.f', 'V-Jd,·,,"*, '. ~ ~<;:"'~..... '" :,.':..'-i{-!....:7.~

such 'as that between a confused heap of materials,
and the same materials organized into a cOlnplete
whole, with all its parts bound together. Of ~hich
typ<?..s this last has not only the advantage that its
constituent parts are better retained, but the much
greater advantage, that it forms an efficient agent
for inquiry, for independent thought, for discovery
:mds for which the first is useless. Nor let it be sup
posed that this is a simile only: it is the literal
truth. The union of facts into generalizations i8

the organization of knowledge, whether considered
as an objective phenomenon, or a subjective one:
and the mental grasp may be measured by the
extent to which this organization is carried.
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From the sl~bstitutionof'p.rinciples for ruied, ltDq

the necessarily co-ordinate p;;Wlioo......of leaving abo.

stractions untaught until the mind has been famil.

iarized with the facts from which they are abstracted.

has resulted the postponement of some once early

studies toa late period. This is exemplified in the
abandonment of th~t intensely stupid custom, the

teaphing of grammar to children. As M. Marcel )
~ ....,

says :L" It may without.,hesitatiou be affirmed that

krammar.J~~notthe stepping-stone; out' the"fi~~h:ing )
~tl'ument.'; 'As -·Mr:-~Wyse,.-:a~s-:=~GrammaJ:
1.: ,- . .-- , - ~''(,.-'9,.

,and Syntax .are.a.vcollect1Iln, of laws~~-"-~ules.:1 _-~ ~_:"",,;.~ ..., ,- . ~ .
~Rutes are gathered from pr",ctice: they are tIle re-

r:..r~.............. ~.:

suIts of induction to which we come .by long obser-

vation and comparison of fac~\ It is, in fine, the

aGe, the philosophy of language. In following

, the process of natur:e,.neith$..individuals.-no.r~ns

ever arrive---;tt"he seieRce-~language_ie
~. ----:--- -- ~

. spoken,·anlt:PQ~~tIy;;wl'it&ett;ma11Y"YffiIl'S::b.efore-eit,nel

a 'gram'J;!l.ar_or_pr,osody~is~el'en tlioUghfor~"·-·Men did

I ~?t wait~r,!Sl~e ~:'~'!~~~ ~12~l',-to.1... .
,.~~l;'~, .as ~gram1Uar~was-maae-arter"l~~..
: Lgyage,-8o-ought Jt ~ .. be_t!:~~t. after langua.ge-: '-

J
\ inf~~~E~~~~ all. who recog~~z~.the~latlOn~

~ .between ...tbe evolutlOn--of-th~raceano of thetiiiai....

CvidU1M.~;;to ~_e unavoidi.ble;---,. /
-------..... , -~
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Of new pI-actices that have grown up during the
de~Line of these old ones, the most important is the
~y~tematic culture of the powers of observation.
After lo;g-~ges of blindness·men-are-atlast se-efi1g

that the spontaneous ac·tivity of the observingfacul..
ties in children has a meaning and a use. What was
once thought mere purposeless- action or play, or
mischief, as the case might be, is now recognized as
the process of acquiring a knowledge on which all
after-knowledge is based. Hence the well~conceived

but ill-conducted system of object-lessons. The sar
ing of Bacon, that physics is the mother of sciences,
has come to have a meaning in education. Without
an accurate acquaintance with the vi~ible and tan.
gib~e properties of things, our conceptions must be
erroneous, our inferences fallacious, and our oper
ations unsuccessful. "The education of the senses
neglected" all after education partakes of a drowsie
ness, a hazi:oess, an insufficiency which it is impoSo>
sible to cure." Indeed, if we consider it, we shall
find tha.t exhaustive" observation is an element in all
great suocess. It is not to artists, naturalists, and
men of science onlyt that it is needful; it is not only
that the skilful physician depends on it for the cor..
rectness of his diagnosis, and that to the good
engin~fIJI 't is 80 important tha+'30me years in the
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workshop ar~ prescribed for him; but we may se~

that the philosDpher also is fundamentaly 0 wh<.·

'observes relationships of things which others bad
-,verlooked, and that the poet, too, is one who seeS

the fine facts in nature which all recognize when
pointed out, 'hut did not before remark~ Nothing
requires more to be insisted on than that vivid and
complete impressions a~e all essential. No sound
fabric of wisdom can be woven out of raw material.

While the old method of presenting truths in the
abstract has been falling out of use, there,has been
a corresponding adoption of the new method of pre
senting them in the concrete. The rudimentary
facts of exact science are now being learnt by direct
intuition, as textures, and tastes, and colors are
learnt. Employing the ball·frame for first lessons in
arithmetic exemplifies this. It is well illustratedg,
too, in Professor De'Morgan'sm.o.9-e ~(_e~plainin.,·

thed-;;ima1-:notati6n:--M....l\larcel, rightly repudiat
Iring(the/old:-sjstein...onltbl~8""dtea(}hes_w.roghts and

,(/ \.,." .. .-
, mea~res by r_l?ferrillg_tQ_tb!3 actual -yard..andioot

-\_..._--_.-- -- ---,,-~
pound"an_4 ounce, gallon and quart; and lets the dis
cover~'of th~ir.·ieiit@iSliips~be-experimentat Tn(.................\I~~~.. ~, ...,__ ,. ~
use of geographICal models ana models of the regu..
l~ bodies, etc., as introductory-t()-geography~ an4.

\ geometry-·respectivelY;-are~ ~a.<:t~:_~;'.~h_e~, .class..
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,~estII ,ia 09mI!1Q~c.~r.~~_<:~ ..~~ese ~~~ho.~~ is, that,
@iey carry~ac4<?hil~'s"Inind~through.a.pfQc~s~]ike•
that which_the-mind..of_h.umaJtity_atJarge",has"gone ,;,----, . l
~mcnrgh:Th~ truths_,~~:~uin~er,of. form'".?Ve~
ationshin in p,osition,.were"aIL,origi'nally'"drawn fro._-_...r----- .. .. .. . - . ,

objects; and t.o pr~~.e~Jb~§e<'$trJltQs~p.~l!~_Q_bild in
\ I.~ ~?~ ~o!l.crete -i~...t(}-1et-him.Je~,r!!..J;p.em a§_the-race

ie~;,~,t.,them~By-and....bY:Y"'perhap-§.,jL'!!!L,!>e see~

I
I that he cannot possibly·· learn them in any . otber

\ '
...W!ty.;,>[p,r,..tp~~,jfhe i~~F!~~~ ..to ~~peat them as ab .
. stractions, the '. abstrac~~~~_~_c~~ .~~_!~_ n..?'.~-ea~~g fo )

\ him.,until.~e"fi~~".•~~~:-aresimply. statem29 •
\f~wbat"'he~n:tultlveJ.y .a\~perns.,..-- ',C--- -~ l

But of all the changes taking ~lace, the most sig-. - - '-~.--'~._~_.~~

i~ant is the growing desire to make the acquire-
\.ment..:9[k~~"w~]~:Pl~~s:ur3J5Ie:ratherc.t~inful
-a desire based on the more or less distinct percep
tion that at each age the intellectual action whioh a
child likes is a healthful one for it; and conversely.
fhere is a spreading opinion....that.. the-riseof an
appetite for any ·kind of .knowledge,implies~thatthe
unfolding mind has become fit to assimilate it, and

._..:needs it fo~iliepurposesor growth; and that on the
oth~; hand, the<1ISgust-felt-toward-any-kind -of.... 0,.-.---

--'k'ii~wleage iifa: sfgn'€1the~that-it-isprema~ll.re y pre.-
sented, or that it is I>resented in an indigestible
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fortn~~Hence the efforts to make early educatio.
amusing, and ~n educ~tion i~t;resting:-'Hencet1ie

Cleetl!!.e.~. Q!t,tJ~~ !~~~:QLpjiY:.::'~e~ce""tlie~def€iice
of nursery rhYIIle~ an.s..f~il:y",tales:.· .Daiiy .. ~e.,".more I'

"andmore·~6~fo;~·~~!" ~Bia!1s.d!;OJuveiill:~:~~ini;n.. ,

Does-i~§~~.lil<~~:_~r_tha,t .kh1d~~~J
does he take to It? we~~.~~~ptly.a,s~.~.~H~na.tp..!!U

4:lesire""of>variety'should be indulged," says M. Mar·
cel r-"-allil'-theiratifi~;tf~~' of his CU~!osity_~liould

-beoo~;d ~ith his improvement.",'" Less~mB,"
heag~~--;rks,~,,;osh~~ld'cease before the child
evinces 8ymptomso~!!iiss:~" _. And'soW'fthIa-ter
ea.ucation. SiiO;"t"breaks during ~~l:tool.hours, ex

~u;Wn'i"'intothe country, amusing lectures, choral
..longs-in these' and many like traits, the change

'-''- may be discerned. Asceticism is disappearing out
1 of education as-out-6f-life; .·aiidt~tm'l'ml-test-ela:-t--

~~"'~~<\'~••,~.;,,~,.""... ~. r~,~",,,,,, ~,..~. ___

political legisla~~~.n,,::=1!~J."A~!!~~J!9~...to.proIDQte_hap.
piness'-:isbegin~ing to be, in a great degree, the

~""; '.... "'". """.:~,IV ',~ .....r~~~ .... ',;. '., ...~.,,, ""'~";.r:.t,.J~::, .....~~7.t.'~\~-,.,J;;"""-"';"''':~>'''--I''':'' .... <t';",~'......;;a....;...,."'"~... - .-.-..

_test of le~~~t.~2.t;,>!2!~~~~~~2L~!!£lJEu-~pr~s~tY.. . -

~
:What now is the common characteristic of these

several changes·? Is it not an increasing conformity
to the methods of nature? The relinquishment of

.early forcillgagainst which nattire ever rebels, and
~he leaving -of the first years for exer<-tse of the
limbs and senses, shoW' this; The superseding~
L. . -' .
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-to ..learned lessons by lessons orally and experimente
I \

ygiven, like those of the field and play.groun~

shows this. The disuse of rule-teaohing, and the,
adoption of teaching by principles-that is, the leav.. \
log of generalization until there are partioulars to \
base them f.J,n-show this. The system of object. \

lessons shows this. The teaching of the rudiments \
of scienoe in the concrete instead of the abstraot,
shows this. And above all, this tendenoy is showQ
in the variously directed efforts to present knowledge
in attraotive forms, and so to make the acquirement..
of it pleasurable. Eor as it is the order of nature
in all creatures that the gratification acoompanying
the fulfilment of needful funotions serves as a stimu
Ius to their fulfilment-as during the self·eduoaticA.
of the young child, the delight taken in the biting
.of-cofal8'; a,;d- the 'priUing-to pieces of toys, beoomeq

c -thepro~ptertoaoti()ns whioh teach it the propertiea
-, -of matter ;Jtfollows that, in choosing the succession

. ~subjeots ... and' the- modes.,?f instruc~ion wh~: )

\: ;:~in:~e~::t~;:::~a:=~~
~.--_~._ ...... __-.. .... _~.~..,..~.: to

,,:/1,_:.~e.' _' ,=-, ~ ',~ _. _,~, ~_ _ ;p- :""'--"'~:'~"'''~"Y "'_~

,.1" _~ -- ".

r""~'Thus, then, we are on, the highway toward the
'doctrine long ago enunciated bY-R.es~zi, ~t

$like in its order and its methods, education must
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eonform to the natural process of mental evolution
that there is a certain sequence in which the faculties
spontaneously develop, and a certain kind of knowl.
edge which each requires during its development; and
that it is for us to ascertain this sequence, and sup·
ply this knowledge. All the improvements above

mded to are partial applications of this general
principle. A nebulous perception of it now prevails
among teachers; and it is daily more insisted on in

/_ ed.ucational works. "The method of nature is the
archetype of all methods," says M. Marcel. " The
vital principle in the pursuit is to enable the pupil
rightly to instruct himself," writes Mr. Wyse. The

'{;;-e science familiarizes us with the < constitution of
things the more do we see· in them an inherent self
sufficingness. A higher knowledge tends contin
ually to limit our interference with the processes of
life. As in medicine the old" heroic treatment" has
given place to mild treatment, and often no treat
ment save a normal regimen--as we have found that
it is not needful to mould· the bodies of babes by
bandaging them in papoose fashion or otherwise-as
in jails it is being discovered that no cunningly de
vised discipline of ours is so efficient in producing
reformation as the natural discipline, the making
prisoners maintain themselves by productive labor·
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so in educatian we are finding that success is to be
achieved only by rendering our measures subservient
to that spontaneous unfolding which all minds go
;fough in their progress to ~aturity.

Of course, this fundamental principle of tuition,

,that the arrangement of matter and method must

correspond with the order of evolution and mode of
activity of the faculties-a principle so obviously

true~ that once stated it seems almost self-evident
has never been wholly disregarded. Teachers have
unavoidably made their school-eourses coincide with
it in some degree, for the simple reason that educa.

tiOIl is possible only on that condition. Boys were
never taught the rule"Of-three until after they had
learnt addition. Thev were not set to write exer..
cises before they had got into their copy-books.
Conic sections have always been pl'eueded by Euclid.
But the error of the .DId methods consists in this,
that they do not recognize in detail what they are

l

obli~.-to-re"Cngtiize-intnegenerat-Yet'tlie-priIi.

citJf8 applies~!-!lrQ.~ghout._lf ...fr.onLthe .time. when ~
c1i~le to cQIl.cei:v.e-two things as related in\..,.' _.. n'.-<·~-· ~. __. i

~sition, years mustvlapse before it can form a true!
---:.....:. ,---~----'-- !

concept ottlie earth, as a sphere made upof land and
j
!

sea, covered with mountains, forests, rivers,and cities,

revolving on itsaxis, andsWllIlpingronnd thesnn-ifi1
/ IoJ
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(:

gets from the one concept to the other by d,~:~~=:!.<
. the...intermediateconcepts which it formHare consecu-

tivelyla~~~~1~compiI~1~tDor;~Ji1est,
that there is ageneral succession through whlChonly it

can Tpa~~~~:~~,4:1",!.g~r;C~~1I~~.~th

1··~i;iit~~~~1]ii~;·i~~:~
.f ones, 'is only less absurd than to present the final
"';qe -- '

concept of the series befcre the initial one? .In the
mastering of every subject some course of increas
ingly complex ideas has to be gone through. The
evolution of the corresponding faculties consists in
the assimilation of th6se; which in any true sense,
is impossible without they are put into the mind in
the normal order. And when this order is not fol
lowed, the result'is, that they are received with ap~

thy or disgust; and that unless the pupil is intelli
gent enough to eventually fill up the gaps himself,
~hey lie in his memory as dead facts, capable of be-

I::
"n ..tumed -to little or no use•

.........
" Why trouble ourselves about any curriculum at

< all? " it~.~y_ ~e....!!lted. "Ifit be true that the mind
r. like·1;liebody has a predetermined co~r8e=otevolu~
~ .~.....--.' ......_- .... _.,....- ...-....-- -----~-

f tion,-if it unfol~~.sP.2!lt..t!~~!y-ifits successive
,. - .., - , ,-.-"~

f desires for this or that kind of informatio-n--a-r--.r
t:.. _........



trast betw~lJ~the...minute,....xapi<:l1y.J~<!,and self.
¥- -~

moving..§p'ore of_a conferva, and the slowly devel-
oped;'eed of a t;;;~h i~mult1pliea envelo~s
and large stock of nutriment laid by to nourish the
germ during its first stages of growth, illustrates this
law in its application to the vegetableworld. Among
anim.al 'organisms 'we may trace it in a series of
contrasts from the -monad whose' spontaneously
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, w-hen..these.ar.~! re9~k~",!2!_its .p"y-p~ition,."..

/ ~_th~e t~s . exists in itself a prompter to th~

t .right spec~e.~,,~!,Ac~iYi,t~f"t4e'1~ignt=timer·wl1Y-iri.-.

~:.:.r...~.;~~;:r~~;;;;w~~.t.~.;.!!o: .. :.:.,.h.';~.. !~f.~~~~
passi~e.;~~ let~:i~~~g~k.]OwJ£~~e as th~y best '

\. can<f":''\V~Y_l!9!i.,P~,,~9P.l)!S1~~ttP.r,2~g~?~~~.:' .. This is
an awkward looking question. Plausibly implying ~

as...it does, that a. syste..m of 00.mplete laia8ez-foJil'e ia .
t~e logical outcome of the doctrines set-f<wtlr;"it-

, ......... Q£i$i.J. ,.- -' - .'....,..... "_.._'~--'~_-'''''''''''''\''''''''''-'.''-"1I''~~''''i'~'~'~-''

se~~..!.:~~~rnish a disproof of the~.~y 'l'eduotioaa .
abSU'l'i!i¥Jn. In truth, however, they do not,."when'·'-
rightly understood, commit us to any such untenable
position. A glance.at the physical analogies will
cle rly show this. It is a general law of all life that
the more complex the organism to be produced, the
longer the period during which it is dependent on a
parent~or~nism for food ana~p;otecti~~;;;~-

t!~
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divided halves are as self-sufficing the moment after
th· sepa.ration as was the original whole; up 0

an~ whose offspring not only passes through apr.

·wra.,ct~g§§Mtipn,.and~su.hs.equellt1y.....l~;mg~p-ends on
\ . • ._-~

the breastfor sustenance; ~~n.er~tha.t.r-l1l,u§t..have
'it;-food~~;ii~ci~iiY-'~~~~~~·~:d;",must,.afterit has

.. "'lea;-n;"d.toJeeditself, continue to have 'bread;-moth-
../"4;',.,_".""",,,,,:,>, - - .' "~_-'~""':'~"<o\.~~':"<:"":_c!.t"'.~""",, .• - .,.~-- ..."'"

ing, and shelter provided;. and does not ~cquire the
:-.......~"--~--. , ,'. __ , .. '.',' -, ..J.:;"'"' .,'._ ,r'ft"3'i 'WII1I""~'r"·"".p,·i' ., ..• ,-\'..., ......

(power. oL.(3·o!hplet~~ seJf:sgp~ort ~ntil a time varying
.. " .., , "."._:._-~~.~'-~~~~;;~'of!'~:;.:;;.-.;;.._.. "~.-- _

"'from fifteen to twenty years after its.birth. Now

this 1,,\;"appliesto the'~;:;d ~s.t<J thAl!Q.dy. .;~

:;:;~~~~~~·~~:o~~:t~i;l1~~t.;~:~~:~
Lacking the ability to' m<)"\Te about, the babe is ~as

power ess to get-'~'aterials';;;'hich to exerciseiFs'
'I)erceptions~as'-itls'''toget~pplieslorits stomach.

tGi:-:~~::~~~;?~~i~~~e.~a:~:::
"~orm for assilPila.tiQn.-~:1ih~:"i~~gu~ge throug~hie
~ _. .,.,..t....,·'J,dS'~·

all higher truths are to be gained it wholly_derives
fro~1io§~.:sJg:~j!!g~Jt'. A7a;~~;;i~ such an

'ei:ample as the Wild Boy of Aveyron, the arrest of
development that results when no help is received

from parents and nurses:,..-l'hus,jn_PI9!iding f.:?mJ
! d;X t9..daY~~~II~t-;:.~. ~~~:;-o.~.f-~a.cts,._p. repared..i!!..the
~~~,_andglYUlg!!!~1!!..J~__~~~ a~~ce~at .
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a:~tervals, there is asmuch.scop_e..fo; ac{
, ive minis.!~~llOn t<ra'chiId:s"mindas 'torts-body',

-:;ither....case..it..is.:the,~chief .fun~tJQn.. Qtp.~rent; to

see thafthec01iditions req~~§.l!gj:ogr01V:t~~~~.mai. I'
~----- ... ; .,._._.__ ~'1"T' - i"·-'-'-"·""·,f''-''-..~......,.- ..-:,"~ - '. tl
tatn.ed,rilM"'~na::as'jn"supplying<:,alimentr"and~lethJng, 'i

~ ~

~and. sh~lte~, j:1ley ,may fulfil this function .without at .r
? \aIL!nterfering with the spontaneous development''''~}r'
. t ..tf~~~~;d"'vTs~~;a~·eTth~·"i;tb~T;·o;·d;-~~;de·

• \ 4~ .-.- .... ~ , ... " ...... ......,..., ~... "" V",.~l)JAzI. iQ1 ."..

o they may supply sounds for imitation, objects fo

.f e~-;miniti.on,nooKs-for reading,' pr~bi;;-; forSOIU-\
' tlop, ~and,,,if,..tJ!~y...Y§;:iW:tt8],~:,,-dj~ct~~9~:indireCt co
e~~Ldo_tllj§ __~itbQ..qt,jll.Jl:OY_W,8.Y_Qj§.tl!r.bini ~

,Hie normal process of mental evolution; or rather,.
\maygl'eatlifaciiitate'th31--process~~~Jhead
mmi~f-rheaoctrines" en;~ciated ·doe~'"1mt;''''1r ~
'some might argue, involvet1ie-ab'"aiidonmenf"'of al

~...1t..,.~~ ......_.-F£!I"lI'f..-""~:!l: <:., - 14~. - ..~,_ .....
·'teacliing; but leaves ample room for an active a

.... ""~",;- .."';';" ""'.~~"-~--""''''''~''~'''~ e. c ,...,...-

elaborate course of culture.

Passing from generalitie~ to special considerations
it is to be remarked that in practice, the Pe~talozzian!

I s~e;m ..seem~~~!s~~y__t.9.,.~Y,~...!ll!1!.~Q",.!,J1~ ...pro~ise
\ of its th~rJ:~~Webearofcbi1dre!'Y2!.. llt ~n lnte
\ested in their lessons~=disgu;t~~ith_tbem--ra er;
~ as we cang~ the Pestalozzian schools

.,.--- ---------
have not turned out any unusual proportion ofd~
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tinguished men,-if even they have reached the av
erage. We are not surprised at this. The success
of every appliance depends mainly upon the intel1~

genoe with which it is used. It is a trite remark,)
that, having the choicest tool~.a!1 '!!I}.Milfl!.~~tisan .
~l botch his work;_~nd bad teacpe!'~~'YJ!!.J.~,i,l".~~;v:~m .•

_.,~~h the..best"methods.· Indeed, th~]22~~~SS ?!"'~.kb~

m~hod becom~s..in 8uch"cas~.J~l1caU8e~.of. failure; as,
to continue the simile, the peri~~~~f the tool be~

t ......

comes.in undisciplined hands a source of imperfec.
in results. A simple unchanging, almost me..

chanical routine of tuition may be carried out by the
commonest i~tel1ects"Jt-ith..s..uch.smaU~eaefi.cial.e;[ect

"as it is capable of producing; but a complete sys-

~:...~.~:.~.;~:.;.;.~_.:;i~~~~;~~s;:i{
~~~I~::sP:;~~~:~i7~.~~~;;~~
,lessons,; any hedge-schoolmaster can drill boys in the

1~?l~ip~~~io~t~ble_;.,2~~~ t~a~h_~pel~ing~;jghtlyb
:bingJlie:..:po!'e!!....?f th6 letters instead of ~eir ,
naiiie;-:-;;;to instructinnumencarcombinations byr-__--.~--.""t.-..:'_.;... -...-*,.e.u.~~

exnerinlental synthesis, a modicum of understand.
-.........o_.~~~~..... _~ "'....... ""'JIlIIl~',;;~i~---'':- '!-::-.....-.... ~-_--~::::.~,_oJ't"'

ing .is needful: and to pursue a like-rational-course
taro~ out.....:~, ~~~ange,.,of~ studies, -.-asks aQ
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(1mount of judgment, of invention,' of intellectua~

~ (~y:mp'athy-,~analytl~~!..taQul~y,__W:l!i~li 'we~U
\ \ . never see~to it_while the t~orialojfu:,e-is'hel
~ n such small esteem. The true education is pra •-- --' - -~ticable only to the, true ppilosQ.pher.Judge, then,

wnat prospec~p.h!los2p'hicalm~<?d now has 5f
b~ing acted out r Knowing so little as we yet do
:)f Psychology, and ignorant as our teachers are of
tha,t little, what chance has a system which requires
Psychology for "its basis?

indrance and discouragement has arise~

from confounding t~e Pestalozzian p;!.nciple with
the forms in which it has been embodied. Beca.use
particular plans ha~e .not-answereaexpeewlon, dis-
credit has been cast' upon thedoct;ine associated
wi t them; no inquiry being made whether these

plans truly conform to such doctrine. Judging as \
usual by the concrete rather than the abstract, m..en
nave 61amea the tlieory tor the bijngliiigS'-"'-of'the

practice., ' It ~~'"'.~~Cillg[~pfi;s'futiT;'~'ttenipt~~
~~.. ,..,._.. --""'-""',.,.

"'construct a steam-engjne had been held to prove
that steam could not be used as a motive power.
Let it be constantly borne in mind that while right
in his fundamental ideas Pestalozzi was not therefore

.....-:,~ :;~P'FW.>r.~·~f.#o";~....,--~~~~.~.;;!\'t'lf';"~·':'~~.,--""""",-

nght in all his applications of them: and we believe
the fact to be tnafhe'wasofteu'wrong. '-y, Asdesc~ibed
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even by his admirers~ozziw~:.a man of par.
tial intuitions, a man who had oc~ional flashes of
insight~ rather than a man of systematic thought.
His first great success at Stantz was achieved when...... .

, e had no books or ~Epliancesof ordin~!y teac"hing,
an4 when "the only object of hi~.e:utionw~s to
nd~'~~ ~~~h~~~~nt~h~~structionhis chi1-

-=ct1 - ~,,,,,",,,,,,,,,,,,,~-II •. SZ17 - iIl4it! "'_.......... ,., ...............-.-r-_

en stood peculiarly in :peed of,· and what was t
best ;nan~~t..of-~~~necting it witlithe nowledge

.............~ _ e, .. ., ~~~..u·...·~...M'~,.~~'..1,.. ,c.<~....

theY:,~~c~gy".p<:>ssesse,q~uch.,of his power was
d.u;:;:<'~ot to calmly reasoned-out plans of culture, but

. ~~>'M_bidctd _' _ .,. ,'t'I .• ,-...

to his profound sympathy, which gave him an in-
sti~~ti~cei)tion oIchild1Sb:' 'needs '3:nd:difnculties.

He lacked the ability logically to co-ordinate and de
velop the truths which he thus from time to time
laid hold of; and had in great measure to leave this
to his assistants, Kruesi, Tobler, Buss, Niederer,

~~~""""",,~,,,;.v;~':"e":~~,'t.-;y:t'..U _!!S\!&W,ti~~.....

and Schmid. The result is that in their details his
own plans, and those vicariously devised, cont~in

numerous crudities and inconsistencies. His nursery
method, described in "The Mother's Manual," be
ginning as it does with"'i"'ii";~;;;ciature of tlie differ
ent parts of the body, and procee,ding next to specify
their relative positions, and next their connections,
may be proved not a~ all in accordance with the
initial stages of mental' evolution. His process of
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teachmg the mother tongue hy formal exercises in
the meanings of words and in the construction of
Jentences, is .quite needless, and must entail on the
pupil less of time, labor, and happiness. His pro

Rosed mode .. of teaching' geo~'raphy is utterly un0
(pestal;~zi~;:_.And.()ften- wh;~is .. plans are esse~-
\tiarr;;:u:i thei~~;Ii1';,~--i;£g,Ip.pl!J.Y;_~r .;[tiated
'b~ some remnant of the old regime. While,.,.there..
~~, .......... , - .•. ,<.,':.•>'::I'l ......:~"' .• " •. ;.'li' ..to:"."".... ,',,.,:_._ ...

fore, we would defend in its entire extent the general
doctrine which Pestalozzi inaugurated, we think

41' IlF b

great evil likely to result from an uncritical recei>~

tion of his specific devices. That tendency which
mankind constantly exhibit to canonize the forms
and practices along wIth which any great truth has
been bequeathed to them,-their l:ability to prostrate
their intellects before the prophet, and swear by his
every word,-their proneness to mistake the clothing
of the id~a for the idea itself; renders it needful
to insist strongly upon the distinction between the

fundamental principle of the PestalOZZIan system,
and the set of expedients devised for its practice:
and to suggest that while the one may b~ considered
as established, the other is probably hothing but an
adumbration of the normal course Indeed, on look
ing at the state of Ol1r knowledge we may be quite
sure that this is the .case. Before our educational
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methbds can be made to harmonize in character and
l.1~r'ngement with the faculties in their mode and
.older of unfolding, it is first needful that we asce~
'ain with some completeness how the faculties do
I
unfold. At present our knowledge of the matter

extends only to a few general notions. These gen

eral notions must be developed in detail,-must be

transformed into a multitude of specific propositions,

before we can' be said to possess that science on
which the art of education' must be based. And
then when we have definitely made <lut in what sue..
cession, and in what combinations the mental powers

become active, it remains to choose out of the many
possible ways of exercising each of them that which
best conforms to its natural mode of action. Evi
dently, therefore, it is not to be supposed that even
our, most advanced modes of teaching are the l'ig·~t

ooes, or nearly the righ tones.

Bearing in mind then this distinction ~tween· the
.f.,rinciple aILd_th.e_pra.!}.tic~_of_Eestal~i, and inferr
ring from the grounds assigned that the last must
necessarily be very defective, the reader will rate at
its true worth the dissatIsfaction with the system
which some havt:: expressed; and will see that the
due realization of the Pestalozzian idea remains to

be achieved. Should he argue, however, from what
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has just been said that no such realization is at pres
ent practicable, and that all effort ought to be d&
voted to the preliminary in<)uiry; we reply, that
though it is not possible for a scheme of culture to

be perfected either in matter or form until a rational
Psychology has been established, it is possible, with
the aid of certain guiding principles, to make em..
pirical approximations toward a perfect scheme. To
prepare the way for ~Grther research we will now
specify these principles. Some of them have already
been more or less distinctly implied in the foregoing
pages; but it will be well here to state them all in
logical order..

1. That in education we should proceed from the
simple to the complex is a truth which has always
been to some extent acted upon; not professedly,
indeed, nor by any means consistently. The mind
grows. Like all things that grow it progresses from
the homogeneous to the heterogeneous; and a nor-·
mal training system being an objective counterpart
of this subjective process, must exhibit the like pr~
gression. Moreover, regarding it from this point of
veiw, we may see that this formula has much wider
applications than at first appears. For its rationale

IDvolves not only that we ahould proceed from the
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.single to the combined in t,he teaching of each
branch of knowledge ; but that we should do the
like with knowledge as a whole. As the mind, con
sisting at first of but few active faculties, has ita
later-completed faculties successively awakened, and
ultimately coines to have all its faculties, in simulta
neous action; it follows that our teachings should
begin with but few subjects at once, and successively
adding to these, should finally carryon all subjects
abreast-that not only in its details should educa
t!on proceed from the simple to the complex,but in
its en8emble also.

2. To say that our lessons ought to start from
the concrete and end in the abstract, may be con
sidered as in part a repetition of the foregoing.
Nevertheless it is a maxim that needs to be stated:
if with no other view, then with the view of show
ing in certain cases what are truly the simpl~ and
the complex. Fo~ unfortunately there has' been
much misunderstanding on this point. General for..
mulas which men have devised to express groups of
details, and which have severally simplified their con
ceptions by uniting many facts into oue fact, they
have supposed must simplify the conceptions of the
child also; quite forgetting that a generalization is
simple only in l'.nmnarison with the whole mass of
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particular truths it comprehends-that it is more
eomplex than anyone of these truths !aken singl,
'-that only after many of these single truths have
been acquired does the generalization ease the mem..

. ory and heip the reason-and that to the child not
possessing these single truths it is necessarHy a mys
tery. Thus confounding two kinds of simplification.
teachers have constantly erred by setting out with
"first principles": a proceeding essentially, though
fiot apparently, at variance with the primary rule;
which implies that the mind should be introduced to
principles through the medium of examples, and so
should be led from the particular to the general
from the concrete to the abstract.

S. The education of the child must accord both
in mode and arrangement with the education of
mankind as considered historically; or in other
words, the genesis of knowledge in the individual
must follow the same course as the genesis of knowl..

/ edge in the race. To M. Comte we believe society

(

owes the enunciation of this doctrine-a doctrine
which we may accept without committing ourselves
-to his, theory of the genesis of knowledge either in
its causes or its order. In support of this doctrine
two reasons may be assigned, either of them 8uffi.
eient to establish it. One is deducible from the law
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of hereditary transmission as considered in its wide!
eonsequences. For if it be true that men exhibit
likeness to ancestry both in aspect and character
~f it be true that certain mental manifestations, as
insanitYt will occur in successive members of the
same family at the same age-if, passing from indi..
vidual cases in which the traits of many dead ances
tors mixing with tmse of a few living ones greatly
obscure the law, we turn to national types, and re

mark how the contrasts between them are persistent
from age to age·-if we remember that these respec.
tive types came from a common stock, and that
hence the present marked differences between them
must have arisen from the action of modifying cir
cumstances upon successive generations who sev
erally transmitted the accumulated effects to their
descendants-if we find the differences to be now
organic, so that the French child grows into a
French man even when brought up among strangers
-and if the general fact thus illustrated is true of
the whole nature, intellect inclusive; then it follows
that if there be an order in which the human race
has mastered its various kinds of knowledge, there
will arise in every child an aptitude to acquire these
kinds of knowledge in the same order. So that even .
were the order int.rinsicallv indiJferent, it wowd.
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facilitate education to lead the individual mind
through the steps traversed by the general mind.
But the order is not intrinsically indifferent; and
hence the fundamental reason why education should
be a repetition of civilization in little. It is alike
provable that the historical sequence was, in its
main outlines, a necessary one; and that the causes
which determined it apply to the child as to the
race. Not to specify these causes in detail, it will
suffice here to point out that as the mind of humanity
placed in the midst of phenomena and striving to
comprehend them, has, after endless comparisons,
speculations, experiments, and theories, reached its
present knowledge of each subject by a specifio
route; it may rationally be inferred that the relation..
ship between mind and phenOI~ena is such as to pre-
vent this knowledge from being reached by any
other route; and that as each child's mind stands in
this same relationship to phenomena, they can be
'ccessible to it only through the same route. Hence
in deciding upon the right method of education, an
lnquiry into the method of civilization will help to
guide us.

4. One of the conclusions to which such an in
quiry leads is, that in each branch of instruction we
should proceed from the empirical to the rational. A
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leading fact in human progress is, that eV,ery science
is evolved out of its corresponding art. It results
from the necessity we are under, both individually

and as a race, of reaching the abstract by way of the
concrete, that there must be practice and an accru
ing experience with its empirical generalizations, be
fore there can be science. Science is organized

knowledge; and before knowledge can be orga.nized,
some of' it must first be possessed. Every study,
therefore, should have a purely experimental intro
duction; and only after an ample fund of observ~

tions has been accumulated, should reasoning begin.
As illustrative applications of this rule, we may in
stance the modern course of placing grammar, not
before language, but after it; or the ordinary custom
of prefacing perspective by practical drawing. By
and by further applications of it will be indicated.

5. A second corollary from the foregoing general
principle, and one which cannot be too strenuously
'insisted upon, is, that in education the process of
self-development should be encouraged to the fullest
extent. Children should be led to make their own
investigations, and to draw their own inferences.
They should be told ~s little as possible, and induced
to discover as much as possible. Humanity has pro
gressed solely by self·instruction ; and that t.o achieve
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the best results, each mind must progress somewhat
after the same fashion, is continually proved by the
marked success of self-made men. Those who have
been brought· up under the ordinary school-drill, and
have carried away with them the idea. that education
is practicable only in that style, will think it hope
J.ess to make childre~ their own teachers. If~ hoW'!
ever, they will call to mind that the all-important
knowledge of surrounding objects whicha child gets
in its early years is got without help-if they will re
member that the child is self-taught in the use of its
mother ·tongue-if they will estimate the amount of
that experience of life, that out-of-school wisdom,
which every boy gathers for himself-if they will
mark the unusual intelligence of the uncared-for
London gamin, as shown in all the directions in which
his faculties have been tasked-if further, they will
think how many minds have struggled up unaided.
not only through the my~teries of our irrationally
planned curriculum, but through hosts of other ob
stacles besides; they will find it a not unreasonable
conclusion, that if the subjects be put before him in
right order and right form, any pupil of ordinary
capacity will surmount his successive difficulties with
but little assistance. Who indeed can watch the
ceaseless observation, and inquiry, and inference
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going on in a child's mind, or listen to iti5 acute
remarks on matters within the range of its fac
ulties, without perceiving that these powers which it
manifests, if brought to bear systematically upon any
studies within the same range, would readily master
them without help? This need for perpetual telling
is the result of our stupidity, not of the child's. We

drag it away from the facts in which it is intereste~

and which it is actively assimilating of itself; we
put before it facts far too complex for it to under
stand, and therefore distasteful to it; finding that it
will not voluntarily acquire' these facts, we thrust
them into its mind by force ()f threats and punish
ment; by thus denying the kn,owledge it craves, and
cramming it with knowledge it cannot digest, we
produce a morbid state of its faculties, and a conse
quent disgust for knowledge in general; and when,
as a result partly of the stolid indolence we have
brought on, and partly of still continued unfitness
in its studies, the child can understand nothing with~

out explanation, and becomes a mere passive recipi.
ent of our instruction, we infer that education· must
necessarily be carried on thus., Having by our
method induced helplessness, we straightway make
the helplessness a reason for our method. Clearly
then th~ experience of pedagOiZUeS cannot rationaUJ
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be quoted ag-ainst the doctrine we are defending-.
And whoever sees this will see that we may safely
follow the method of nature throughout-may, by' a
skilful ministration, make the mind as self-develop
blg in its later stages as it is in its earlier ones; and
that only by doing this can we produce the higheut
power and activity.

6. As a nnal test by which to judge any plan ()If
culture, should come the question,-Does it create t\

pleasurable excitement in the pupils 'I When inl
doubt whether a particular mode or arrangement isl
or is not more in harmony with the foregoing prin
ciples than some other, we may safely abide by this
criterion. Even when, as considered theoretically,
the proposed course seemS the best, yet if it pro
duce no interest, or less interest than another
course, we should relinquish it; for a child's intel
lectual instincts are more trustworthy than our rea,.
sonings. In respect to the knowing faculties, we may

confidently trust in the general law, that under nor
mal conditions, healthful action is pleasurable, while
action which gives pain is not healthful. Though at
present very incompletely conformed to by the emo
tional nature, yet by the intellectual nature, or at
least by those parts of it which the child exhibits,
tPit' law is almost wholly conformed to. The re-

D
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pug'nances to this and that study which vex the
ordinary teacher, a,re not innate, but result from hiEl

unwise system. Fellenberg says, "Experience has

taught me that indolence in young persons is so di
rectly opposite to their natural disposition to ac

tivity, that unless it is the consequence of bad ed~

ucation, It is almost invariably connected with some

constitutional defect." And ihe spontaneous activ

ity to which children are thus prone, is simply the

pursuit of those pleasures which the healthful ex

ercise of the faculties gives. It is true that some

of the higher mental powers as yet but little de·

veloped in the race, and congenitally possessed in

any considerable degree only by the most advanced,

are indisposed to the amount of exertion required

of them. But these, in virtue of their very com·

plexity, will in a normal course of culture, come

last into exercise, and will therefore have no· de

mands made upon them until the pupil has arrived

at an age when ulterior motives can he, ~)rought

into play, and an indirect pleasure made to coun

terbalance a direct displeasure. With all faculties
lower than these, however, the direct gratification

oonsequent on activity is the normal stimulus;

and under good management the only needful stim

Ulus. When we aJ'e obliged to fall back on some
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other, we must take the fact as evidence that we
are on the wrong track. Experience is daily show
ing with greater clearness that there is always a
method to be found productive of interest-even

of delight; and it ever turns out that this is the
methoG. proved by all other tests to be the right one.

With most, these guiding principles will weigh

but little if left in this abstract form. Partly, there
fore, to exemplify their application, and partly with
a view of making sundry specific suggestions, we
propose now to pass from the theory of education to
the practice of it.

It was the opinion of Pestalozzi-an opinion which
has ever since his day been gaining ground-that
education of. some kind should begin from the
cradle. Whoever has watched with any discern
ment, the wide-eyed gaze of the infant at surround
ing objects, knows very well that education does be
gin thus early, whether we intend it or not; and
that these fingerings and suckings of everything it
can lay hold of, these open-mouthed listenings to

every sound, are the first steps in the series which
ends in the discovery of unseen planets, the inven
tion of calculating .engines, the production. of great
paintings, or the composition of symphonies and
operas. 11bis activity of the faculties from the very
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first being spontaneous and inevitable, the question
is whether we shall supply in due variety the ma
terials on which they may exercise themselves; and
to the question so put, none but an affirmative an
swer can be given. As before said, however, agree
ment with Pestalozzi's theory does not involve agree..
iment with his' practice; a:r;t-d here occurs a case in
point. Treating of instruction in spelling he says :....:-

"The spelling-book .ought, therefore, to contain all the sounds
of the language, and these ought to be taught in every family
from the earliest infancy. The child who learns his spelling-book
ought to repeat them to the infant in the cradle, before it is able
to pronounce even one of them, so that they may be deeply im
pressed upon its mind by frequent repetition."

Joining this with the suggestions for "a nursery
met4od,"as set down in his·" Mother's Manual,"
in which he makes the names, positions, connections,
numbers, properties, and uses of the limbs and body
his first lessons, it becomes clear that Pestalozzi'3
notions on early mental development were too crude
to enable him to devise judicious plans. Let us in
quire into the course which Psychology dictates.

The earliest impressions which the mind can as~

similate, are those given to it by the undecomposr
able sensations-resistance, light, sound, etc. Man
ifestly decomposable states of consciousness cannot
exist before the states of consciousness out of which
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they are composed. There can be no idea. of,form
until some familiarity with light· in its gradations
and qualities, or resistance in its different intensities,
has been acquired; for, as has been long known, we
recognize visible form by means of varieties of light,
and tangible form by means of varieties of resist
ance. Similarly, no articulate sound is cognizable
until the inarticulate sounds which go to make it up
have been learned. And thus must it be in every
other case. Following, therefore, the necessary law
of progression from the simple to the complex, we
should provide for the infant a sufficiency of objects
presenting different degrees and kinds of resistance,
a sufficiency of objects reflecting different amounts
and qualities of light, and a sufficiency of sounds
contrasted in their loudness, their pitch and their
timbre. How fully this a priori conclusion is con
firmed by infantile instincts all will see on being ree

minded of the delight which every young child has .
in biting its toys, in feelin'g its brother's bright
jacket-buttons, and pulling papa's whiskers-how ab
sorbed it becomes ~ gazing at any gaudily painted
object, to which it applies the word" pretty," when
it can pronounce it, wholly in virtue of the bright
colors-and how its face broadens into a laugh at
the ta,ttlings of its nurse.- the snapping of a visitor's
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fingers, or any sound which it has not before hea.rd
Fortunately, the ordinary practices of the nursery
fulfil these early requirements of education to acon
siderable degree. Much, however, remains to be
done; and it is of more importartce that it should be
done than at first appears. Every faculty during
the period of its greatest activity-the period ,in

which it is spontaneously evolving itself-is capable
of receiving more vivid impressions than at any other
period. Moreover, as these simplest elements must
eventually be mastered, and as the mastery of them
whenever achieved must take time, it becomes an
economy of time to occupy this first stage of child
hood, during w'hich no other intellectual action is
possible, in gaining a complete familiarity with them
in all their modifications. Add to which, that both
temper and health will be improved by the continual
gratification resulting from a due supply of these im
pressions which every child so greedily assimilates.
Space, could jt be spared, might here be well filled
by some suggestions toward a more systematic min
istration to these si~plest of the perceptions. But
it must suffice to point out that any such ministra·
tion ought to be based upon the general truth that in
the development of every faculty, markedly cone
~asted impressions are!he first to be distinguished:
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that hence sounds greatly differing in loudness and
pitch, colors very remote from each other, and su}).,
stances widely unlike in hardness or texture, should
be the first supplied; and that in each case the pro
gression must be by slow degrees to impressioDft
more nearly allied.

Passing on to object-lessons, which manifestly
form a natural continuation of this primary cultur&
of the senses, it is to be remarked, that the system
commonly pursued is wholly at variance with the
method of nature, as alike exhibited in infancy, in
adult life, and in the course of civilization. " The
child," says M. Marcel, "must be shown how all the
parts of an object are connected, etc.:" and the
various manuals of these object-lessons severally
contain lists of the facts which the child is to be
told respecting each of the things put before it.
Now it needs but a glance at the daily life of the
infant to see that all the knowledge of things which
is gained before the acquirement of speech, is self..
gained-that the qualities of hardness and weight
associated with certain visual appearances, the pos
session of particular forms and colors by particular
persons, the production of special sounds by animals
of special aspects, are phenomena which it observes
for itself. In manhood too. when there are no
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longer teachers at hand, the observations and infer
ences required for dailyguidance, must be made un·
helped; and success in life depends upon the aecur
·a,cy and completeness with which they are made.
Is it probable then, that while the process displa.yed
in the evolution of humanity at large, is repeated
alike by the infant and the man, a reverse proces~

must be followed during the period between infancy
and manhood? and that too, even in so simple a
thing as learning the properties of objects? .Is it
not obvious, on the contrary, that one method must
be pursued throughout? And is not nature perpet
ually thrusting. this method upon us, it we had but
the wit to see it, and the humility to adopt it?
What can be more manifest than the desire of chil..
dren for intellectual sympathy? Mark how the
infant sitting on your knee thrusts into your face
the toy it holds, that you too may look at it. See
when it makes a creak with its wet finger on the
,table, how it turns an4 looks at you; does it again,
and again looks at you; thus saying as clearly as it
can-" Hear this new sound." Watch how the
elder children come into the room exclaiming
"Mamma, see what a curious thing," "Mamma,
look a~ this," "Mamma, look at that;" and would
,oontinue the habit, did not ~e silly mamma teU
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them not to tease her. Observe how, when out
with the nurse-maid, each little one runs up to her
with the new flower it has gathered, to show her
how pretty it is, and to get her also, to say it is
pretty. Listen to the eager volubility with which
every urchin describes any novelty he has been to
see, if only he can find some one who will attend
with any interest. Does not the induction lie on
the surface? Is it not clear that we must conform
our course to these intellectual instincts-that we
must just systematize the natural process-that we
must listen to all the child has to tell us about each
object, must induce it to say everything it can think
of about such object, must occasionally draw its
attP-ntion to facts ft has not yet observed, with the
view of leading it to notice them itself whenever
they recur, and must go on by and by to indicate or
supply new series of things for a like exhaustive
examination? Se~ the way in which, on this
method, the intelligent mother conducts her 1essons./
Step by, step she familiarizes her little boy with the
names of the simpler attributes, hardness, softness,
eolor, taste, size, etc., in doing which she finds him
eagerly help by bringing this to show her that it is
red, and the other to make her feel that it is hard,
,as fast as she gives hiw \YOIXIa for these properties.
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Each additional property, as she draws his attentioo
to it· in some fresh thing which he brings her, she
takes care to mention in connection with those he
already knows; so that by the natural tendency ttl
imitate, he may g3'C into the habit of repeating them
one after another. Gradually as there occur cases
in which he omits to name one or more of the prop
erties be has become acquainted with, she introduces
the practice of asking him whether there is not
something more that he can tell her about the thing
he has got. Probably he does not understand.
After letting him puzzle awhile she tells him; per
haps laughing at him a little for his failure. A few
recurrences of this,' and he perceives what is to be
done. When next she says she knows something
more about the object than he has told her, his
pride is roused; he looks at it intently; he thinks
over all that he has heard; and the problem being
.easy, presently finds it out. He is full of glee at hi~

success, and she sympathizes with him. In common
with every child" he delights in the discovery of his
powers. He wishes for more victories, and goes in
quest of more things about which to tell her. ~s

his faculties unfold she adds quality after quality to
his list: progressing from hardness and softness to
roughness and smoothness, from color to polish,
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frolli simple bodies to composite ones-thus can.
stantly complicating the problem as he gains com·
petence~ constantly taxing his attention and memory
to a greater extent, constantly maintaining his in·
terest by supplying him with new impressions such
as bismind can assimilate, and constantly gratifying
him by conquests over such small difficulties as he
can master. In doing this she is manifestly but
following out that spontaneous process that was
going on during a still earlier period-simply aiding
self-evolution; and is aiding it in the mode sug..
gested by the boy's instinctive behavior to her.
Manifestly, too, the course she is pursuing is the
one best calculated to establish a habit of exhaustive
observation; which is the professed aim of these
lessons. To tell a child this and to show it the other,
is not to teach it how to observe, but to make it a
mere recipient of another's observations: a proceed
ing which weakens rather than strengthens its
powers of self-instruction-which deprives it of the
pieasures resulting from successful activity-which
presents this all·attractive knowledge under the
aspect of formal tuition-and which thus generates
that indifference and even disgust with which these
object-lessons are Dot unfrequently regarded. On
the other hand, to-Jlursue the course above de-
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scribed is simply to guide the intellect to its appro
priate food; to join with the intellectual appetites
their natural adjuncts-amour propre and the desire
for sympathy; to induce by the union of all these
an intensity of attention which insures perceptions
alike vivid and complete; and to habituate the
mind from the beginning to that practice of self-help
which it m~st ultimately follow_

Object-lessons should not only he carried on after
quite a different fashion from that commonly pur~

sued, but should he extended to a range of things
far wider, and continue to a period far later, than
now. They shoul..J. not be limited to the contents of
the house; but should include those of the fields and
hedges, the quarry and the sea-shore. They should
not cease with early childhood; but should be so
kept up during youth as insensibly to merge int.<l
the investigations of the naturalist and the man of
science. Here again we have but to follow nature'.
leadings. Where can be seen an intenser delight
than that of,' children picking up new flowers and
watching new insects, or hoarding pebbles and shells r
And who is there but perceives that by sympathizing
with them they may be led on to any extent of in
quiry into the qualities and structures of these
things? Every botanist who bas had children with
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him in the woods and the lanes must have noticed
how eagerly they joined in his pursuits, how keenly
they searched out plants for him, how intently they
watched whilst he examined them,. how they over.,
whelmed him with questions. The consistent fo1.
lower of Bacon-the "servant and interpreter of
nature," will see that we ought modestly to adopt
the course of culture thus indicated. Having gained
due familiarity with the simpler properties of inor~

ganic objects, the child should by the same process
be led on to a like exhaustive examination of the
things it picks up in its daily walks-the less com.
plex facts they present being alone noticed at first:
in plants, the color, number, and forms of the petals
and shapes of the stalks and leaves: in insects, the
numbers of the wings, legs, and antennre, and their
colors. As these become fully appreciated and inc
variably observed, further facts may be successively
introduced: in the one case, the numbers of stamens
and pistils, the forms of the flowers, whether radial
or bilateral in symmetry, the arrangement and char·
acter of the leaves, whether opposite or alternate,
stalked or sessile, smooth or hairy, serrated, toothed,
lOr crenate; in the other, the divisions of the body,
the segments of the abdomen, the markings of the
wings, the number of joints in the legs, and the
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forms of the smaller organs-the system pursued
throughout being that of making it the child's am
bition to say respecting ever~thing it finds, all that
can be said.. That when a fit age has been reached,
the means of preserving these plants which have
become so interesting in virtue of the knowledge
obtained of them, may as a great favor be supplied;
and eventually, as a still greater favor, may also
be supplied the apparatus needful for keeping the
larvro of our common butterflies and moths through
their transformations-a practice which, as we can
personally testify, yields the highest gratification; is
continued with ardor for years; when joined with
the formation of an entomological collection, adds
immense interest to Saturday-afternoon rambles;
and form~ an admiraole introduction to the study of
physiology.

We are quite prepared to hear from many that all
this is throwing away time and energy; and that
children would be much better occupied in writing

, their copies or learningtbeir pence-tables, and so fit.

ting themselves for the business of life. We regret
that such crude ideas of what constitutes education
and such a narrow conception of utility, should still
be generally prevalent. Saying nothing on the need
for a systematic culture of the perceptions and the
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value of the practices above ,nculcated as subserving
that need, we are prepared to defend them even on
the score of the knowledge gained. If men are to be

mere cits, mere porers over ledgers, with no ideas
beyond their trades-if it is well that they should be
as the cockney whose conception of rural pleasures.
extends no further than sitting in a tea·garden'
smoking pipes and drinking porter; or as the squire
who thinks of woods as places for shooting in, of un~
cultivated plants as nothing but weeds, and ,vho
classifies animals into game, vermin, and stock--then
indeed it is needless for men to learn anything that
does not directly help to replenish the till- and fin
the larder. But if there is a more worthy aim for us
than to be drudges-if there are other uses in the
things around us than their power to bring money
if there are higher facultie~ to be exercised than
acquisitive and sensual ones-if the pleasures which
poetry and art and science and philosophy can bring
Bre of any moment-then it is desirable that the in~

stinctive inclination which every child shows to ob
serve natural beauties and investigate natural phe.
Domena should be encouraged. But this gross
u.tilitarianism which is content to come into the

world and quit it again without knowing what kind
.of a world it is or what it contains, may be met OD
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its own ground.. It will by and by be found that fa

knowledge of the laws of life is more important than
any other knowledge whatever-that the laws of life
include not only all bodily and mental processest

but by implication all the transactions of the hous6
and the street, all commerce, all politics~ all moralE
-and that therefore without a due acquaintance
with them neither personal Eor social conduct can be
rightly regulated. It will eventually be seen toos
that the laws of life are essentially the same through·
out the whole organic creation; and further, that
they cannot be properly understood in their complex
manifestations until they have been studied in their
simpler ones. And when this is seen, it will be also
BeeD that in aiding the child to acquire the out-of
door information for which it shows so great an
avidity, and in encouraging the acquisition of such
information throughout youth, we are simply in
ducing it to store up the raw material for future
organization-the facts that will one day bring home
to it with due force those great generalizations 01.
science by which actions may be' rightly guided.

The spreading recognition of drawing as an ele
ment of education, is one amongst many signs of
the mOi'e rational views on mental culture now b~

ginning to prevail. Once more it :nay be remarked
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that teachers are at length adopting the course which
nature has for ages been pressing upon their notice.
The spontaneous efforts made by children to repre
sent the men, h':>Jlses, trees, and animals around them
-on a slate if they can get nothing better, or with
lead-pencil on paper, if they can beg them-are
familiar to all. To be shown through a picture-book
is one of their highest gratifications; and as usual,
their strong imitative tendency presently generates
in them the ambition to make pictures themselves
also. This attempt to depict the striking things they
see is a further instinctive exercise of the perceptions,
--a means whereby still greater accuracy and com
'pleteness of observation is induced. And alike by
~eeking to interest us in their discoveries of the..
sensible properties of things, and by their endeavors,
to draw, they solicit from us just that kind of culture
which they most need.

Had teachers been guided by nature's hints ,not,
only in the making Qt drawing a part of education,
but in the choice oftheir.modes of teaching it, they
wouid have done still better than they have done..
What is it that the child first tries to represent l'
Things that are large, things that are attractive in
oolor, things round which its pleasurable associae
tions most cluster-human beings from whom it bas

:to
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received so many emotions, cows a.nd dogs which in.
terest by the many phenomena they present, houses
tha,t are hourly visible and strike by their size and
,contrast of parts. And which of all the processes
of representation gives it most delight? Coloring.

Paper and pencil are good in. default of something
better; but a box of paints and a brush-these are.
the treasures. The drawing of outlines immediately
becomes secondary to coloring-is gone through
mainly with a view to the coloring; and if leave can
,be got to color a book of prints, how great is the
favor? Now, ridiculous as such a position will seem
to drawingmmasters, who postpone coloring and who

teach form by a dreary discipline of copying lines, we
believe that the course of culture thus indicated is
the right one. That priority of color to form, which,
as already pointed out, has a psychological basis, and
in virtue of which psychological basis arises this
strong preference in the child, should be recognized
from the very beginning; and from the very begin
'ning also the things imitated should be real. That
.greater delight in color which is not only conspicu
ous in children but persists in most persons through
Dut life, should· be continuously employed as the
natural stimulus to the mastery of the comparatively
.difficult and unattractive form-should be the
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prospective rewa,rd for the achievement .)f form. And
these instinctive Attempts to represent interesting

actualties should be. all along encouraged; in the

conviction that as, by a widening experience, smaller
and more practicable· objects become interesting

they too will be attempted; and that so a gradual ap
proximation will be made toward imitations having

some resemblance to the realities. :No matter how

grotesque the shapes produced: no matter hoW'

daubed and glaring the colors. The question is not
whether the child is producing good drawings: the
question is, whether it is developing its faculties. It
has first to gain some command over its fingers, some
crude notions of likeness; and this practice is bettel
fhan any other for these ends; seeing that it is the
spontaneous and the interesting one. During these

early years, be it remembered, no formal drawing
lessons are possible: shall we therefore repress, or
neglect to aid, these efforts at self-culture? or shall
we encourage and guide them as normal exercises

of the perceptions and the powers of manipulation?
If by the supply of cheap woodcuts to be colored,
and simple contour-maps to have their boundary linee
tinted, we can not only pleasurably draw out the
faculty of color, but can incidentally produCA somd
familiarity with the outlines of things and countries,
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and some ability to move the brush 8te&o&11; and it
by the supply of temptingly-painted objects we can
keep up the inst~nctivepractice of making represen
tations, however rough, it must happen that by the
time drawing is commonly commenced there wilt
exist a facility that would else have been absent
'lime will have been gained; and trouble, both to
teacher> and pupil, saved.

From all that has been said, it may be readily inc
ferred that we wholly disapprove of the practice of
dr~wing from copies; and still more 80 of that
formal discipline in making straight lines and
curved lines and compound lines, with which it is the
fashion of some teachers to begin. We· regret to find
that the Society of Arts has recently, in its series of

. manuals on "Rudimentary Alt-Instruction," given
its countenance to an elementary drawing-book,
which is the most vicious in principle that we have
seen. We refer to the "Outline from Outline, 01

from the Flat," by Jo~n Bell, sculptor. As expressed
in the prefatory note, this publication proposes" to
place before the student a simple, yet logical mode
of instruction;" and to this end sets out with a num
ber of definitions thus:-

" A simple line in dmwiDg Is a tldD mark drawa from OIl.
pDt to aDother.
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15 Lines may be divided, as to· their nature in drawing, into
two classes :- '

"1. StraigllJ. which are marks that go the shortest road be-
tween two points, as A B. .

"2. Or OuNJed, which are marks which do not go theshorteB'
road between two points, as C D."

And so the introduction progresses to horizontal
lines, perpendicular lines, oblique lines, angles of
the several kinds, and, the various figures which lines'
and &ngles make uiJ. The work is, in short, a. gramr

mar 3f form, with exercises. And thus the system
of commencing with a dry analysis of elements,
which, in the teaching of language, has been ex
ploded, is to be re-inst~tuted in the teaching of
drawing. The abstract is to be preliminary to the
concrete. Scientific conceptions are to precede em
pirical ex~erie.nces. That this is an inversion of the
normal order, we need scarcely repeat. It has been
well said concerning the custom of prefacing the
art of speaking any tongue by a drilling in the parts
of speech and their functions, that it is about as
reasonable as prefacing the art of walking. by a
course of lessons on the bones, muscles, and nerves
of the legs; and much the same thing may be said
)f the proposal to preface the art of representing
objects by a nomenclature and de'finitions of the
lines which they yield on analysis. Thesetechni·
calities are alike repulsive and needless. They reD'
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der the study di~tasteful at the very outset; and aU

with the view of teaching that, which, in the course

of practice, will be learned unconsciously. Just as

the child incidentally gathers the meanings of ordin

ary words from the' conversations going on around

it, without the help of dictionaries; so, from the re

marks on objects, pictures, and its own drawings,

will it presently 'acquire, not only without effort but

even pleasurably, those same scientific terms whick,

if presented at first, are a mystery and a weariness.

If any dependence is to be placed upon the general

principles of education that have been laid down,

the process of learning to draw should be through

out continuons with those efforts of early childhood

described above, as so worthy of encouragement.

By the time that the voluntary practice thus initi

ated has given some steadiness of hand, and some

tolerable ideas of proportion, there will have arisen

a vague notion of body as presenting its three di

mensions in perspective. And when, after sundry

abortive, Chinese-like attempts to render this ap
pearance on paper there has grown up a pretty clear
perception of the thing to be achieved, and a desire

to achieve it, a first lesson in empirical perspective
may be given by means of the apparatus occasionally

used in explaining perspective as a l!cience. This
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BOunds formidable; but the experiment is both com·
prehensive and interesting to any boy or girl of
ordinary intelligence. A plate of glass so framed as
to stand vertically on the table, being placed before
the pupil, and a book, or like simple object, laid on
t~e other side of it, he is reqnested, whilst keeping
the eye in one position, to make ink dots upon the
glass, so that they may coincide with, or hide the
COl'ners of this object. He is then told to join these
dots by lines; on doing which heperceive~ that the
lines he makes hide, or coincide with, the outlines
of the object. And then. on being asked to put a
sheet of paper on the other side of the glass, he dis
covers that the lines he has thus drawn represent
the object as he saw it. They not only look like it,
but he perceives that they must be like it, because
he made them agree with its outlines; and by rtr
moving the paper he can repeatedly c.onvince him
self that they do agree with its outlines. The fac'~

is new and striking; and serves him as an experi.
mental demonstration, that lines of certain lengths,
placed in certain directions on a plane, can represent
lines of other lengths, and having other directions in
space. Subsequently, by gradually changing the
position of the object he may be led to observe how
BOme lines shorten ~~ ~sappear,whilst others come
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into sight and lengthen. The convergence ofparallel
lines, and, indeed, all the leading facts of perspective
may, from time to time, be similarly illustrated to '
him. If he has been duly accustomed to self-help,
he will gladly, when it i~ suggested, make the at
tempt to draw one of these outlines upon paper, by
the eye only; and it may soon be made an exciting
aim to produce, unassisted, a representation, as like
as he can, to one subsequently sketched on the glass.
Thus, without the unintelligent mechanical practice
of copying other drawings, but by a method at once
silnpIe and attractive-rational,. yet not abstract, a
familiarity with the linear appearances of things, and
a faculty of rendering them, may be, step by step,
acquired. To which advantages add these :-that
even thus early the pupil learns, almost uncon.
sciously, the true theory of a picture-namely, thai
it is a delineation ofobjects as they apPear when pro·
jected on a plane placed between them and the eye;
and that when he reaches a fit age for commencin3
scientific perspective he is already thoroughly ac.
quaPited with the facts which form its logical basis,

As exhibiting a rational mode of communicatin.
primary conceptions in geometry, we cannot d.
better than quote the following passage fr~m:Mr.

Wyse:-
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.. A child haS been in the habit of using cubes for aritbmetic;
~ him use them also for the elements of geometry. I would be
gin with solids, the reverse of the usual plan. It saves all the
difficulty of absurd definitions, and bad explanations on points,
lines, and surfaces, which are nothing but abstractions. • • •
A cube presents many of the principal elements of geometry;
it at once exhibits points, straight lines, parallel lines, angles,
parallelograms, etc., etc. These cubes are divisible into various
parts. The pupil has already been familiarized with such divisions
in numeration, and he noW proceeds to a comparison of their several
parts, 'and Of the relation of these parts to each other. • • •
From thence he advances to globes, which furnish bim with ele
mentary notions of the circle, of curves generally, etc., etc.

"Being tolerably familiar with solids, be may DOW substitute
planes. The transition may be made very easy. Let the cube,
for instance, be. cut into thin divisions, and placed on paper: he
will then see as many plane rectangles as he has divisions: so
with all the others. Globes may be treated in the same manner; he
will thus see how surfaces really are generated, and be enabled to
abstract them with facility in every solid.

"He has thus acquired the alphabet and reading of geometry.
He now proceeds to write it. .

61 The simplest operation, and therefore the first, is merely to
place these planes on a piece of paper, and pass the pelicil round
th6m. When this has been frequently done, the plane may be put
at a little distance, and the child required to copy it, and so on."

A stock of geometrical conceptions having been
obtained, in some such manner as this recommended
by Mr. Wyse, a further step may, in course of time,
be taken, by introducing the practice of testing the
correctness of all figures drawn by the eye; thus
alike exciting an ambition to make them exact, and
continually illustrating the difficulty of fulfilling
that ambition. There can be little doubt that geom..
etry had its origin (as, indeed, the word implies) in
the methods discovered by artisans and others. of
making accurate measurement for the foundations of
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buildings, areas of inclosures, and 'the like; and that

its truths came to be treasured up, merely with e

lTiew to their immediate utility. They should be in

traduced to the pupil under analogous relationships..

In the cutting out of pieces for his card-houses, in

the drawing of ornamental diagrams for coloring,
and in those various instructive occupations which

an inventive teacher will lead him into, he may be

for a length of time advantageously left, like the

primitive builder, to tentative processes; and will
so gain an abundant experience of the difficulty of

achieving his aims by the unaided senses. When,
having meanwhile undergone a valuable discipline of
the perceptions, he has reached a fit age for using a
pair of compasses, he will, whilst duly appreciating
these as enabling him to verify his ocular guesses,

be still hindered by the difficulties of the approxima-
" tive method. In this stage he may be left for a

further period: partly as being yet too young for
anything higher; partly because it is desirable that
he should be made to feel still more strongly the
want of systematic contrivances. If the acquisition
of knowledge is to be made continuously interesting;
and if, in the early civilization of the child, as in the
early civilization of- the race, science becomes a,~"

tractive only as ~tering to A.~; it is manifest
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Ihat the proper preliminary to geometry "is a long
"practice in those constructive processes which geom~

3try will facilitate. Observe that here, too, natur.e

points the way. Almost invariably, children show a
strong propensity to cut out things in: paper, to

make, to build--a propensity which, if dmy encour·

aged and directed, will not only prepare the way -for

scientific conceptions, but will develop those powers

of-manipulation in which most people are so defi·
cient.

When the observing and inventive faculties have
attained the requisite power, the pupil may be in
troduced to empirical geometry; that is-geometry
dealing with methodical solutions, but not with the
demonstr.ations of them. Like all other transitions
in education, this should be made ll?t formally but in
cidentally; and the relationship to constructive art
should stiU be maintained. To make a tetrahedron
in cardboard, like one given to him, is a problem
which will alike interest the pupil, and serve as a

convenient starting-point. In attempting this, he
finds it needful to draw four equilateral triangles ar"
l"anged in special positions. Being unable in the
absence of an exact method" to do this accurately he
discovers on putting the triangles into their respec..

tive positions~ ~tha o~t. make their sides fit.
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and that their angles do not properly meet at the
.a.pex. He may now be shown how by describing a4
couple of circles, each of these triangles may be
drawn with perfect correctness and without guess
ing; and after his failure he will duly value the in
formation. Having thus helped him to the solution
of his first problem, with the view of illustrating the
nature of geometrical methods, he is in future to be
left altogether to his own ingenuity in solving the
questions put to him. To bisect a line, to erect a

perpendicular, to describe a square, to bisect an
. angle, to draw a line parallel to a given line, to de
scribe a hexagon, are problems which a little p~tience

will enable him to find out. And from these he may
be led on step by step to questions of a more com
plex kind; all of which, under judicious manage..
ment, he will puzzle through unhelped. Doubtless,
many of those brought up under the old regime,
will look upon this assertion sceptically. We

.Bpeak from facts, however, and those neither few
nor special We have seen a class of boys be
come so interested in making out solutions ro
these problems, as to look forward to their geom
etry lesso~ as a chief event of the week. Within
the last month, we have been told of .one girl's
school, in which some of the young ladies vo}.
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ttnmrilY occupy themselves with geometrical que~
tions out'of school-hours; and of another, in whicb
'they not only do this, hut in which one of them 'u
begging for problems to find out during the holidays
-both which facts we state on the authority of the
teacher. There could indeed be no stronger proofs
than are thus afforded of the practicability and the
immense advantage of self-development. A branch
of knowledge which as commonly taught is dry and
even repulsive, may, by following,the method of na
ture, be made extremely' interesting and profoundly
beneficial. We say profoundly beneficial, because the
effects are not confined to the gaining of geometrical
facts, but often revolutionize the whole state of
mind. It has repeatedly occurred, that those who
have been stupefied by the ordinary school-drill-by
its abstract formulas, by its wearisome tasks, by its
cramming-have suddenly had their intellectf?
roused, by thus ceasing to make them passive recip"
ients, and inducing them to become active discov~

erers. The discouragement brought about by bad
teaching having been diminished by a little sym
pathy, and sufficient perseverance induced to achieve
a first success, there arises a revulsion of feeling
affecting the whole nature. They no longer find
iIlemselves incompetent, they too can do something.
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And gradualiy as success follcws success, the incU<
bus of despair disappears, and they attack the dif
£culties of their other studies with a courage that

insures conquest.
This empirical geometry which presents .an endless

series of problems, and should be ,continued along
with other studies for years, may throughout be ad
vantageously accompanied by those ·concrete appJ.i.
cations of its principles which serve as its prelim
inary. .A.fter the cube, the octahedron, and the
various forms of pyramid and prism have been mas~

tered, may come the more complex regular bodies
the dodecahedron, and the icosahedron-to constru~t

which out of single pieces of card-board reguires
considerable ingenuity. From these, the transition
may naturally be made to such modified forms of the
regular bodies as are met with in cry~tals-the trun..
cated cube, the cube with its dihedral as well as its
solid angles truncated, the octahedron and the
various prisms as similarly modified; in imitating
which numerous forms assumed by different metals
and salts, an acquaintance with the leading facts af
mineralogy will be incidentally gained. After long
1Jontinuance in exercises of this kind, rational geom-'
etry, as may be supposed, presents no obstacles.
Constantly habituated to contemplate relationships
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of form and quantity, and vaguely perceiving from

time to time the necessity of certain results as

reached by certain means, the pupil comes to regard

. the demonstrations of Euclid as the missing supple

ments to his familiar problems. His well-disciplined

faculties enable him easily to master its successive

propositions, and to appreciate their value ; and he

has the occasional gratification of finding some of

his own methods proved to be true. Thus he enjoys

what is to the unprepared a dreary task. It only
remains to add, that his mind will presently arrive at
a fit (oudition for that most valuable of all exercises
for the reflective faculties-the making of original
demonstrations. Such theorems as those appended

to the successive books of the Messrs. Chambers'
Euclid, will soon become prarticable to him; and in
proving them the process of self-development will be
no~ intellectual only, but moral.

To continue much further these suggestions would
be to write a detailed treatise on education, which
we do not purpose. The foregoing outlines of plans

for exercising the perceptions in early childhood for
conducting object-lessons for teaching drawing and
geometry, must be considered as roughly-sketched

illustrations of the. method dictated by the general
principles previously specified. We believe that on
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examination they will be found not only to progress
from the simple to the complex, from the concrete
to the abstract, from the empirical to the rational;

but to satisfy the further requirements that educa.

tion shall be a repetition of civilization ill' little,

that it shall be as much as possible a process of self",

evolution, and that it ~hall be pleasurable. That
there shour.~ be one type of method capable of sa1ic.

isfying all these conditions, tends alike to verify the

conditions, and to prove that type of method the
right one. And when we add that this method is
the logical outcome of the tendency, characterizing
all modern systems of instruction-that it is but an
adoption in full of the method of nature which they

adopt partially-that it displays this complete adop,
tion of the method of nature, not only by conform..

ing to the above principles, but by following the
suggestions which the unfolding mind itself gives,
facilitating its spontaneous activities, and so aiding
t he developments which nature is busy with-when
we add this, there seems abundant reason to con.
elude, that the mode of procedure above exempli<
fled, closely approximates to the true one. .

A few paragraphs must be appended in furthet
inoulcation of the two general principles~ alike the______~ ..l
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most important and the least attended to: we mean
the principle that throughout youth, as in earlY
childhood analnmaturity;the pro'cess ;h~i be one
of selI:iiistruction ;andthe obve~e-p;:{ncill.le,th~t-'

the' -menta1-iWtiOn"ind~ce~~~~~~iip!Q9~ ~~alt~~~
thrOligli6ftt"'~iiitr~Sica;il.Y:m:.~tefu.1. If progression
from' simple'~to"'c~~p~~" and .from concrete to ab
stract, be considered the essential requirements as
dictated by abstract psychology, then do these re
quirements that knowledge shall be self-mastered,]Jl9_
pleasurably mastered, become the tests by which we
may Judge whether thedi~tatesofabstrac~hology
are -tieingfiilfilled.lf· the first embody the leading
generalizations of the 8cience of mental growth, the
last are the chief canons of the art of fostering
mental growth. For manifestly if the steps in our
curriculu1JlI are so arranged that they can be succes
sively ascended by the pupil himself with little or
no help, they must correspond with the stages of
evolution in his faculties; and manifestly if the
successive achievements of these steps are intrinsi-·
cally gratifying to him, it follows that they require
no more than a normal exercise' of his powers.

But the making education a process of self-evolu
tion has other advantages than this of keeping our
lessOllS in the right order. In the first place, it

II
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guarantees a vividness and permanency of impreSo
sion which the usual methods can never produce.
Any piece of knowledge which the pupil has himself
acquired, any problem which he has himself solved,

becomes by virtue of the conquest much more thor
oughly his than it could else be. The prelimInary!
activity of mind which his success implies, the con. I

centration of thought necessary to it, and the ex
citement consequent on his triumph, conspire to
register all. the facts in his memory in a way that no
mere information heard from a teacher, or read in a
school·book, can be -registered. Even if he fails, the
tension to which his faculties have been wound up
insures his remembrance of the solution when given
to him, better than half a dozen repetitions would.
Observe again, that this discipline necessitates a
continHous organization of the knowledge he ac
quires. It is in the very nn,ture of facts and infer
ences, aS8imilated in this normal manner, that they
successively become the premises of further con·
c1usions,-the means of solving still further ques
tions. The solution of yesterday's problem helps
the pupil in mastering to-day's. Thus the knowl
edge is turned into faculty as soon as it is taken in,
and forthwith aids in the general function of think
ing-doesnot lie merely written .m the pages of au
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Jnternallibrary, as when rote-learned. Mark furtherli

the importance of the moral culture which this con·
stant self-help involves. Courage in attacking diffi.

culties, patient concentration of the attention, per
severance through failures-these are characteristics
which after-life specially requires; and these are
characteristics which this system of making the mind
work for its food specially produces. That it is
thoroughly practicable to carry out instruction after
this fashion we can ourselves testify; having been
in youth thus led to successively solve the compara.
tively complex problems of Perspective. And that
leading teachers have been gradually tending in this
direction is indicated alike in the saying of Fellen
berg, that" the individual" independent activity of
the pupil is of much greater importance than the
ordinary busy officiousness of many who assume the
office of educators; " in the opinion of Horace

'Il.

Mann, that" unfortunately education amongst us at
present consists too much in telling, not in training;"
and in the remark of M. Marcel that "what the
learner discovers by mental exertion is better known
than what is told to him."

Similarly with the correlative requirement, that the
method of culture pursued shall be one productive
of an intrinsically happy acti~ity,-an activity noi
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happy in virtue of extrinsic rewards to be obtain~

but in virtue of its own healthfulness. Conformity
to this requirement not only guards us against
thwarting the normal process of evolution, but inci·
dentally secures positive benefits of importance.
Unless we are to return to an ascetic morality, the
maintenance of youthful happiness must be consid"
ered as in itself a worthy aim•. Not to dwell upon

\

thiS, however, we go on to remark that a pleasurable

.

state of ~eeling is far more favorable to intellectual
. .action than one of indifference or disgust. Every

lone knows that things read, heard, or seen with in-
terest, are better remembered than those read, heard,
or seen with apathy. In the one case the faculties
appealed to are actively occupied with the subject
presented; in the other they are inactively occupied
with it; and the attention is continually drawn away
after more attrac~ive thoughts. Hence the impres
sions are respectively strong and weak. Moreover,
the intellectual listlessness which a pupil's lack of
interest in any study involves, is further complicated
by his anxiety, by his fear of consequences, which
distract his attention, and increase the difficulty he

t)finds in. bringing his faculties to bear upon these facts
tha.t are repugnant to them. Clearly, therefore, the
eliciencyof any inteilectual action will, other things
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equal, be proportionate to the gratification with
which it is performed.

It should be considered also, that important moral
consequences depend upon the habitual pleasure or
pain which daily lessons produce. No one can com
pare the faces and manners of two boys-the one
made happy by masteling interesting subjects, and
the other made miserable by disgust with his studies,
by consequent failure, by cold looks, by threats, by
punishment-without seeing that the disposition of
the one is being benefitted, and that of the other
greatly injured. Whoever has marked the effect of.
intellectual success upon the mind, and the power
of the mind over the body, will see that in the one
case both temper and health are favorably affected;
whilst in the other there is danger o£ permanent
moroseness, of permanent timidity, and even of per.
manent constitutional depression. To all which con.
siderations we must add the further one, that the~
lationship between teachers and their pupils is, other
things equal, rendered friendly and influential, or an..
tagonistic and powerless; according as the system of
~ulture produces happiness or misery. Human be
ings are at the mercy of their associated ideas. A
daily minister of pain cannot fail to be regarded with
~ secret dislike, and if he causes no emotions but
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painful ones, will inevitably be hated. Conversely
he who constantly aids children to their ends, hourly
provides them with the satisfactions of conquest,
hourly encourages them through their difficulties and

sympathizes in their successes, cannot fail to be liked;
nay, if his behavior is consistent throughout, must
be loved. And when we remember how efficient and
benign is the control of a master who is felt to be a
friend, when compared with the control of one who
is looked upon with aversion, or at best indifference,
we may infer that the indirect advantages of con·
ducting education on the hapFiness principle "do
not fall far short of the direct ones. To all who
question the possibility of acting out the system here

advocated, we reply as before, that not only does
theory point to it, but experience commends it. To
the many verdicts of distinguished teachers who
since Pe~talozzi's time have testified this, may be
here added that of Professor Pillans, who assertsttlat
"where young people are taught as they ought to be,
they are quite as happy in sch~ol as at play, seldom
less delighted, nay, often more, with the well-directed
exercise of their mental energies, than with that of
their muscular powers."

As suggesting a final reason for making educ3l'
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tion a process of self-instruction, and by consequence
a pro~ess of pleasurable instruction, we may advert
to the fact that, in proportion as it is made so, is

. \
there a probability that education will not cease when
schooldays end. As long as the acquisition 01
knowledge is rendered habitually repugnant, so long
will there be a prevailing tendency to discontinue it
when free from the coercion of parents and masters.
And when the acquisition of knowledge has been
rendered habitually gratifying, then will there be as
prevailing a tendency to continue, without superin
tendence, that same self-culture previously carried
on under superintendence. These results are in
evitable. While the laws of mental association re
main true-while ~en dislike the things and places
that suggest painful recollections, and delight in
those which call to mind bygone pleasures-painful
lessons will make knowledge repulsive, and pleasure
'ble lessons will make it attractive. The men to

whom in boyhood information came in dreary tasks
along with threats of punishment, and who were
uever led into habits of independent inquiry, are un
.likely to be students in after years; while those to
whom it came in the natural forms, at the proper
times, and who remember its"facts as not only inter-
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esting in themselves, but as the occasions of a long
series of gratifying successes, are likely to continue
through life that self-instruction commenced in
youth.
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CHAPTER III.

MORAL EDUCATION.

169

STRANGELY enough, the most glaring defect in
our programmes of education is entirely overlooked.
While much is being done in the detailed improve.
ment of our systems in respect both of matter and
manner, the most pressing desideratum has not yet
been even recognized as a desideratum. To prepare
the young for the duties of life is tacitly admitted by
all to be the end which parents and schoolmasters
should have in'view; and happily the value of the
things taught, and the goodness of the method fol
lowed in teaching them, are now ostensibly judged
by their fitness to this end. The propriety of sub-.
stituti~g for an exclusively classical training a train
ing in which the modern languages shall have a
share, is argued on this ground. The necessity of
increasing the amount of science is urged for like
reasons. But though some care is taken to fit youth
of both sexes for society and citizenship, no care
whatever is taken to fit them for the still more im
portant position they will ultimately have to fill-
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__the position of parents. While it is seen that to!

the purpose o~ 'gaining a livelihood, an elaborate I

~
' preparation is needed, it apP'~a!:§..J.2.-~~ th~ugh~ ).J.

. / ;hat for the bringing up_?~hildre~n~l~~t~. ~~
\/L,I ~d. WliHe-many-years are spent by /~

a 60y in gainuig knowledge, of which the chief v~lue .
is that it constitutes "the education of a gentle-
man; 'n and while many years are spent by a girl in
those/decorative acquirements which fit her for even
ing parties; not an hour is spent by either of them} j

/( ~ prepar.atio.n for"t.ha.rgraves..t.-olafrr~sponsn}~lities\:V'" L..::.tooiiianagemenT'OfJLiWiiiIY: Is it that this re
tiponsibility is but a remote contingency? On the

contrary, it is certain to. devolve on nine out of tenl'.~

~t th!disch~!.s:~~seasy? Certainly not.J.n_
of all functions which the adult has to fulfil this i I

.-,,,,,,--,--,--, -----......----- ..
i" thlfni"Ostaifficult. Is it that each may be trusted!

V by self-instruction to fit himself, or herself, for the
. ~ffice of parent? No: not only is ~he need for suct

self·instruction unrecognized, b~~.~~~. ~_?~p!,e!i'py_~ j
\the subject renders it the one of all others in whicl
seli~uctioii 'is least likely-to succeer·N;;~·tio~aL·

~------:----..."....:.._-----pea can be put forward for eaving the Art of Edu
cation out of our curriculum, Whether as bearin,
upon the happiness of parents themselves, or whethei
B8 a1feoting the oharacters and lives of their childrea
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and remote descendants, we must admit that a
knowledge of the rig,ht methods of juvenile culture,
physical, intellectual, and moral,' is"a knowledge
8econd to none in importance. This topic shouk.
occupy the highest and last place in the course of in·
struction passed through by each man and woman~

As physical maturity is marked by the ability to pro
duce offspring, so mental maturity is marked by the

...abil~I to train t~;-off;pring'. The subject whichinm

'Volves' all other subJects, and therefore the subject in
which the education of everyone should culminate, i.
the Theory and Practice of Education.
-Inthe !tOsence of this preparati~~, the manage..
ment of children, and more especially the moral
management, is lamentably bad. Parents either \

( ~~e0-.fink about the matter at .all;.:or-er.ie.~~i.. I
~nclusions are cl'uae:ana:-inconsistent. In _!!!Q~t'

cases:-3:'fi
M

d especially on tlie part of mothers, the_.M__~
/ freatment adopted on every occasion is that which

c/(the .impulse of the mom~ntpromp~: it ~pring~~~t
uom-any-reasoned~o~tconviction as to ~hat will
~~tconauce--tO£necliila.'s weItare;b1it~~ely-;x..

, presae!][e" passing_Rarentarteeling§;-WIret~-j"b~(jd
/" or ill ; and· varies from hOUUQ~QJlr-~~~t.llese.ie_elill

~ry..:- Or if these blind dictates of passion a.te~sup..
plemenrea. .by ~ny definite dOotrines and methods,

-
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they are those that have been handed down from the I
(past, or those suggested by the remembrances of

I 13hi'I<ihood, or those adopted from nurses and servants)

d'-methods devis,e,d, not by the enlightenme,nt, but by •
'the ignorance..ot .the- time.· - Commenting'~on-the
'cnaotic- -~t~t; of opinion 'and practice relative to

family government, Richter writes :-

" If the secret variances of a, large class of ordinary fathers were
bronght to light, and laid down as a plan of studies, and reading

(

catalogued for a moral edncation, they would run somewhat after
this fashion :-In the first hour' pure morality must be read to the
child, either by myself or the -tlit'or-r'-;l1-'Ule-"second, 'mixed
morality, Of that which may be applied to one's own advantage;'
in the third, 'do you not see that yom:.J~~heJ:.doessoand so? ' in
the fonrth, 'you are little, and this is only fit for grown-up pe~

r pJa;.~ in the fifth, ' the chief matter is that you shoulifsuccee"d 1

.. the world, and become i'omething in the state;' in the sixth, 'not.
the temporary, but the eternal, determines the worth of a man;,/

. in the seventh, ' t~~.:r;efure,-ratb.~J_~.!!1r~)lj!!§.1ic.eJ and be k1.wl ; ,
in the eight,h, ' ',.b,!!Fdefend yourself hra,velY,. if, anyone attack YOU, ;',
in the ninth, 'do not t:iiaKe a nOIse, dear ChIld'; , In the tenth;' a
bo,Y. must not srfsoquret;'l"ii'"t'rrntmrv~;;'Yc~LQhey-yOM:
parent!..1i.~·r'::ttah!Ltwelft~, 'and educate I.2!!!:self. J SoJ?y
r-tfi~~ou1J.Y_£~~Eg~i1!ht.P!i.!tClnl!§!t1E1at~e!...concealS their u~.
tenableness and onesidedness. As for his wlle, Sh~i~'Uier liKe
him, nor yeltIik"e-ilia£nitlequin who came on to the stage with a

'')un,dIe", Of, p,aper,s,, .,und,er ea,ch arm, and a.,nswer.e,d", to the., in,qUi,~,",-,-what be bad under his right arI!h ' orders,' alld to what he had
uniler his left arm, 'cou~!"or!lers./-Bm-t1ieml5tlre'i"'miglit 00
much Better oomparea 00 a giant Briareus,.who had a hundred
artiiB;"'UIitlaotiiia:le-orlfapeFs..lm(ler-each:~~;""''' .. .---.
--~-------"-'----~--_.. ~

This state of things is not to be readily changed.
Generations must pass before any great amelioration
of it can be expected. Like political constitutions,
educational systems are Dot made, but grow; and
within brief' periods grovrth is }~sensible. Slow,
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however" as must be any improvement, even that im
"rovement implies the use of means; and among the
means is discussion."-----

We are not among those who believe in Lord
Palmerst,on's dogma, that "all children are born
good." On the whole, the opposite dogma, unten
able as it is, seems to us less wide of the truth. Nor

(

do we agree with thoose who think that, by Ski,IfUI
discipline, children may be made altogether what
they should be. Contrariwise, we are satisfied that
though imperfections of nature may be diminished by
wise management, they cannot be removed by it.
The notion that an ideal humanit~· might be forth
with produced by a perfect system of education, is
near akin to that shadowed forth in the poems ()f
Shelley, that would mankind give up their old in..
stitutions, prejudices, and errors, all the evils in the
world would at once disappear: neither notion being
acceptable to such as have disp=;lssionately studied.
human affairs.

Not that we are without sympathy with those who
entertain these too sanguine hopes. Enthusiasm~

:pushed even to fanaticism, is a useful motive-power
'-perhaps an indispensable one. It is clear that the
t:.rdent politician would never undergo the labors and
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make the sacrifices he does, did he not believe thaI'
the reform he fights for is, the one thing needful.
But for his conviction that drunkenness is the r90t
of almost all social evils, .the teetotaller would

agitate far less energetically. In philanthropy as in
other things great advantage :-esults from division of
labor; and that there may be division of labo.r, eacla
class of philanthropists must be more or less sub
ordinated to its function-must have an exaggerated
faith in its work. Hence, of those who regard edu
cation, intellectual or moral, as the panacea, their
undue expectations are not without use; and that
perhaps it is part of the beneficent order of things
that their confidence cannot be shaken.

Even were it true, however, that by some possible
system of moral government children could be
moulded into the desired form; and even could
every parent be duly indoctrinated with this system;
we should still be far from achieving the object in
view. It is forgotten that the carrying out of any
such sJstem, presupposes, on the part of adults, a
degree of intelligence, of goodness, of self-controL,
possessed by no one. The'great error made by those
who discuss questions of ju-\renile discipline, as in
ascribing all the faults and difficulties to the children,
and none to the parents. The current assumption
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respecting family government, as respecting national
government, is, that the virtues are with the rulers
and the vices with the ruled. .Judging by educa
tional theories, men and women are enti~ely trans
figured in the domestic relation. The citizens we do

bhsiness with, the p.eoPle we meet in the world~ we I
. 11 know to be very imperfect creatures. In the

daily scandals, in the quarrels of friends, in bank· \
ruptcy disclosures, in lawsuits, in police reports, we
have constantly thrust· before us the pervading sel.
fishness, dishonesty, ~rutality. Yet when we criti.)
cise nursery management, and canvass the mis
behavior of juveniles, we habitually take for granted
that these culpable men and women are free froro
moral delinquency in the treatment of theiroffspring t
So far is this from the truth, that we do not hesitate
to say that to parental misconduct is traceable
a great part of the domestic disorder commonly
ascribed to the perversity of children. We do not
assert this of the more sympathetic and self~re·

strained, among whom we hope most of our readers
may be classed. but we assert it of the mass. What
kind of moral discipline is to be expected from a
mother who. time after time, angrily shakes her in
fant because it will not suckle ber, which we once
saw a mother do? B.QW much love of justice and
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generosity is likely to be instilled by a father who.

(

()D baving his attention drawn by his child's scream
to the fact that its finger is jammed. between the
window sash and the sill, fOl'thwith begins to beat

{,/ the child instead of releasing it ? Yet that there are

'-!uch fathers is testified to us by an eye-witness. Or,
to take a still stronger case, also vouched forby
direct testimony-what are the educational prospects

{
of the boy who, on being taken home with a dis·

/'/ located thigh, is saluted with a castigation? It is
I true that these are extreme instances-instauces ex-

~
.\.. ,l ~.i..b.~~!n h.~~ being.s th.a~ ~li~l~_~.'&t~C.t_WhiCh ~\ L,,~\ m.Jl~~tes to u'e'Stroy··tlurweaitly ~nd mJur.~of ~\

~§ tE~~~wn ra?e.. But extreme though they are, they ,
./." / typi(y feelings and conduct daily observable in many

I . families. Who has DQt repeatedly seen a childl

J.
I (Slap!,~.~,~l-n~.e.. or_.p.....a.r.en.::.~for.~re~:ulness pr~b~biy ~J
..' l!esulting from bodily derangement? Who~ when

wa£clilliga.'IDOtIier-snatcn upwWfaHen little, one, has
I not often traced, both in the rough manner and in

I \the SharPly-uttere.. d exclamation-" Yon stupid littl..e
f thing I "-an !rascibility foretelling endless future

f squabbles? Is tp~~tonesinwhic!
f a.~~ids his chiJAren..he"CJ,~}~~~,-evidence of a de

ficient fellow-feeling with them? Are not th~con.
1 stant, and often quite needless, thwm:tiDgs that the

\ I ~ 'I

r.~~~'~ {~/
'brt 1 •
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young experience-the injunctions to sit still, which
~n active child· cannot obey without suffering great
llervous irritation, the commands not to look out of

.. ' the window when traveling by railway, which on a

V ohild of any intelligence entails serious deprivation
-are not'these thwartings, we ask, signs of a ter
rible lack of, sympathy? The truth is, that the
difficulties of moral education are necessarily of dual
origin-necessarily result from the combined faults,
of parents and children. If hereditary transmission
is a law of nature, as every naturalist knows it to be,
and as our daily remarks and current proverbs admit
it to be; then on the average of cases, the defects of
children mirror the defects of their parents ;-00 the
average of cases, we say, because, complicated as the
results a~e by the transmitted traits of remoter an
cestors, the correspondence is not special but only
general. And if, on the average of cases, this in
deritance of defects exists, then the evil passions
which parents have to check in their children imply
l~ke evil passions in themselves; hidden, it may be,
fro111 the public eye; or perhaps obscured by other
feelings; but still there. Evidently, therefore, the
general practice of any ideal system of discipline is
hopeless: parents are not good enough.

Moreover, even were there methods by which the
12
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desired end could be a.t once effected, and even had
fathers and mothers sufficient insight, sympathy, and
self·command to employ these methods consistently,
it might still be contended that it would be of no
use to reform family discipline faster than other
things are reformed. What is it that we aim to do 1 ......... \

." Is it not that education of whatever kind has for its

; proximate end to prepare a child for the busi-

U
·. ness of life-to produce a citizen who, at the same

V' .. time that he is well condu.cted, is also able to ID.ake
· his way in the world? ~~~ does not making~

way in the world (by which we mean, not the ac-
1'••---------.,.-~-,

quirEHlfent-or" wealtlr,-but of the means requisite for

C
)prOperlY bringing up a family)-does not this imply
a ~ertain fitness for the world as it now is? And if
by any system of culture an ideal human being could
be produced, is it not doubtful whether he would be

C
"fit for the world as it now is? May we not, on the+
contrary, suspect that his too. keen sense of rectitude, ,
and too elevated standard of conduct, would make/'

)<. life alike intolerable and impossible? And howevev
admirable the results might be, considered individ·
nally, would it not be self-defeating in so far as so·

I

ciety and posterity are concerned? Jt may, we

think, be argued with much reason, that as in ana."
'ti.on so in a family, the kind of government is, OD
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the whole, about as good as the general state of hu
man nature permits it to be. Itrnay be said that in

)(the one case, as in the other, the average c~aractel"

'of the people determines the quality of the control
exercised. It may be inferred that in both cases;
amelioration of the average character leads to a9

aw"'lioration of system; and further, that were it
possible to ameliorate the system without the aver
age chara.cter being first ameliorated, evil, rather
than good, would follow. It may be urged that such
d~gree of harshness as children now experience from
their parents and teachers, is but a preparatioll for
that greater harshness which they will meet with t:ln
~ntering the world; and that were it possible for.,
parents and teachers to behave toward them with
perfect equity and entire sympathy, it would but in
tensifythe sufferings which the selfishness of men
must, in after life, inflict on them.*

[

*This is the plea put in by some for the rough treatment ex- \~ -
. perienced b.Y boys at our public SChOOlS. j Wher..e, a.s it is said., t.. hey .tJ-

are introduced to a miniature world whose imperfections and ~ ~
hardships prepare them for those of the real world; and it musij ~v

'l. be.,admittedcth~Pthe. plea has Bome force,. "But'it.-i.s-..a-vefYinsUfir~.J-~W. :11
'" cient plea. For-whereas' domestic·and·scbool·discipline, thougn -

~~. , :,,4heyshould.not be very much better than'the discipline'ofadult '
----'< i':ilife,should at any rate.be somewbat better j',the .d~sc.ipline which I"~

.. bOys..m.e..e..t_w.it.h ~t,~toll'.JYi.ncbester•.Har.row.,ete.,-i.S. mUC.>h worse ,~-
,/~ J ',h:n that of adult life-mncb more unjust, cruel, brut.al. In- t.,~

V Jtead of being a.ns.idtO-:b.'.u.man.Pl.O.gx:.e~~:.~_li.i~nalccu.tt..-tire ShO'llI.d ¥1ff'C..'..
" be, the_~culture of our public scbools, lJy acctlstoming-boyste a \ .., .'

I d .iiQ.ti~..J:Qrm of go-viinment and-an'intercourse regulated bV \J. iJt. \.
--.------ ._-- - - --. _.._ .. -- _.... '1

\fl ,-J ~ ~tf!bC~,(~~) /lr;:1J)
~--...,. (-...,- - At
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"But uoes nOli this prove too muen: some one
will ask. " If no system of moral culture can forth·
with make children altogether what they should be;
if, even were there a system that would do this, ex
isting parents are too imperfect to carry it out; and
if even could su~h a system be successfully carried
out, its results would be disastrously incongruous
with the present state of society; does it not follow
that a reform in the system now in use is neither
practicable nor desirable ?" No. It merely follows

( that reform in domestic government must go on,

l
(pari paS8U with other reforms. It merely follows

t,hat methods of discipline neither can be nor should
~,' be ameliorated, except by installments. It merely

Yfollows that the dictates of abstract rectitude will,
in practice, inevitably be subordinated by the pres
ent state of human nature-by the imperfections
alike of children, of parents, and of society; and can
only be better fulfilled as the general character be
comes better.

"At any rate then," may rejoin our critic, "it is
clearly useless to set up any ideal standard of family
discipline. There can be no advantage in elaborat>

G
bru.teforc,~, te"nd,s to, fl."t ~be,m for",-,a" !owe,r,'st,8te, Of" 8~ciety tb~n tb57' wb]ch-exrsts:-And~.chlefly-recrulted as our legIslature IS from

V
r among tbose who .are.broughtup,at_tbese SchOOlS, this barbari~

__ ing·infiuence-become~.!.. ~~Jlindrarice ,tonationaCprogress._. - ~-_-.__._-_..~~ - • •...
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~t:nti::~~m~:::g::e::~sc:,:~:~e:0:::::'1
trary. Just aS'in the case of political government, .

though_pJl..!.!L.!£2titude may be at present impracti- \'V/

~
cable, it is requisit~j~~~kno;=~b~_~h~Jight-~es, so ;

~b3t_tll~ cha~~~~ m~.!!!!y be toward the righ~/\
L, instead of away from it; so in the case of domestic ;

rg~~ment7-1i"n-iaear must be upheld, that there \
. may b;-giiaiiaI approxinmtiljfIS-tcrtt:-"We need ,fear . ~.(

-··no evU_cons§,que~.0.!.Q.!!!.J.l1~ ..J!lll:~ptena~.~~ o{s~.~h-~J
an ideal. On the average the constitutional CODserv·./
atismof mankind is always strong enough to pre- ' ...../' .....
vent a too rapid change. So admirable are the ar-
rangements of things that until men have grown up
to the level of a higher belief, they cannot receive it:
nominally, they may hold it, but not virtually. And
even wh.en the t.ruth gets recognized, the obstacles
to conformity with it are so persistent as to uutlive
the patience of philanthropists and even philoso
phers. We may be quite sure, therefore, that the
many difficulties standing in the way of a normal
government of children, will always put an adequate
!)heck upon the efforts to realize it.

f &0 :~~d:~e:=eP:~~:~;;~Il:::~~:§;:::u:.'f:~:~)
l ~ti;;;; -mor~ie~iication;8tr~v~ea,we ~e.m; -
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t/'

for we do not propose to enter upon the question. of
religious education as an aid to the education exclu·
sively moral. This we omit as a topic better dealt

~ith separately. After a few pages devoted to the

f s~ttlement of general principles, during the perusal

\

Of which we bespeak the reader's patience, we shall
aim by illustrations to make clear the right methods
of parental behavior in the hourly occurring difficul
ties of family government.

;,,/~hell a child falls. or runs its head against the "j
table, it suffers a pain, the remembrance of which I
tends to make it more careful for the future; and
by an occasional repetition of like experiences, it is
eventually disciplined into a proper guidance of its
movements. If it lays hold of the fire-bars, thrusts
its finger into the candle-flame, or spills boiling water
on any part of its skin, the resulting burn or scald
is a lesson not easily forgotten. So deep an impres
sion is produced by one or two such events, lihat
afterward no persuasion will induce it again to dis
regard the laws of its constitution in these ways.
-No; in these and like cases, Nature illustrates to'

jUs in the simplest way, the~~_~ory a.nd practice
t of moral discipline-a theory and pr~_ctice, ,which.,
~hOwever much they may seem to th~ ~uperficial like_........,~~._"' ..__....~----, ..--..~. ~ • .--~
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those commonly received, we shall find on exami·

~ation to differ from them very widely.

Observe, in the first place, that in bodily injUrieS)

I

an} their penalties we ha~:ond,uct and i~o~
/' sequences reduced to their Sin plest forms. Though

V 'according to "their popular acceptition'8,?=ight and

~rong a!.~ words scarcely appii~~ble t~" actio""ns that

have none but direct bodily effects; ye~Yhoever'-1 '

considers the matter will see-!?,_a..t... s~~~~cti.o~smust, ..,' ,~ '.tJ
be .a.iL..I!!..~assifi~le undm:...th.ese-heada...as any~
other actions. From whatever basis they start, all -:--

, t eories of morality agree in considering that con- I
rdl!ct-;~tal results, immediate ancrremore~'
~~ficial, -is· g;,90d co~du..Qi.; ...while conduct whose

V tot,al results, immediate and remote, are injurious, is, t. · I I
/ . bidCO'llduct. Tlie happiness ~~serx. cal!~A by It--~~

a~le ultimate·S'taiiUards by which all ill.2!!judge of I -~
behavior. Vve consider drunkenness wrong because
(\) the J2!!ysical(i;g;~erac'y~~-o~panyingmor~lV. i1s.en-tailed~e transgressor an~ep~~~s.
Did"the£~givepleasure both to taker and

, loser, we sh~Jll.titJn:..ou.i.CimlQgue(i(]iiis.
Were it conceivable that benevolent actions multi~

-.;:e". -;--.,

plied human pains, we should condemn them-=sft0ti:14
/' not consider {21em benevolent. It needs but to -1ad

c./' t~'fii:st newspaper leader. or listen to any conver-
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sation touching social affairs, to see that acts of
parliament, political movements, philanthropic agio

tations, in common with the doings of individuals, ~.

'I are judge~._.!?.:r_~.~~~.. !"!:ticip'~~~d _~~_su~~2.~_~ul~!pJY
~;ng the pleasures or pains of men. And if on look, ,
ingo~-all secondary~~ducedideas, we find

these to be our ultimate tests of right and wrong'1

~
e cannot. refU.,s~~tQ....Q.rn.ss.. p_.ur.e,.11.,,:..E.,.!!y.§!llal..aciiQus as

righ~!..91!g.J!&cor4il!gJQ,Jihe...b..elle:ticia.LG·r'detri·
" ~m;;tal results they produce. '

1,/ ,Not;~ in the second place, the character of the ')

I P2!.~ishments E; which theSELP~aLtxa:(.}sg:~ess;.wns

V. are-preV'eftted. , Punishments, we call them, in the
absence of a better word: for they are not punish-

ments in the literal sense. They are not artificial \

vl::-:e::~~~;;t~:n~~~~:~~b-Y _
. at variance ~lt • 0 I Y we, a~e-c ec S In tea

senee of whICh hfe would qUIckly be destroyed by

bodily iniur~s~ It is the peculiarity of these penal.
ties, if we roust so call them, that they are nothing
more than the unavoidable consequences of the deeds-------.........~... • • • - .

'/ which they follow: they are nothing more than the
i~vitable reactions entailed-6rth; child's actions. .'

..........., ...._t _

Let it be further borne in mind that t ese paInful
........... ..

reactions are proportionate to the degree~~!Y.~----- ~--
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\AI th~,~r~~~~ave be~ tra~~g~~_A ~light.J
~~~:~~_brin~~ ~ slight ~ain, a more ,serious one,.a)
greater pain. When a chiIatum6Ies over the door-

step, it is not ordained that ~~ufferi.::~~~~.

[

of the amount necessary, with the view of making
it;t~;;-;;ti~~-;-th~n the ~~~ry suffering

,will make it. But from its daily experience it is left
to learn .the greater or less penalties of greater or

4
1~~:~O:~~nan~a~k~C~::~~Ct~::i:~~~natural re~'
'~ti~~.~ ~hich follow the child's wrong actions, are'

.. consta~-;;itating. aud not to1>c escaped. <

.Np threats: but a silent, rigorous performanc.e-If·
~ child runs a pin into its finge~:J?ain f<211ows. If it
lIoes it again, there is again the same result: and so

I ~n perpetually. In all its dealings with surrounding,
. inorganic nature it fi~W;;m~ersisten.£.e,

wnich listens to no excuse, and from which there is,

no-iPPea-ri ana 'very soon recognizing this stern
ough beneficent discipline, it becomes extremely

. ca:ef~llot to transgress.

Still more significant will these general truths apa \
{(\ :p~~henwe remember that tliey-1iolatlirough~t

&, ' adult lire as :well as throughout infantinc life. It is ..
~_. by an experimentally-gained knowledge of the

natural consequellC.eSt-that men and women aJ.1t
r
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checked when they go wrong. After home educa-.

'-tion has ceased, and when there are no longer parents
-.......--...........-.....-.-

AJ
' and teachers to forbid this or that kind of conduct,

/~re comes. into play. a liISciPITiielfirethitliy";wcit

L
the y.Q.ung cnfra--istaught its first lessons in self·

guidance. If the youth entering upon the busine
:=........-. .~-~~~--~~:---~~--~-, of life idles away his time an fu fils slowly or un \, ..-. ~. \

..~ "~8kilfully the duties entrusted to him, the~~£l an

V by follows the natural penalty: h~s discharged, a~
~ left to suffer for awhile the evils of relative povert .

n e unpunctua man, al mg alike his appoint.

ments of business andpleasure, there continually.
-"

fall the consequent inconveniences, losses, and
/_.. )

"deprivations. The avaricious tradesman who charges
""", ..~-.... --_...----._----_. - ~...~

o Ig a rate of profit, loses his custol}l..~]ll.,..J!nd..so

is ~~rn-niS1f~ess. Diminishing practice. ,

teaches the inattentive doctor to bestow more trouble

J / " on hi; pati~ The too credulous creditor and th~
V~jl ~er-sanguine8pecunif:oraUKe learn 6y lhe diMcnI: I

e.."/L.?F'. Tties which ..rashness entails on them, the necessity ofr
'j~ / \being more cautious in their engagements. . n -80V ~ughout the life of every citizen. In the quota-

tion so often made d propos of these cases-" The

G
bur~~iId drea~s the .!!~e "-we see not only-tlulr
the analogy between' this social discipline and

Nature's early _discipli~e of infants is llDiversally
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(

recognized;. but we also see an implied convictioD
./j that iIiis" discipliiie-1Sortlie-most-eBiClenr kin-d.V ,.-'"" _. -.----------.---.- .....

,Nay more, this conviction is not only implied, but

:~t~~~:~~dbY.~~::~l;.~O:~~::~"c:~.\
they been induced to gi~ome bad or fool·...--- .'

/ ish course of conduct formerly pursuea:---Every
.. one has heard, i~ the ~;ft1ciSms p;~sed on the

(doing~ this spendthrift or the other ~_.CU__/ \

\!ttor, theremark that advice was useless, and J
-that nothing but" bitter experience" would produce

./ .~y_~~~: _nothing, that is, but suff~~gi~_.
/ voidable consequences. And if further proof be'

'n~ede t at t e penaty of the natural reaction is_
not only the most efficient, but that no hum!!!lY~. '/

. -devi~~dpenalty can replace it, we have such further V .
Eloor in the notorious ill-success of ~ur various penal
s, .;.stems. Out of the many methods of criminal dis-
cipline that have been proposed and legally en~

forced, none have answered the expectatiuns of

d
heir advocates. Not only have artificial punish"1

ments failed to produce reformation, but they have

i~ many cases increa~ed the cr,iminalit!. The only.

t
sUCceSSfUl. reformator.les ~e tnose PrIV.ately-es.tab...

~ lished ones which have approximatea-tileit rtgi!ffielo

V t~met'ilOd 011'Ja.ture-::whiWi Rave none" little more
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. than administer the natural cousequences of Cri~n~)
conduct: the natural consequenc~s being, that by
imprisonment or other restraint, the criminal shih
have hiSlibertV:-oy-o;ctiOii-O:imiiiislieaiS-iIDlCIras-i '
.-__....., J

nee<!f!!riortnesafety ofsoCiety';-attd-tltat-he-shal L

~
be madeto"maintai~~ thi

~I " -~lrtI8'Wesee-not only that t e ISClP me
liy whlCn the young child is so successfully taught
to regulate its movements is also the discipline by

'which the great mass of adults ·;~~·"kept"1~·order,

a;Imore or less improvea ;'l)ut £hat the disoipline
humanly.devised for the worst adults,.,{~ili_.!"hen it

, diverges from this divin~~.ordait:e~.9.?l}~,~and

/ tgrns to succeed when it approximates to it. "

Have we not here, then, tlliLguiding principle of
moral education? Must we n~fer t=-ha-t--tli'-eJ'

I
"-;,y,"";tem so beu~,ficent in its effect,s, alike during-in-

, fancy and maturity, will be equally beneficent
! /~ th;~~gho~t you_~. Can any one.... believe thatthe
V method which answers so well in the first and the

last divisions of life~ill no:an~er in the int,e~,-'i,

"
~ di~ision,~.' Is it n..?~~~~st~~!.:~~te
and interpreters of, NatuJ:e n it is the function 0

p;re~~~ttheir chn~~"}~J2lli!!!!y. ex~*
enoe the true conSeQU9.DQeS of their conduct-~-----,--------:-_-_.----
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natural reactions: neither warding them· off, norJ
··ihtensify~!Lmem, n~uttingat;tific!aloonse~

in place of them? No unprejudiced reader, wiI-
, ~.~ ._-----------_---..........-

hesitate in hisassent:""-~---
...- ..........-... ~

Probably, however, not a few will contend that
already most parents do this-that the punishments
they inflict are, in the majority of cases, the true
consequences of ill-conduct-that parental anger,

C.I,venting itself in harsh words and deeds, is the result
~f a child's transgression-and that, in the suffering,

physical or moral, which the child is subject to, it
experiences the natural reaction of its misbehavior.

. Along with much error this assertion, doubtless, )

(
~tains so~e~ruth. It is u~~~~ble th;'t"ti;;:..
disPleasure or fathers and mothers is a true conse..

, . quence of juvenile delinquency; and that the inan~1

(festation of it is a normal check upon such cleUn )
~quency. It is unquestionable that the scoldingsj

':tnd threats, and blows, which a passionate parent,
irisits on offending little ones, are effects actually
produced in such a parent by their offences; and so
are, in some sort, to be considered as among the
natural reactions of their wrong actions. And we
are by no means prepared to say that these modes
nf treatment are not relatively right-right, that is
to relation to the uncontrollable children of ill..
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eontrolled adults: and right in relation to a state
of society in which such ill-controlled adults make
:up the mass of the .people. As already suggested,
educational systems, like political and other institu
tions, are generally as good as the sta'~e cf human
nature permits. The barbarous children of barbar
ous parents are pl'obably only to be restrained by
the barbarous methods which such parents sponta
neously employ; while submission to these barbar
DUS methods is perhaps the best preparation such
children can have for the barbarous society in which
they are presently to playa part. Conversely, the

ivilized members of a civilized society will sPQnta- ......J
rie.o.USlY manifes.t their diSPl.easure in less violent
ways-will sEontaneollsl;r use milder measures:
measures strong enough for their hetter-natured
children. Thus it is doubtless true tha.t, in so far

, as the expression of parental feeling is concerned,
~he principle of the natural reaction is always more
or less followed. The system of domestic govern
ment ever gravitates toward its right f~rm.

But now observe two important facts. In the
first place, observe that, in states of· rapid transition
!ike ours, which witness a long-drawn battle between
old and new theories and old and new practices, the
educational methods in use are apt to be consider
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ably out of harmony with the times. In deference 

to dogmas fit only for the ages that uttered them,]
many parents inflict punishments that do violenc~ to

/' their own feelings, and so visit on their children
V unnatural reactions; while other parents, enthusi~

flltStic in their hopes of immediate perfection, rUl:'h te

v (the opposite extreme. And then ohserve, in the
second pla'Ce, that the discipline on which we are
insisting is not so much the experience of parental '

aJ!P.I.OJJ.~.tiQ.~ or disapprob~tion,wh~l!Lm:~-;tc~~"
X(\ is ~nly a secondary con~~nce of a :hild'~.e~~

IJ~.' {duct; but It IStne experience of those results whichf .~
~ ... w .. ~-.!!!.~aIly How from the conduct in t~
1/ a.bsence of p~tal opinion or interference. The'----- .--truly instructive and salutary consequences are not

. Jhose inflicted by parents when they take UPOJ.l!

~
themselves to be Nature's proxies; but'1Iieya;e

/' those inflicted byNature herself. We will enaeavo~
-make this distinction clear by )a few illustrations,

which, while they show what we..,me.an.-b~u"Jjal

~eacti2ns as contrasted. with artificial ones, will
afford some ditmrt1y·practlCaI suggesttms:= '

-, In every family where there are young children,

\

thete almost daily oeenr cases.. of what mot.hers and
servants call "making a litter," A-chil~

out its box of toys, and leave..li_them-scttttered-abo.
-..r' ~ - ...------.. _ "1"' .• _
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the floor. Or a handful of flowers, brought in from

~~1tiiig""walk, is presently seen dispersed over
, ------- ---...__.-
tables and chairs. Or a little girl, making doll's-
~'- ..~.
t=lothes, disfigures the room with shreds. In most

cases the trouble'of"recfifyfiigTWsdf;order falls any- .

where but in the right place: if in ..the,..nurser.v"-th1
nurse herself, with many grumblings about" tire.

V' ~o-;;enttle things?'etC::-Uiid'e"rtakesth; task; if be
low sta~~sk usually devol~~;"either on one oi

tlie .elder children or on the house-maid; the trans,)

l/
"lg~;-orIl:'~~isite~ith ~.othil!.!L;;;'re thanoiS§ifd.

jng. In this very simple case, however, there are

maiiYparents wise enough to follow out, more or lesl

1\ 'l to consistently, the normal course-that of making the

(t.·,J. )...~..Ch.i1d itself collect thetoysor shred~,..;r~labor of
.;;::::; \ putting thingl!! in order is the true consequence of

~9..-Y'~,;having pu! them In disord~r: Every t~~-bi3'
o /7 office, ~ery, wife in her household, has daily exper·

/ lenee of tbls fact. And if education be a prepe

G
tl"otil2r ilie bUSine~..th.eD_~ild Sh~~ld
"also, from the beginning, have daily experienceV tIiis"fact.. Iiili;;;;;t;;;;;T~altybe met by any r.,. ,

!!.a~tory behavior (which it may perhaps be where.
. the general l!lystem of moral discipline previously

pursued, has been bad), then the P!Qp~,r:-c.~nu·se is t6
---~ ,

Jet the child feel the ulterior reaction consequent on
,
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ttA disobedienee. Ha\ ing refused or neglected to
Pi~k-iip-ana-put;~ay th; things it has scattered'

~
~b~ut., a~d having thereby entailed ~h.e trouble of ~.
/(IOl~g_.~.h~~~n some one else, the chIld sh!lul~_~

subse9.uent o~casiolls, be denied the means of giYIDg-:
this trouble. When next it petitions for its toy·box,

-the reply of its mamma should be::-" The last time
fOU had your toys you left them lying on the floor,
and Jane.badjo_pi.£!..them up. Jane is too busy to
pick..up-e,very--day-the-thiI!g~youleave'about; and I /

/JRnnot do itmyselt•. -'So'that; 'a-:'yOiiWiTrnOf"pu-' /--- '. ~_.\
away your toys when you ha'Ve done Wlth them, I

V· ca-;~~~~ them"." Thi.§j~yi~~ ~ ~ate
ural conse'luellce, neither increased nor lessen~d;

and must be so recognized by a child. Th~ penalty
---con:ms;-'too; at ""ilie""moment whd is most keenly

[

'felt. A new-bor~ desire is balked at the moment of
/.. a~iciPated-;.~ill~atiou~!na'the strong impressi~' .

. gO preduced can scarcely faIT to have anen-ei7ic:'P"H~fnor
; ~.., ....-.....-_-
, fhture conduct; an effect which, by consistent rep&<

ti tion, will do whatever can be done in curing the.

f.ault. A~d to which, that, by this methOd...a. ChildV·
e~rlJ:;aught the lesson which canno!Jl~Jearnt.Jjoo

i/ soon, t\at in this world of ours pleasures are righ~
to be obtained Qnl~ by labor. ,

. ...----
/ Take ar.other case. Not long since we had ~.
, ·--,tIlUrO"'----------=-------
I j 1(,

\U.. ·(l\~
~ll~~
-'<::~
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q,nently to listen to the reprimands visited on a little \

It girl.~ho was scarcely ever ready in timei.~.~Ee4aiiy J
walk. -·Ofeagei··Cl.ispoSition. and apt to become
""-thoroughly absorbed in the occupation of the moment1

Constance never thought of putting on her things

nntil the rest were ready. The governess and th~:]

~
' other children ha,d almost inva:-iably to wait; and
from the mamma there almost invariably cama the
same scolding. Utterly as this system failed it never
occurred to the mamma to let Constance experience"'-----._- "----.. .,.

the natural penalty. Nor, indeed, would she try it
"-':------~
when it was suggested to her. In the world thJe'

• t I ,penalty of being behind time is the loss of some ad
~' l~ that would else have beenga;.ned: "tb;t"rain

...../. ~-gone; or the steamboat is just leaving its moor
ings; or the best things in the market are sold; or
all the good seats in the concert-room are filled.

:> And everyone, in cases perpetually occurring, may\
see tbat it isthe prospectIve aeprivations entailed,

Y'"oeing tOo-late whic~revent people from bein~

too-late. Is no~ the inference obvious? Should not

ese _p'ro~~eC!tiYLdep.:ri:£atioJlS-:.co.n.tr.ol..Jh.~.."J;~hi.l<;l's.
conduct also? If Constance is not ready at the ap-j

~
/~me, the natural result is that of heing left v

V' behind, and losing her walk. And no one can, we
ink, doubt that after having once or twice remained

t
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at home while the rest were enjoying themselves in
...the fields, and after having felt that this loss of a
much-prized gratification was solely due to want' of

promptitude, some amendment would take place.
At any rate, the measure would be more effective
than that perpetual scolding which ends only in pro.
ducing callousness.

Again, when children, with more than usual care•.

less.n~ss, bre~ or lose the things giVen. to the~J
n tural enalt -the penalty which makes grown-up
pe.r.sons more careful~istnecoiisequent inconven:---=::- ....... --:'----:--.....o-~-_:-_:----'

'ience. The want of the lost or damaged article, and'
, the co~ supplying Its place, are the experienc~s
hy-;;hi~h~ and wc)men ~i~"in

these matters; and the experience of childre
I_be as much as possible aSSImIlate to thei:s. We do
not refer to that early period at which toys are
pulled to pieces in the process of learning their p~y.

~!..m:2Perties,and at which the results of careless

!less cannot be understood. ; but to a later~ period, )
when the meaning and advantages of"'lfro'P'erty'are
er~eIVed:Wnen a boy, OItr enough to possess a,.

~
. enknife, uses it so roughly as to snap the bl~de, or

leaves it in the grass by some hedge-side, where he
was cutting a stick, a thoughtless parent, or some in..
dulgent relative, will commonly forthwith buy him

--
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VI/
another. n~~ing that, by doing .thls, a valu~
lesson is lost. In such a case, a rather may properll

".
explain that penknives cost money, and that to ge~

a
o~yre-qUires labor; that he cannot afford to p~~~

Chase new penlrnives Ioroil'''ewliO loses or breaks
the-;;; 'ana'-"tha:t~'until he sees eVidenceorgreater

•carefulness lie mus1rCleC1ine to make good the loss

. ~.A par.:'!~iscip1iue may be used as a mea.u~ of
W checking ~~travag~e. ,

, These few familiar instances, here chosen because
of the simplicity with which they illustrate our point,
will make clear to everyone the distinction between

those natural penalties which we contend are the\

r /' i trulY eflicieu~_aud those artificial !,eua~ties ,
V which parents nommonly substitute for them. Be..

ore gOIng on 0 ex ibit the higher and subtler ap-
, plications of this principle, ..~ us note its many an

1gr~~up.e.f.igrities over the principle, or rat1i"ei the

~\, empiric~rac~!~~,-Whi_,Chpre~,~s~~~.famffies. "1'

" In the first place, right conceptions of~~ \
effect are eacl¥ fQr~ iii({,oy frequent and con- }

.sis~rience are eventually rendered definite

~
d complete. Proper conduct in life is much bete)__ ,....J

.ter gua!~~.4_w~ntrie good and evil consequences
. / 9actiou.s.JI.re r~uaUy unaerstooU; thanw~VV are merely believed on authority. A child who finds

~
..,.......-- --. -._----:i

~ -' .
~~.'-
-~// \

::::----- '
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't:~i~~o;~~-~-;1~~~~:ig:~~1:i: I'
. Ifr~dilatorin,;,,:,' or whose want of care ~s follow~d ,1

\t>y the~ or Breakage of some much-prIzed posses-i {I k'
/ ,s~not only experiencesaxeenly-felt' ~~~-;q~;~ce" i .~___

·'~t gains a ~~eor causatIOn: l,i1iJJi_the2~A--?
~~ pther..heig.gJust hKeth-osnvhich_l'd1!l~ .lgort
will bring. Whereas a nhild who in such cases re-it
ceives some reprimand or some factitious penalty,

I ndt onlyexperie!:.ces a conseguence ~or ~ntchit'often'

1 ca~~m1im;, ~but lacks that instruction resP.,ect-

/
'i -ing_the~~~:¥~*nature~g,o.Qd_and e~il con~~ct,

. whieb.:"if~ould l~ls~ .~ave gathere~. It is a vice of
ecommon system of artificial rewards and punish-

ments, long since noticea 6y the clear-sighted, that .
~ituting for the natural results of misbehavior (

/~ ce!!.~~n :hreaten~. t~~~tigatio~s, it produ~..~.
!~/'r ~~_d:-ic_a_l_ly_w_r_o,ng standard of mora! guidafice:-Bav-
II ing througliou'tmfancy and 15oyhooaaiw«ySTegarded

parental or tutorial displeasure as the result of a for-

L
"b,idden action, the youth has. gained an established.

association of ideas between such action and such
dj,snleasure, as cause and effect; and consequently ....
~hen parents and tutors hav~ ab Icated, and ...their___
displeasure is not to be feared, the restraint on a f01'o.---- "-'--biaden action is in great meaaure removed: the true

~{1:~~ ~!-i~ /rcP~j
-.1.---~-~--'v:'}~

S~- &~ . J ~J.. ; .. AA ,
• _ r'l .)'\oN"~
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tE~tB,~ nat.!L~action!!. havi.!'g,.yet to~
learned by sad experience. As writes one who hal'"V, -personal knowledge of this short-sighted system.

.-:.:" Young men let loose from school, particularly

those whose parents have neglected to exert their in-
.........'~----...-"'. ---..---_....._-'~ - "'-~ ..

fiuence, plunge fnto every des?~~pti~~f_~~!,,~ya~.,

gance; they know no rule C!.,f act!9~I!-. theJ:~~~.igno1"

a~t-ort1ie-reasons for moral conduct-they have

/~~.no found~tion to rest 'upon-and until they have

\4,1 bee~ s.-,e!~.:~2l di~_~~~.~e~~! th~_woo.i~;~ ext~~~mely .
: dangerous members of society}' ",'

i\.iiother greatadv~~of, this natural s:rstem ~~
r I ;discipline is, that it is a system of pure justice; and

~.....f'·'.....llrlier~tzmHiy every child as such. WhOs,O,.
9'-/ su ers nothing more than the evil which_ObViOUSI.Y1j

i ~,.,.,£",OI,lOW"snat,urallY.fro,roms OW",n.miS,he,haViO"r, is l!t1!Cn"I '_!.essl~kely to think himself~8'1,y' treated t~aD. i.
\/ J. ,~e suffers an evil artifici~!l infligie1L9..p.~him; and
~ (;,' ~Irbetrt1e o'l.~~hildreIL.~LQ!_~~. Take the

I/~>/" I,,--e>o,£,' a" b~Y~hO,ishabituany reckless of,h",,is C~~,!~M
// ,scrambles through hedges without caution"..or-is· u

~rlY-l~dT;;ssof~ud. If" he is beaten, or sent t

~ bed,.he..i!l.J!I!.t!!U'!!R~I&!ims~J,used; and-hi~
mind is more likely to be occupied by thinking over
his injuries than repenting of his tra'nsgressions.
But S!!Pllose-hejS...I~.ouir~d !Q.X§.9..ti!x as far as he CaD
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l r-....

the harm he has done-to clean off the mud with

;}n--cI1jie li~ co".~reif1iimseg-~~!!~Jeiir_aa LL/~
well as he can.· Will he not feel that the evil is one ' L,.../
--.---~ ".--~..~------.--" • -- \

/':.!f his own producing} Will ~e not while .paying I
i/ ~ .hi;~p~n~lt! be--oo;tf~uouslI- c~~~~~~~~~ith~-connee- ;r

--£oii-1?!tween·-it-and-'its-c§.~? - A~d ..wilLhe.JlQ.tt.- I

.~~-~i~:·~~!~tition:recognize more 2.r l~~qle_~J:!y.J!!..e_
_ .ce of the_.~rrangement? .I~eral lessons.~!

~j1i1'Z <__............."... .

thiuind fail to ;efoduce amend~~E:!_-:-1!'--SJ1jts of.---
clothes are prematurely spoiled-if pursuing this
s'ame system-~iscipline a futher declines to spend
money for new ones until the ordinary -time has
elapsea-and if, meanwhile, ther'; ohc~r~~~~-

~:-;h1~h:having no decent clothes to go in, the boy is
debarred from.joining the rest of the family on holi-
day excursions and jete days, it is manifest that

ile he will keenly feel the punishment,~~----.. - ---...-.---------_..__._.-
scarcely fail to trace the chain of causation, and to

oorecl.vetliathls own care essness is the orig!n ofJ~J.

mId seeIng t is, he will not have that same sense Qf. ~

~~sti®-as wE!.n there is no obvious connection be- ,.J

tween the transgression and its penalty.
F Again, the tempers both of parents and children

lll\· aarree-much less lla6.Ie.. to be ruffled undertms--sys.. tem

(
~n-u~~er the urd'ttl~Y system. I.nst~~~tting

thhdren experience the DAinful results which natur-
,-,---...-_~. ~-".,.,..,~,.,.-" .,

. ff

~



200 EDUCATION. ,!\at!!..follow f~.?m wroJ1g condu£.t,Jhe_~!S911rse-pcr. I,

sued. by parents is to inflict tbem8elves certain other
~~ . =-"""--_._......__.-...- ....._----_ .........

,/ painful results. A double mischief arises from this..

V "'~king, as "they do, multiplied family laws; and

~r{ying t:lieir own supremacy and dig~it~ttb,

the maintenance of the!e laws; it happens that every lA
/ -trlinsgreSsulIi-comesto-be-;egarded as an offence ~ :JL

l:rt.... // ag;~st,!h':.~selv~Liiii.LL£!i:I]~~their1
'/ part. Add to which the further irritations which1

~
. ' Ire..Ult~~omtaki~g upon ~Sel::8, in_~_s~a~,,~,:ll(/,/'/

},~'''',:" fl ~tra lab~ or co~~e evil consequences w~~p. /'
~-)., 'should have been allowed to fall on wrong-do~rs.h" I '---_._ ..__ ' _,

- \ Similarly with the children. Penalties which the,.
necessa!;y...~eaction of things brings round upon them .

V;t"'-penalties ;h'i;h;;;inflkted byi;p~;;ollaT'agelicy,
.' prod,!~_an i~rit~tion that is ~~atively S,light-and.

transieqt,; whereas, penalties which are voluntarily'

intlicted by a parent, and are aft;''wardrememb;;(f

/ 138 caused- byhim o;her:-prodncean-i;rit7ttioi"iboiliV/( ~~t;~iiued..J~ ~on~~er how dis-
I astrous would be the result If thIS empIrIcal method

'!ere pursued from the beginning. Suppose it were

r
poSSible for parents to take upon them8elves the \

ph~~l sufferings entailed on their children by ig- ,

no!!!nce and awkwardness; and that whHe 6earipg. \
these evil consequences tIH~V yisited on their children ,
- /" - J

It
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vck:
'.ce~ other evil consequences, with the vie~. of J~
_~.chiDg..Jih.e.m the iml!ro~rie~'y' of th~J!4.E2Edu~~. ===
~l1pp08e that when a child, who had been forbiddenI

' to meddle with the kettle, spilt some boiling water'
I on its foot, the mother vicariously assumed the scald (..-/'.

/ "and gave a blow in place of it; and similarly in all l
Il' other cases. Would not the daily mish.aps be sources \

.. 0 ar more anger than now ? Would not there be~ ~ ~k
/ I c~ronic ill-temper on bot~~ Yet an exactl;l -----.:

~
arallel policy is pursued in after years. ._~~)

, . ..:.w punishes his boy for carelessly or wilfully break·
-- "'-~:ng a sister's toy, and then himself pays for a new I

/- ~

toy, does substantially this same thing-inHiCtS"ai!
; '~ficial penalty on the transgressor, and takes the "

//;~ ~atUrar-!:naIty on himself: hi '!:.9.W:!L feelings~n~ ~
se u the transgressor belng ahke needlessly 1m.. '-.--....

tated-:'~lf' he simply reqUITed restitutiOii'to b mad ---
'1ieWOUfd produce far less beartburning._ If he told

the boy that a new toy must be bought at his, the

t
'boy's cost, and that his supply of pocket-money must )
be withheld to the needful extent, there woul(fbe

.".".."...,_......,.,- ~......._.. --
,;' much less cause for ebullition of temper on either

/ ~e; whIle 10 tlie deprivation afterwardf~e bo) i
would experience the equitable and salutary conse~

~quence': In brief, the system of discipline by natu~al
Lteactions is less injurious to_Ci8moers alike because is
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j~, is perceived on both sides to be nothing more t!J.an I

~~p,ure justice, an~ because it mo!~r less su~~titu~! \
. ,.. the impersonal agency of nature for the personal J

>"~g!ncl orpareI!is~ -"-

Whence also follows the manifest corollary, that)

G
nder ~hi.~,8~~te~_~ar~~~~.,~~~~~~,~~!..~!~ti9E.~in

be a more frIendly, and tnerefore a more mfluentlal
V· une:---Whethe~-ht-parenrorchild, angC'i;"however

caused, and to whomsoever directed, is more or less
~trimental. But anger in a parent toward a child,

and in a child towa~d a parent, is especially d.etri./I]

fmental; because_!~~~]r.!r.!!.that bo~d of sy~;p~,tlty,· .\
\ w~ich is esse?-tial to ~_benefic~~ol. In virtue \
of the general law of association of ideas, it inevita-
bly results, both in young and old, that dislike is,

~------
c~~ed toward things which i~?_~R~rience

are habitually £2.!!nected :with disagre~~~l!Lfeelings .
Or where attachment originally existed, it is weak·
_ned, or destroyed, or turned into repugnance~ ac'
rording to the quantity of painful impressions re
ceived. Parental wrath, with its accompanying reP"'
rimands and castigations, cannot fail, if often re·
pe'ated, to produce filial alienation; while the re·
sentment and sulkiness of children cannot fail to
weaken the affection felt for them, and may even
end in destrov;uv. it. Hence the numerous cases.Dr
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which parents (and especially fathers, who are
commonly'deputed to express the anger and inflict
the punishment) are regarded with indifference, if
not with aversion; and hence the equally numerous
cases in which children are looked upon as inflictions.
Seeing, then, as all must do, that estrangement of
this kind is fatal to a salutary moral culture, it fol..

-lOW,s that" parents ca,nnot be too ,SOliCitous in av,oiding J
occasions of direct antagonism with their children-

!/"/ occasion-;~f--;so~al resentme~~A~d th~r;f;r~

they cannot too anxiously avail themselves of this
iS~Eline of natural consequences-;:t..llis system 0

'letting the penalty be inflicted by the iawsof'thin~

whfcli:by saving the parent from the function ~a
pe;~l' agent, prevents these mutual exasperations
atnreStrangementsQ

Thus we see that this method of moral culture by

~xperience of the n01J!}al' re~tions 'Yhi,ch is the l'
divinely-ordained method alike for in!an~y~pd_for

~lt life, is equally applicable during the interme..
diate childhood and youth. And among the advant·
ages of this method we see-First. That it gives

~
' hat rational comprehension of right and wrong \

/ 'conducrwhlCli re§u"T"£srr,,om, actu,a,l eXllerience"of -i,h,e ,
I'

V
gOO'<Ia'D.<I bad consequences caused by them. Second.
T1it=t,t the child"; s,:!lfe;lng-utmiingmore than the
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(

' painful effects brought upon it by its own wrongD
/ . §io~.m.u.strecog.iiize more or-lessclearljtlle1~S:·

'V/" tice or-tne peiiilties:--'rliiro:-TIi"at-;i'~cognizingth6

, . ju~ti;;or1liepenaIties;and receiving those penalties
" . -.,. --- ....

(

through the working of things, rather than at the

b.and~!~~!n~~vi~~~t:liS-temperwUl ~s 'dis-
....... . turbed; wliile ilie parent occupying the compara.

v~.ively pa.~~.e.osition of Y>k.Jng-9,ftre fbat. th~.n~al
enalties are felt, will preserve a comparative e

ni;ity. Aii'<r""F~mutualexasperation
ing"thus in great measure prevented, a much hap. J

·l.Pier, a.nd a more influential.state of feeling, Will)
exist between parent and child.

"But what is to be done with niore serious mis
conduct?" some will ask. " How is this plan to be
carried out when a petty theft has been committed r
or when a lie has been told? or when some younger
brother or sister has been ill-used?"

Before replying to these questions, let us consider
the bearings of a few illustrative facts.

Living in the family ,of his brother-in-law, a
friend of ours had undertaken the education of his

I
little nephew and niece. This he had conducted,
more perhaps from natural sympathy than from rea.
soned-out conclusions, in the 8J?irit of the method
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above set forth. The two children were in doors
his pupils and out of doors his companions. They
daily joined him in walks and botanizing excur,.
sions, eagerly sought out plants' for him, looked on
while he examined and identified them, and in this
and other ways were ever gaining both pleasure and
instruction in his society. In short, morally can"
sidered, he stood to them much more in the posi..
tion of parent than either their father or mother did.
Describing to us the results of this policy, he gave,
among other instances, the following. One even..

('hlg, having need for some article lying in another
\. .part of the house, he asked his nephew to fetch it
\ for him. Deeply interested as the boy was in some

amusement of the moment, he, contrary to his.
wont, either exhibited great reluctance or refused,
we forget which. His uncle, disapproving of a co..

(

erCiVe course, fetched it himself; ~erely exhibiting
by his manner the annoyance this ill-behavior gave

i- . him. And when, later in the evening, the boy made
overtures .for the usual play, they were gravely re.
pelled-the uncle manifested just that coldness of
feeling naturally; produced in him, and so let the boy
experience the necessary consequences of his con-i I .

.- "duct. Next morning at the usual time for rising, )

our friend heard a new voice oU~side the door,~{

~V&~ -~_.~~
l~ rA~t:!. ~
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in walked his little nephew with the hot water; and
then the boy, peering about the room to see wha,t else
wuld be done, exclaimed, "Oh! you want your
boots,"and forthwith rushed down stairs to fetch
them. In this and other ways he showed a true
penitence for his misconduct; he endeavored by UD

usual services to make up for the se:vice he had rea
~ fused; his' higher feelings had of themselves con-

(

'" quered his lower ones, and acquired strength by the

, /" conquest; and he valued more than before the
V friendship he thus regained. .

I
This gentleman is now himself a father; acts on1

the same system; and finds it answer completelYo/1
.He makes himself thoroughly his children's friend.

The evening is longed for by them because he will
be at home; and they especially enjoy the Sunday

because he is with them all day. Thus posseSSing!l]
:heir perfect confidence and affection, he finds that I

~he simple display of his approbation or disapproba.fI
G!ongives him ~bundant power of control. If, on hisV

return home, he hears that one of his boys has been
naughty, he behaves toward him with that compara-

}

tive coldness which the conscions.ness of the boy'.
misconduct naturally produces; and he finds this a
most efficient punishment. The mere withholdi·ng of
the usual caresses, isa source of the keenest wstre.
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(-produces a much mere prolonged fit ot crying than.
l! beating would do. And the dread of this purely

moral penalty is, he says, ever present during his
absence: so much so, that frequently during the day

his children inquire of their mamma how they have
behaved. and whether the report will be good.
Recently, the eldest, an active urchin of five, in
one of those bursts of animal spirits common in
healthy children, committed sundry e'Xtravagances

I during his mamma's absence-cut off part cf his
r brother's hair and wounded himself with a razor

lE
aken from his father's dressing-case. Hearing 01

these occurrences on his return, the rather did not
speak to th.e boy either that night or next morning.

ot only was the tribulation great, but the subse
quent effect was, that when, a few days after, the
mamma was about to go out, she was earnestly en·
treated by the boy not to do so; and on inquiry, it
appeared his fear was that he might again transgress
in her absence.

We have introduced these facts before replying to
the question-" What is to be done with the graver
offences?" for the purpose of first exhibiting the re
lation that may and ought to be established between
parents and children; for on the existence of this re
lation depends the successful treatment of these
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graver offences. And as a furthet.preliminary, we
.rr.iustnow pointout that the establishment of this re
lation will result from adopting the system we advo
cate. Already we have shown that by letting a

(' child experience simply the painful reactions of its
i own wrong actions, a parent in great measure avoids
j assuming the attitude of an enemy, and escapes be-

ing regarded as one; but it still remains to be shown
. that where this course has been consistently pursued

from the heginning, a strong feeling of active friend
ship will be generated.

At present~ mothers and fathers are mostly con
sidered by their offspring as ~J;ien~mies., Deter
mined as their impressions inevitably are by the>

;reatm.ent .they receive; and.QS<!_i!!!!J;!!!.g,~~!ta~!I'eat- ~
/~\ment does between bribery and thwarting, between

ga~ionJ children necessarily acquire conRictmg b -
/ 0". . - ••-------:--::--t---:--_

1/ ~ectingthe parental character. :it mot1ier

V t commonly think;l~te sufficient i;tell he.d!itle 
. bOitliarBiie is hisbe~knd; and assuming that he
is in duty bound to believe her, concludes that he
will forthwith do so. " It is all for your gOOd;" "I

.' .now what is proper for you better than you do
yourself;" " You are not old enough to.understand
it now, but when you grow up you will thank me
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,/
t'

tor doing what I do; "-these, and like assertions,
~re daily reiterated. Meanwhile the boy is daily suf.

(

tering positive penalties; and is hourly forbidden to
do this, that, and the other, which he was anxious to

~ do. By words he hears that his happiness is the end I"

1
1 in view; but from the accompanying deeds he ~
. habitually receives more or less pain. Utterly in..
competent as he is to understand that future which
his mother bas in view, or how this treatment con..
duces to the happiness of that future, he judges by
such results as he feels; and finding these results
anything but pleasurable, he becomes sceptical re-

spe,ct,ing th,ese professions of fr,i,endship. And, is I,.t not ~'
fol~!_~_~.!E~£!i~ant.~t~er issue? Must not the child V
judge by such evidence as..§ has got ?~~o~~~~:~ -';f?ri

this eviClence seem to warrant his conclusion? The ~
'- . . -------------'------_...~ ..... --......,'*"~

mOtllerwoUid"""reasoiilll just the same wayifsimil~ ----"'
~d,p". If, in the circle of her acquaintance, she
ound some one who was constantly thwarting her

wishes, uttering sharp reprimands~~~ly /
inficting aclUal penaltie;on her, she would pay but V
Htlle atte'~o~ro£esS1OiiSofaiiiietyfor hel~

.~------_._-_....._-----_._-------
~ wdf~re which accompanied these acts. Why, then,
does sh~ suppose that her boy will conclude-otlier-
wise? -------------, ---------

. But now observe how different will be "the results
14
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H fl the system we contend for be consistently pursued

V i:.tt tfu, mother not only avoids becoming the in-str~'

ment. of .punishment, but Pla~.~:~ of a ~d,
~ A. by warnmg ..h.. er bOY. of the punlsliments ~}ra.•V C"turewnrlillIict.-··-TaKe a-"casetaml"tnat it mar il·

-"''''lustrate the ~ode1n-;hi~hthi;policy is to be ~arl'y
~u.itiated, let it be one of the simplest cases. Sap-

f
pose that, prompted by the experimental spirit SO)

.

.conSPiCUOUS. in c~ildren, w.h.ose prooceedi.ngs.. instinct-. .
V~.9..nfQI.m to t1ieiiiIDiCtivemet1ioaoi1~-~,"

suppose that so prompted. the child is amu.sing him.. J
; Lsel.f by lighting pieces o~ paper in the candle and.

watching them burn. If his mother is of the ordin..

". a.ry... un.r.eft.e.c.ti.v.e sta.. mp, Sh.e....w...ill either, on :he ~e~ Of.)

lb.ePing_the_chll.d~atiLo.f....m.iscbief,.. or_fr~_
that he will b'urn himself, command him to desist;

andj!L£~non-compliancewin-snatchth~paper
from' him. O;th;~;ther h~;;d, should-he be ;;-ro;:

.;.;:~U::S~h~t:~;]:;;;::~;:'~=:~;~.j\
• /" w~iching~~erbu~~e~~lts!rot:!l__!J~_~.althy in.. '1
V quisitiveness, without which he would never .have----..~-----,. __..----.

9~ed_out of infaEtine stupidity, and who is also
wise enough to consider the moral results of inter-

(
fer~nCe, she will reason thU.S :-" If I put a. stop to
this I shall prevent the acquirement of a certaiD
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amount of knowledge. It is true that I may save

the child from a burn; but what then? He is sure]

[

to burn "himself some time; and it 1,'S quite esse.ntial
. to his safety in life that he should learn by experi· .,.,
ence the properties of flame. Moreover, if I forbid V

I· =---
~/ him from running this present risk, he is sure here-

after to run the same or a g~eater risk when no one
is present to prevent him; whereas, if he shouB. have
any accident now that I am by, I can save-liim~in

_~y~reat i!!iuqq_add-i<L!.~~~~~~.~~tag~~Ea.
he will have in future some dread of fire, and will
be"i~s;lik;iyt;;"b'~;~-'hi~~lf-io-d;~th, o;~~t the

house in a flame when others are absent. Further..
more, were I to make hJm_clesist,..l·should thwart

'"-.....-..-....._---~----- ._- --
him in the pursuit of what is in itself a purely harm-
less;:::and-rndeed, instructive gratifi;ati;~; an<ihe
-\f'd'~fd be sure L to regard me with mortforless1iI.

/' feeli"ng. Iggg~I.!t~~aa...h~ iSJ)f the.J>~!~rom-wbich I . 0!
deAflY·,would save him, and feeling only the paino! a ba~ed --

t-.:--- J .--- "'--'desIre, he could not fail to look upon me ~l.!eJ
_--J~---'-:-"----

~palii. To save him from a hurt which
h; cann~~v;:;tnd which has tfierefore no ex·
'istence for him, I InHIC!..!!p'~? l!!~~_~ur.t:!!hich he ~)
Tee1L~~~enougEi.. all;~..!,o become, f~~tE. his_pQint /'
of view, a minister of evil. My best course then, is

.,..~. - -------
simply to warn him of the danger, and to be ready

-- ~
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toyre1f!.~~ any serio~s da~~g~~._ And following out
this conclusion, she .eays to the child-" I fear you
will hurt yourself if you do that." Suppose, now,
that the child perseveres, as he will very probably

do; and suppose that he ends by burning himsel~

Wh~"-;;;-th;-;;~lts? In the first pra·ce h~ ha"
..,~in_ed _~_experience which he must··gaine,:elit~ny~

i /' and which, for his own safety he cannot gain to«j
'" on. And in the second place, he has found that

his ~~ disapproval or warning was mea~ for;

d'! his welfare:, he has a furth,er POSit,iV,e experience ~f
1\1 Ji8r1}enevolence-a fiffih~la"lling lll5llfi.

: .. ,,''ilence-~-1l-e~1I8gmenrana h~t ~ina:ne~-a mrth;;J
C'l g..~,/ , reason for lOVlt;lg her. .

~;:'-: -; course, ill"'thOS,e" o,ccaS,iOnal hazards where there)

I'is a risk of broken limbs or other serious bodily in-
J,pry:,,_.fo:ccible..p.tl'..Ye,ntiQ.D i~.Qan~d fot:...._But leaving
out these extreme cases, the system pursued should

be not, that of guarding a, child against the sma11.I ~gers into whi~ it daily ~ns, b,;~;;t~iadvis .,/v/Jing and warning it against the..m. And by consis \r-eDtly purSuing this co';';;'~m~str,~~~af;'A
t!~ction will be generated thancOii:iiDOn,J.y exists. If

~
' h~;-cl;;;h,-,~re,the di;,Ci,p,line o(;,~n~t;al reac~

.~ns is allowed to c~ntopiiy-ifin all those f
out-of-door scramblings ana in:::aoor experiments, by.J

"~--"---"--''''-'''~-----::''''''- --
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which children are liable to hurt t~~mselves, they l'

8~ allowed to persev~~,.~~~~ctonly to dissuasioR
/ L:.ore or less earnest according to the risk, thers can· . ·

not fail to arise an, ever-i~creaslng faith in the pa

rental friendship and guidance. Not only, as before

s~ does the adoption ;f this principle enable1
.' fa~~ and mothers to avoid the chi!f.p.!rt o~tl\0'

/

t>..~J.~lgLJY!!!.<L~_attaches~_ the i£fiiction of Positive...:J. V
punishment; but, as we here see, it enables them

. }m:ther..J;o avoid the odium that attaches to constant /;Q.~
thwartin s; and even to turn each of those illCf.. ~----, dents which commonly cause squabbles, into a means

1
of;t~enlng'memu~I gDOareeIing.:,. Instead ~l'
)f being told in words, which deeds seem to contra-

dict, c!..hat their parents are their best friends, chilo ~.. /
dr~!!..'wl1I~n this truth by a consistent daily ex·"' "V

",;' - ._-_. -,-~

perience; 1!ud so learning it, will acquire a degree-------------,*---------o!Jrust and !:ttachment which nothing else can g!!e:
And now having indicated the much more sympa..

\

thetic relation which must result from the habitual

use of this method, let us return to the questioD

above put-How is this method to be applied to the

,..Kraver offences '/
. Note, in the first place, that these graver offences

are likely to be both less frequent and less grave
under the regime we have de8~ribed than under the

- ......
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.:::: ~:~;~ t~::=;;::;;tc~=~:~n~~(
ir<~" ritatio~~~Y~eKepin5y ~~nla~~~e~t .

~[ ,I ,)restate of~~n and antagonl~-prodJlC~d_by\Vh .. r~quent Eu~hment, necess-"rily deade~.esym _~"
~/ I ~es; ~~~~..!...~therefore, opens the way to those

V ,transgressions which the ~mpathies sho1J,ld chack~

That harsh treatment which children of the same

~
amilY inflict on each other is often, in great meaSJ

ore, a reflex of th.e harsh treatment they receive from .
adults -partly suggested by direct example, and

partly generated by the ill temper and the tendencY1

/'l~iCari.ous retal!ation, whi;;hf~lo~h3stiSe~ents-..
i/ and scoldings. It cannot be questioned that the

~ii.R.te~itY~~ aff~~tiOn.~ 8;n~.•~apPier.. state OC]
~ !~~~l~~. ~aint~in~~ in children by the "o.isCipline ~e
\l ....~ve~~~~ed,.must prevent their sinsagainst;""'-e"ach >

l other from being either so great or so freq u£,n~

Moreover, the still more reprehensible offences, as
lies and petty thefts, will, by the same causes, be diG.

\

minished. Domestic estrangement is a fruitful \
sonrce' of such transgressions. It is a law of human)
nature, visible enough to all who observe, that those
who are debarred the higher gratifications fall back

i upon the lower; those who have no sympathetio
"-pleas~es seek S6~.Q~· ~nes i and hence, conversel!1
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the maintenance of happier relations between pal"
ents and children is calculated to diminish the num
ber of those offences of which selfishness is the ori..
gin,.

When, however, such offences are committed, as
''they will occasionally be even under the best system,

the ,gj§Jcipline of_~onseq~ences ma~ ~till be resorted
to; and if there exist that bond of confidence and-_ ......_---~

affection which we have described, this discipline
will be found efficient. For what are the natural \
Ucon~equences,,_s~y, of a theft?'--Th;;y: ar~ o"£t;o··.)

fkinds-direct and i~di~eCt:-'Tli~dir~~nseq~ence,
, ;/ a~~d by pure ~q;U~ is ~pat o~_r.naki~S' resti-· ~/...

V tution. An absolutely just ruler (and every parent
ShouIa aimt~ be one) will ~d-that, wherever it
is possible, a wrong act shall be undone by a right

d
'one: and in the case of theft this implies either the t

restor,..ation of ,the thing stOl~~..,-.or.•. ~f it is C~.!:~t..-"""'l
/ ...then the givi!!g o! an eq~i"!.al~~~_:...~!J!!.Yl!,Jn the£~.§.e_.

/./ 'Gf a child, may be effected out of its pocket-moneyo
I" Tiie-'lndIrec~' ~if' !U0r~ ~~_rious ~on~eg~~; the

~~ grave displeasure of pare~s-aconsequence which
'Y' inevitably follows among all peoples sufficiently civ·

.!~<!.J.QJ,ggard theft.asa-C;@e; and the manifesta..
tion of this displeasure is, in this instance, the most
severe of the nat~al reactions produced by the
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wrong action. "But," it will be said, "the manifes
tation of parental· displeasure, either in words or
blows, is the ordinary course in these cases: th~

method leads here to nothing new." Very true.
Already we have admitted that, in some directityn~

this method is spontaneously pursued. Already we
have shown that ~here is a more or less manifest
tendency for educational systems to gravitate toward
the true system. And here we may remark, as be
fore, that the intensity of this natural reaction will,
in the beneficent order of .things, adjust itself to the
.r.equirements - that this parental displeasure will

~
vent itself in violent measures during comparatively
barbarous times, when the children are also compa~

. atively barbarous; and will express itself less ernen,

10 those more advanced social states in which, bJ
implication, the children are amenable to mildet
treatment. But what it chiefly concerns us here tfl

observe is, that the manifestation of strong parenta{'
displeasure, pr~duced by one of these graver offences
will be potent for good just in proportion to tht

"' :warmth of the attachment existing between parent
t and child. J nst in proportion as the discipline OJ

J tbe natural consequenees has beep. eonsistentl)
( pursued in other cases, will it be ~flicient in thia
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ease. Proof is within the experience of all; jf the,
will look for it. .

For does not every man know that when he has
~ffended another person, the amount of genuine }

regret he feels (of course, leaving worldly consider- J.
ations out of the question) varies with the degree of
sympathy he has for that person. Is he not con
scious that when the person offended stands to him
in the position of an enemy, the having given him

(

annoyance is apt to be a scource rather of secret
satisfaction than of sorrow ?Does he not remember
that where umbrage has been taken by some total
stranger, he has felt much less concern that he would
have done had such umbrage been taken by one with
whom he was intimate? While, conversely, has not

G

"he anger of an admired and cherished friend been
regarded by him as a serious misfortune, long and
keenly regretted? Clearly, then, the effects of pa
rental displeasure upon children must similarly
depend upon the pre-existing relationship. Where
there is an·· established alienation,· the feeling

oX a child who has transgressed is a p'urek selfi!.b~_,i

I
·fear of the evil consequences likely to fall upon !t
.i~...}~~ sh!ie o!..physical penalt!.~s~r depriV:~ •
and after these evil consequences have been inflicted,
tdlere are aroused an antaflonism and dislike which are
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morally injurious, and tend further to iv,~rease the

,alienation. On the contrary, where there exists a

f
warm filial affection produced by a consistent pa· ~

rental friendship-a ~~~i.~~~:~~_~~~~~matic.al,~as- ]
,.' ,/ / ~~~~!-~~~9.11~e~fQr-punis4J;l!~B~~.srhut

W ~~!~ ..~~Ei!?i.~.~~~!!'~~y-'~~~a~.~~~hild c~n co~llend

/'~ I·:~:~:;:~~n~~~~~:o~;~
"'~re the state of mind caused by parental displeasure
will not only be salutary as a cheek to future mis-

f ,

\

conduct of like kind, but will also be intrinsically

salutary. The moral pain consequent upon haVin~.for the timeoefng, lost so loved aMend, will .tand
~lace of the p~ysical pain usually inflicted; and.
where this attachment exists', will prove equally, if
not more, efficient. While instead of the fear and
vindictiveness excited by the one course,there will

be excited by the other more or less of sympathy'

(

with parental sorrow, a genuine regret for having
caused it, and a desire, by some atonement, to re..
establish the habitual friendly relationship. Instead

.of bringing into play those purely egotistic feelings
whose predominance is the cause of criminal acts,
there will be brought into play those altruistic feel
ings which check criminal acts. Thutthe disciplinev. (

7< .#,-1;./
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of. the natural consequences is applicable to grave 00

well as trivial faults; and the practice of it conduces
not simply to the repression, but to the eradication
of such faults.

In brief, the truth is that savageness hegets sav
ageness, and gentleness begets gentleness. Children
who are unsympathetically treated become relatively
unsympathetic; whereas treating them with due
fello~-feeling is a means of cultivating their fellow-

I

feeling. With family governments as with political
ones, a harsh despotism itself generates a great part
of the crimes it has to repress; while conversely a
mild and liberal rule not only avoids many causes
of dissension, but so ameliorates the tone of feeling
as to diminish the tendency to transgression. As
John Locke long since remarked, "Great severity
of punishment does' but very little good, nay, great
barm, in education; and I believe it will be found
that, rmteris paribus, those children who have been
JnCfjt chastised seldom make the best men." In
f}onfirmation of which opinion we may cite the fact
not long since made public by Mr. Rogers, Chaplain
of the Pentonville Prison, that those juvenile crim
inals who have been whipped are those who most
frequently return to prison. On the other hand, as

exhibiting the bene&.ial etl'eots of a ,kinder trea~
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ment, we will instance the fact stated to nsbya
French lady, in whose house we recently staid~.

Paris. Apologizing for the disturbance daily caused
by a little boy who was unmanageable both at home
and at school, she expressed her fear that there was
no remedy save that which had succeeded in the
case of an elder brother; namely, sending him to an
English school. She explained that at various
schools in Paris this elder brother had proved
utterly untractable ; that in despair they had fo1..
lowed the advice to send him to England; and that
~n his return home he was as good as he had before
been bad.. And this remarkable change she ascribed
entirely to the comparative mildness of the English
discipline.

After this exposition of principles, our remaining
space may best be occupied by a few of the chief
maxims and rules deducible from them; and with a
view to brevity we will put these in a more or less
hortatory form.

Do not expect from a child any great amount of
..... moral goodness. During early years every civilized

~
an passes. through that phase of char.acter exhibited

the barbarous race from which he is descended.
As QIe child's features-flat nose, forward-opening
nostrITs,. large lipa, wide·a.oart eyes,. absent frontal
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emus, etl..-£"esemble for a time those of the savage.
so, too, do his instincts. Hence the tendencies t6

cruelty, to thieving, to lying, so general among
children-tendencies which, even without the aid
of discipline, will become more or less modified just
a.s the features do. The popular idea that chUdrer:;

\ /

are "innocent," while it may be true in so far as it
. refers to evil knowledge, is totally false in so far as it

~
refers to .evil impulses, as half an hour's. observation
in the nursery will prove to anyone. Boys when

, left to themselves, a,s at a public school, treat each
other far more brutally than men do; and were they
left to themselves at an earlier age their brutality
would be still more conspicuous.

Not only is it unwise to set up a high standard
fo.r juvenile good conduct, but it is "even unwise to
use very urgent incitements to such good conduct.
Already most people recognize the detrimental re-r
suIts of intellectual precocity; but there remains to
be recognized the truth that there ie a moral pre
cocit'b' which is also detrimental. Our higher moral
fa.culties, like our· higher intellectual ones, are com D

aratively complex. By consequence they are both
omparatively late in their evolution. And with

the one as with the other, a very early activity pro-
d~ct'd by stimulation will be at the expense of the
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future character. Hence the not uncommon fact
that those who during childhood were instanced as
models of juvenile goodness, by and by undergo
some disastrous and seemingly inexplicable change,
and end by being not above but below par; while
relatively exemplary men are often the issue ef a
chil~hood by no means so promising..
I Be content, therefore, with moderate measures

I

/ and moderate results. Constantly bear in mind the
/ fact that a higher morality, like a higher intelligence,

I ', must be reached by a slow growth; and you will

/

\ then have more p.atience with those imperfections

~
f nature which your child hourly displays. You

will be less prone to that constant scolding, and
hreatening; and forbidding, by which many parents

induce a chronic domestic irritation, in the foolish
hope that they will thus make their children what
they should be.

This comparatively liberal form of domestic gov
.2rnment, which does not seek despotically to reg
ulate all the details of a child's conduct, necessarily
results from the system for which we have been

G
ontending. Sartisfy yourself with see(ng that your]

, Chi.ld always SU.ffers the na.tural consequences of his V
/ actions, and you will avoid that excess of control in

V which so many parents err. L.eave him wherever
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/;ou can to the discipline of experience, and you will
. so save him from that hothouse virtu~'which over~

,:egulation produces in yielding natures, or that
jemoralizing antagonism which it produces in inde
endent ones.

L
'By aiming in allcases to administer the natural'.)

t<>a<>tions to your child's actions, you will put an ad· /
/ vantageous check upon your own temper. The,

mf)thod of moral education pursue4 by many, we fear

, tIJ-lUQ§<t.",-P1lren~ is little else than that of..v~.~tinj}
their anger in the way that firs~su~g~~~~~§.~Jf. The
slaps, and rough shakings, and sharp words, with
which a mother commonly visits her offspring's
small offences (many of them not offences consi 
ered intrinsically), are very generally but the mania

i
~tatiPJlS-O.Uw: owDi~<n!@!!!gs-resuit
much more f~om the promptings of those feelings
than from a wish to benefit the offenders. While
they are injurious to her own character, these ebulli·

tions tend, by alienating her children and by de- \ "r. creasing th~:.' respect for her, to diminish her in. /'

/\ finence over them. But by I~au~!!~.~n each case of (

~
tr~~~ion to consider what is the~tura! co~;
qU4:~nce, and how that natural consequence may best

~~~ti.~lio~to -;.he trans~,.. some little )
e is necessarilY olitilneo.lor t~e mastery of your-
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BeIf ; the mere blind anger first aroused in you set
liles down into a less vehement feeling, and one not
so likely to mislead you.

Do not, however, seek to behave as an utterly
passionless instrumeilt. Remember that besides the
natural consequences of your child's conduct which

the working of things tends to bring round on hi~

..lour uwn approbation 0E..-disap'p'ro~n is~ '"\

"na.!~~~_,~~~9-~enc~~d one of_ the-21daiI}.ed ag,en )
des for guiding him. The terror which we have

b;n comfiating is fut of 8~b8tituti~arentaldis--1\
p~sure and i~ificialpenalties, for the pena~es r~

whi~emu'biished~errsli"ouldI .~

not be substituted for these natural Penalties, it by
no means follows that it should not, in some form,
accompanying them. The secondary kind of punish.
;ent should not usurp the place of the primarJ! kind;
but, in, moderation, it may rightly supplement the

@
.marYkind.SUChamountOfdisapProval,orsorGJ

~ow, or indignation, as you fe~l, shoul~ be expressed
'In words or mann.er or otherWIse; subJect, of course,
to the approval of your judgment. Tile degree and
kind of feeling produced in you will necessarily de o

pend upon your own character, and it is therefore
useless to say it should be this or that. All that can
be recommended is, that you should aim. to modify
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(
th~ling into that which you believe ought to be ~
~~tertain~. Beware, however, of the two extremes; . -"
not only in respect of the intensity, but in respect
~f the duration of your displeasure. On the one

, and, anxiously avoid that weak impulsiveness, so I
,general ~ni~~g mothers;WlilCh-scol<1sand--forgives .

1.,£W.lu.u.r.~~~~~,~~br~e~a~th~·.." On in.e-otlier hand, ~

~.
not undu.lY continue to show .estrangement of feel(..
ing lest you accustom your child to do without you
friendship and so lose your influence over him. Th
moral reactions called forth from you by your child's

(

actions, you should as much as possible assimilate to
those which you conceive would be called forth from
a parent of perfect nature.

Be..sparingof commands. Command only in those
cases in which other means are inapplicable, or have
failed. "In frequent orders the parents' advantage
is more considered than the child's," say Richter.

As in p.rim.itive societies a breach of law is puniSh.ed~,.

r;-ot so much because it is intrinsically wrong as be..
cause..i.t}s a disregard of the king's ~uthority:":""a·re.---bellion against him;SOiii'iii'a'nyfamilies; the penaltJ--

~i~:~~.::_at~~~~r~~.rproceeds less froIl?-_"~~~~oba.-/ ')

\

tlOn o~_ the Offen.ce tha.n fro.ill anger at the d~~.
~J1Q.e.- Listen to the ordinary speeches-', How
-da;re you 4isobey me ? " "I tell you I'll make you

15
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do it, sir." "I'll soon teach you who is rr,n,ster"
and then consider what the words, the tone, and· the
manner imply. A determination to subJ!!gat~.j§, A
~~~e conspicu~~;'·i~ the~.i!!~-n~i~~~ie.~y_for II

the child's welfare. For the time being the attitude

o mind differs but little from that of the despot benti'·
02!..P.unishing a recalcitrant subject. ~~~ht-feel:...

ing parent, however, lIke the philanthropic legis
lator, will not rejoice in coercion, but will rejoice in
di§-,~~~g..)Ylth._co"er-cion. Ire wflidow1thout law
in all cases where other modes of regulating conduct

(

can be successfully emPI.oyed; and he will regret thei .
having recourse to law when it is necessary. As \
Richter remarks~"The best rule in politics is sairl
to be 'pas trop gouverner:' it is also true in educa-
tion. " And in spontaneous conformity with this

I

maxim, parents whose lust of dominion is restrain

~
a true sense of duty, will aim to make their

. children control themselves wherever it is possible,
and will fall back upon absolutism only as a last resort.

But wb~never you do command, command wit~

(
decision ana-conSiStency. -rftne case is one wliiCh
re:rlly canIror-15eQth'erwise dealt with, then issue
your fiat, and having issued it, never afterward
swerve from it. Consider well beforehand what you
are going to do; weigh all the consequences; think
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whether your firmness of purpose wilY be sufficient ;
and then, if you finally make the law, enforce it uni.
formly at whatever cost. Let your penalties be like
the penalties inflicted by inanimate nature-inevi..

Ie. ,The hot cinder burns a child the first time
he ~eizes it; it burns him the second time; it burns
him the third time; it burns him every time; and he

very soon learns not to touch the hot cinder. If .
...,you are equally consistent-\Lthe c~:msequenc~h1cli
you tell your child will follow c~rtain acts, followV; ~h like uniformi?" he will soon come to ~e~t

. your laws as fie does tEose of Nature. -itn
'~==---"'f

respect once established will prevent endleSs domes.
_,tic evi!§. Of errors in education one of the worst

/
'is that of inconsistency. As in a community, crimes
~

, multiply when there is no certain administration o~

,Justi~e; so in a family, ~n:~.ns;_.... i.n~.ase of~a~S-J
gr~sslOns results-frnm a Ii~ll.a1iing.-~~gt;llar In.
Iliction of penalties. A weak mother, who perpet
nally threatens and rarely performs-who makes

• rules in haste and repents of them at leisure-who
(;eats thesame offence now with severiti';~dnow
w'ltli"len~-~dingas the passingh~die.,v/ tate-;:-is l~'ng up miseries both for he~s~f ~d her

c~;~:'Shei;-making~t:§~lfc~~~pE.l2!~... in
their eyes;-81i8'" is setting them an e~mpleof 11J1.r

~~
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V
l

O(QD.t~Jed feeliD.Wi. ; .Sh.e .is enCQUra.gtllg. them to.transl
gress by the prospect of probable impunity; she is

e'~iiing endless squabbles and acco~p;nying'>dam- 
age to her own temper and the tempers of her little

./ nes; she,_~:ed~.~n2 theirm~moral ch~B~
which after years of bitter experience will with dit.)

. /" fic~tY-bi-"fDgilliOorder. Better even a barbarous
V orm of domestic government carried out consist·

(

tentIY, than a humane one inconsistently carried out.
Again we say, avoid coercive measures whenever it
is possible to do so; but when you find despotism
really necessary, 'be despotio in good earnest.

Bear constantly in mind the truth that the aimvi-!.~-!.o~r. d~s.~iPline .ShO.. ill.....d

o

.be.' to. p.o.. roduc.e a .8el.fgovern. ~,"- JJ!JfI beIng; not to prodnce a bemg to be governed lJy)
others. _.w:~-iei9i!Lchildr~1a,t~d..tQ...pass their lives._'
.~raves, you could not too much accustom them to

J,;lavery during their childhood; but as they are·bY]

(

and by to be free men, with no one to control their
daily conduct, you cannot too much accustom them '.

\ / to self-control while they are still under your eye.
V Afhis-it-is-whicft..-m.akes_the,.'§'ystem of discipline by.....-'-_....._.- --::-=----~--

~ural~~.9uences, so especially appropriate to £he
social state which we in England have now reached,
Under early, tyrannical forms of society, when one
ef the chief evils the citizen had to fear was thtl
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Anger of his superiors, it was well that during cbUd,
iloodparental vengeance should be a predominanS
means of government. But now that the citizen
has little to fear from anyone-now that the good

W
O.T evil Wh.iC.h...he experiences throug. hout life is_mainl>:1"

,/' .that-lXhich in the nature of th~ngs resul:~from h~_ ....,.//
,/ \ o~p_~Qn@.Pt.,Jt is desirable that from his first years

; he should begin to learn, e!Ee~lllL.thegot)~~_.> /'
....ox-exil conseguences wli'fcili" naturally followthi~_~~ V
\ that cODduct~ Aim, therefore, to diminish the
amount of parental government as fast as you canJ

(

substitute for it in. your child's mind that self-gov
ernment arising from a foresight of results. In in- .
~cy a considerable amount of absolutism i~ neces"

sary. A three-year-old urchin playing with an open

(
~azo.r, cannot be allowed to learn by this discipline
of consequences; for the consequences may, in such
case, be too serious. But as intelligence increases,

I 'h: number of_m..~~~c~ ca:i~g fo: p~r~~~.'!ry~.
V \ terferenc~rmay be, ana should be, <lulllnished; with

.t~ew of grnauarly enUing them as maturity is
approached. All periods of transition are danger-

DUS; and the most dangerous is the transition forIt)'
( iihe restraint of the family circle to the non-restraint
\ ~f the world. Hence the importance of pursuing

the policy we advocate; whinht alike by oultivating a
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c}ti.19:Lfaculttof .self.rest,...ra,'.l,.nt, by cont,inO,ally 'i,n~',
creasing the degreein wliiCnrnsrernoil'"SSel'f:con·
straint and so riiiliig it,..step-& ~t§>,,~s!~t~

. of un.aided self-constr,a,int, oblitera,tes the or,d!!!J!!Y_~'\,
sudden and hazardous change from externally-gov-

~~~. ~ erned-yotrtht;;~t~;~iy:g~~-.it;. Let

~ the history of your domestic rule typify, in little, the

history of our political rule: at the ont~et, autocratic

control, where control is really needful; by and by

an incipient constitutionalism, in which the liberty

of the subject gains some express recognition; suc

cessive extensions of this liberty of the subject;

gradually ending in parental abdication.

~
.., Do not regret the exhibition of coniderable selfJ
will on the part of your children. I t is the correIa-

. tive of that diminished coerci.veness so ~onspicuous,

V" in modern education. The greater tendency to as

sert freedom of action on the one side, corresponds

to the smaller tendency to tyrannize on the other.

They both indicate an approach to the system of diS~

I cipline we contend for, under which ~!Jl!d.,ren Wi.,IL~~
. ,more and D;lore led to rule them.§illye1t!>.Y_~_~Jl:per·

, /' .ienc~-atural con·s~;;_c.~s; an~ .!h~y are both the_
V .-acc()jifpanlmeiifsof our more advanced social 8tate.--- . ~----,------.,,) .

The i-ndependent English boy is the father of the

independent EJ;lglish manl and you cannot have, the
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last without the first. German teachers say that
they had rather manage a dozen German boys than

(

' one English one. Shall we, therefore, wish that ouu
" boys had the manageableness of the German ones,

. and with it the submissiveness and political serfdom
of adult Germans? Or shall we not rather tolerat
In our boys those feelings which make them free
men, and modify our methods accordingly?

. Lastly, always remember that to educate righ~'y ,

. is not a simple and easy thing, but a co.nrplexand
'extre~~lydifficUinblngTt'liEni8:rdest task wIikh \
i~~-su-on-adul.! life. The rough and =;:;ady
style of domestic government is indeed practicable

~y the meanest and most uncultivated intelle~tS[J

G
Slaps, and sharp words are penalties that suggest

. themselves alrke to the least reclaimed barbarian and

the most stolid peasant. Even brutes can use this
method of discipline; as you may see in the growl
~nd balf-bite with which a bitch will check a too

,xigeant puppy. But if y~~!;!.carrx out with r1

e
ccess a rational and civilized system, you must be f

I
t";.£p.!~ll.fQ.t..C.Q»§.ide.[. . tal exertIon-for some

I ~._' some ing~nuity, som.e patience, somJUUllf."'c.QR-

~ You .Fill have habitually to trace the £.,.Qnse-
quences of conduct-to consider what are the results
whiCh i;-~life f011o. Oii'fiiii kind of act:l•.and
f""' -------
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:;~~l:L~~::~~:l:~~~.
~u 'Yi)LLai!Y. .be called nJ20n :)

analyze the motives of juvenile conduct: you must
a}stinguisn-l5etween-~~-;-that a; re~lly good and

those which, though externally simulating them,
proceed from inferior impulses: while you must be

~
. ver on your guard against the cruel mistake I;lot 'J
'~nfrequently made, of translating neutral acts into

. tranSgreSSions., or ascribing worse feelings than were
entertained. Yoli must more or less modify your

---method to suit the disposition of each child; and
must be prepared to make further modifications as
each child's disposition enters on a new phase. Your

rfa.ith will often be taxed to ID.aintain the requisite
perseverance in a course which seems to produce
little or no effect. Especially if you are dealing
with children who have been wrongly treated, yon
must be prepared for a lengthened trial of patience
before succeeding with better methods; seeing that

that which is not easy even where a right state Of]
feeling has been e.stablished from .the beginning, be·
comes doubly difficult when a wrong state of feeling

V has to be set right. Not only will you have con-

~
.. st.antly to analyze the motives of your child.r~!h_bJ1t
'you will have to analyze your own motives-to di&

--~-.--.- • ............-..--.__."'-..~~_ ..,.
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\

cnminate between those internal suggestions spring..)

,
in~. f~m, ,atrue parentalsoficitllile. and,.!',hO~,~~h
!prIng_l1i;:I~L ...I.W_<nY!L~elfishnes~ fro~y.2~r love of

, eaSe, from your lust of dominion. And then, more

"trying still, you win have not only to detect, but t~

curb these baser impulses. In brief, you will have to],
carryon your higher education at the same time that

V(YOU are educating your children. Intellectually you
must cultivate to good purpose that most complex

~
~ ,0"f s~l1e~!s-huma,n ,nature and its la!:s,'as eXhj~it,ed

in your children, in ·oursel£ and in the world.
. Morally, you must keep in constant exercise your

higher feeliligs, and restrain your lower. It is a
\iruth yet remaining to be recognized, that the last
stage in the mental development of each man and

,"i woman is to be reached only through the proper dis
/ \ charge of the parental duties. And when this truth

is recognized, it will be seen how admirable is the
ordination in virtue of which human beings are led
by their strongest affections to subject themselves to
a discipline whic,h they would else elude.

, While some will probably regard this conception

I
Of education as it should be, with doubt and dis
couragement, others will, we .think, perceive in the

\ exalted ideal. which it invo.lves, evide~ce of. its
\ truth. That It cannot- be reamed by the Impuls'lVe.
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the unsympathetic, and the short-sighted, but .i.e
mands the higher attributes of human nature, they
will see to be evidence of its fitllees for the more

, advanced states of humanity. Though it calls for
'1.\\ much labor aD:d.....self-sacrifiqg, they will see that it

I \ promises an abundant return of happiness, im-
l-rfediate al)d remote. They will see that while il) its

(injurious effects on both parent and child a bad
system is twice cursed, a good system is twice
blessed-it blesses him that trains and him that's
rained.
It will be seen that we have said nothing in this

Chapter about the transcendental distinction between
right and wrong, of which wise men know so little,
and children nothing. All thinkers are agreed that
we may find the criterion of right in the effect of
actions, if we do not find the rule there; and that u.
sufficient for the purpose we have had in view. Not
have we introduced the religious element. We hay.
confined our inquiries to a nearer, and a much mort
neglected fiel~, though a very important one. OUi
readers may snpplement our thoughts in any wal
they please; we are only concerned that they shoul6)
be ~~~rtcd as fN as they go.
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CHAPTER IV~

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.

EQUALLY at the squire's table' after the wlt~

drawal of the ladies, at the farmers' market-ordinary,
and at the village ale-house, the topic which, after
the political question of the day, excites perhaps the
most general interest, is the management of animals.
Riding home from hunting, the conversation is pretty
sure to gravitate toward horse-breeding, and ped
igrees, and comments on this or that" good point; "
while a day on the moors is very unlikely to pass
without something being said on the treatment of
dogs. When crossing the fields together from
~hurch, the tenants of adjacent farms are apt to pass
from criticisms on the sermon to criticisms on the
weather, the crops, and the stock; and thence to
slide into discussions on .the various kinds of fodder
and their feeding qualities. Hodge and Giles, after
comparing notes over their respective pig.styes, show
by their remarks that they have been more or less
observant of their masters'_beasts and sheep; and of
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the effects produced on them by this or that kind of
treatment. Nor is it only among the rural popu
lation that the regulations of the kennel, the stable,
the cow-shed, and the sheep-pen, are favorite Bub.
jects. In towns, too, the numerous artisans who
keep dogs, the young men who are rich enough to

now and then indulge their sporting tendencies, and
their more staid seniors who talk over agricultural
progress or read Mr. Mechi's anIlual reports and Mr.
Caird's letters to the Times, form, when added to
gether, a large portion of the inhabitants. Take the
adult males throughout the kingdom, and a great
majority will be found to show some interest in the
breeding7 rearing, or training of animals, of one kind
or other.

But, during after-dinner conversations,. or at other
times of like intercourse, who hears anything said
about the rearing of children? When the country
gentleman has paid his daily visit to the stable, and
personally inspected the condition and treatment of
his horses ; when he has glanced at his minor live
stock, and given directions about them; how often
does he go up to the nursery and examine into its
dietary, its hours, its ventilation? On his library
shelves may be found White's" Farriery," Stephen'e
"' Book of the Farm," Nimrod" On the Condition of
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Hunters; Jr, and with the contents of these hels more
or less familiar; but how many books has he read on

the management of infancy and childhood? The
fattening properties of oil-cake, the relative values
of hay and chopped straw, the dangers of unlimited
clover, are points on which every landlord, farmer,

1and peasant has some knowledge; but what proporG

tion of them know much about the qualities of the
food they give their children, and its fitness to the
constitutional needs of growing boys and girls?
Perhaps the business interests of these classes will be .
assigned as accounting for this anomaly. The expla
nation is inadequate, however; see that the same
contrast holds more or less among other classes. O!
a score of towns-people few, if any, would prove
ignorant of the fact that it is undesirable to work a
horse soon after it has eaten; and yet, of this same
score, supposing them all to be fathers, probably not
Dne would be found who had considered whether the
time elapsing between his children's dinner and their
resumption of lessons was sufficient. Indeeit, on
cross-examination, nearly every man would disclose
the latent opinion that the regimen of the nursery
was no concern of his. " Oh, I leave all those things
to the women," would probably be the reply. And
in most cases· the tone and manner of this reply
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would' convey the implication, that such cares are
not consistent with masculine dignity.

Consider the fact from any but the conventional

point of view, and it will seem strange that while

the raising of first-rate bullocks is an occupation on

which men of education willingly bestow much time1

inquiry, and thought, the bringing up of fine human

beings is an occupation tacitly voted unworthy of

their attention. Mammas who have been taught

little but langnages, music, and accomplishmenu,

aided by nurses full of antiquated prejudices, are

held competent regulators of the food, clothing, and

exercise of children. Meanwhile the fathers read

books and periodicals, attend agricultural meeting~,

try experiments, and engage in discussions, all with

the view of discovering how to fatten prize pigs!

Infinite pains will be taken to produce a racer that

shall win the Derby: none to produce a modern

athlete. Had Gulliver narrated of the Lilliputians
that the men vied with each other in learning how

best to rear the offspring of other creatures, and

were careless of learning how best to rear their own

offspring, he would have paralleled allY of the other

absurdities he ascribe8 to them.
The matter is a serious one, however. Ludicrous

as is the antithesis1 the fact it expre8ses is not less
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disastrous. As remarks a suggestive, writer, the
first requisite to success in life is" to be a good an·
{mal; t, and to be a nation of good animals is the

tirst condition to national prosperity. Not only is it
that the event of a. war often turns on the strength
..~d hardiness of soldiers; but it is that the contests
01. commerce are in part determined by the bodily
endurance of producers. , Thus far we have found no
reasun to fear trials of strength with other races in
either of these fields. But there are not wanting
signs that our powers will presently be .taxed to the
uttermost. Alread~ under the keen competition of
modern life, the application required of almost every
one is such as few can bear without more or less
injury. Already thousands break down under the
high pressure they are subject to. If this pressure
continues to increase, as it seems likely to do, it win
try severely all but the soundest constitution.
Hence it is becoming of especial importance that the
training of children should be so carried on, as not
only to fit them mentally for the struggle before
them, but also to make them physicallJ fit to bear
its excessive wear and tear.

Ha,ppily the matter is beginning to attract atten..
tion. The writings of Mr. Kingsley indicate a reao-
tion against over-culture; carried, as r.eactions usuo
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'lIly are, somewhat too far. Occasional letters arK.
leaders in the newspapers have shown an awakening
interest in physical training. And the formation 0'.

a school, significantly nicknamed that of •• muscular
Christianity," implies a growing opinion ,that Ou!

present methods of brin~ing up children do not
sufficiently regard the welfare of the body. The
topic is evidently ripe for discussion.

To conform the regimen of the nursery and the
school to the established truths of modern science
this is the desideratum. It is time that the benefits
which our sheep and oxen hava for years past de..
rived from the investigations of the laboratory,
should be participated in by our children. Without
calling in question the great importance of horse,·
training and pig-feeding, we would suggest that, as
the rearing of well-grown men and women is also of
some moment, the conclusions indicated by theory,
and endorsed by practice, ought to be acted on in
the last case as in the first. Probably not a few will
be startled-perhaps offended-by this collocation
of ideas. But it is a fact not to be disputed,'and to

which we had best reconcile ourselves, that man is
subject to the same organic laws as inferior creatures.
No anatomist, no physiologh;t, no chemist, will for 3

moment hesitate to assert, that the general pdnciples
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which rule over the vital processes in animals equally
rule over the vital processes in man. And a candid
admission of this fact is not without its reward:
namely, that the truths established by observatiQn
and experiment on brutes, become more or 1~S8

available for human guidance. Rud.imentaryas is
the Science of Life, it has already attained to certain
fundamental principles underlying the development
of all organisms, the human included. That which
has now to be done, and that which we shall endeavor
in. some measure to do, is to show the bearing of these
fundamental principles upon the physical training of
childhood and youth.

The rhythmical tendency which is traceable in all
departments of social life-which is illustrated in the
access of despotism after revolution, or, among our
selves, 'in the alternation of reforming epochs and
conservative epochs-which, after a dissolute age,
brings an age of asceticism, and conversely-which.
in commerce, produces the regularly recurring infla
~ions and panicB-:-which carries the devoteesof fashion
from one absurd extreme to the opposite one ;-this
rhythmical tendency affects also our. table-habits,
and by implication, the dietary of the young. After'
a period distingUished by hard drinking and hard

12
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eating, has come a period of comparative sobriety\
which, in teetotalism and vegetarianism, exhibits
extreme forms of its protest against the riotous liv
ing of the past. And along with this change in the
regimen of adults, has come a parallel change in the
regimen for boys and girls. In past generations, the
belief was,that the more a child could be induced to

eat, the better; and even now, among farmers and
in remote districts, where traditional ideas most
linger, parents may be found who tempt their chil
dren to gorge themselves. But among the educated
classes, who chiefly display this reaction toward
,abstemiousness, there may be seen a decided lean
ing to the under-feeding, rather than the over·
feeding, of children. Indeed their disgust for by..
gone animalism is more clearly shown in the
'treatment of their offspring than in the treatment
<of themselves; seeing that while their disguised
asceticism is, in so far as their personal conduct is
concerned, kept in check by their appetites, it has
full play in legislating for juveniles.

That over-feeding aI)d underf~eding are both bad,
is a truism. Of Ithe two, however, the last is the
worst. As writes a high authority, "the effects of

..casual repletion are less prejudicial, and more easily
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eerrected, than those of inanition."· Add to which,
that where there has been no injudicious interference,
repletion will seldom occur. "Excess is the vice
rather of adults than of the young, who are rarely
either gourmands or epicures, unless through tJ.lf.

fault of those who rear them." t This system of re

striction which many parents think so necessary, is
based upon very inadequate observation, and vel')'
erroneous reasoning. There is an over-legislation ill
the nursery, as well as an over-legislation in the
State; and one of the most injurious forms of it is

this limitation in the quantity of food.
"But are children to be allowed to surfeit them.

selves? Shall they be suffered to take their fill of
dainties and make them.selves ill, as they certainly
will do? n ~s thus put, the question admits of but
one reply. But as thus put, it assumes the point at
tssue. We contend that,as appetite is a good guide
to all the lower creation--as it is a good guide to the
infant-as it is a good guide to the invalid-as it is
a good guide to the differently-placed races of men,
and as it is a good guide for every adult who leads a
healthful life ; it may safely he inferred that it is a
gOM. guide for childhood. It would he strange ill"
det'Jd were it here alone untrustworthy.

*" Oy~opmdia of Practical MediciDe." t thi4
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Probably not a few will read this reply with some
impatience; ·being able, as they think, to cite facts
totally at variance with it. It will appear absurd if
we deny the relevancy of these facts; and yet the
paradox is quite defensible. The truth is, that the
instances of excess which such persons have in mind..
are usually the consequences of the restrictive system
they seem to justify. They are the sensual reactionf
caused by a' more or less ascetic regimen. They
illustrate on a small scale that commonly remarked
fact, that those who during youth have been subject
to the most rigorous discipline, are apt afterward to
rush into the wildest extravagances. They are anal
ogous to those fright~ul phenomena, once not un·
common in convents, where nuns suddenly lapsed
from the extremest austerities into an almost demo
niac wickedness. They simply exhibit the uncon
trollable vehemence of a long-denied desire. Con
sider the ordinary tastes and the ordinary treatment
of children. The' love of sweets is conspicuous and
almost universal among them. Probably ninety-nine
people in a hundred, presume that there is nothing
more in this than gratification of the palate; ani
that, in common with other sensual desires, it should
be discouraged. The physiologist, however, whose
discoveries lead him to an ever-increasing reverence
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for the arrangements of things, will suspect that
there is something more in this love of sweets than
the current hypothesis supposes; and a little inquiry
confirms the suspicion. Any work on organic chem
istry shows that sugar plays an important part in the
vital processes. Both saccharine and fatty matters
are eventually oxidized in the body; and there is an
accompanying evolution of heat. Sugar is the form
to which sundry other compounds have to be re~

duced before they are available as heat-making food;
and this formation of sugar is carried on in the body.
Not only is starch changed into sugar in the course
of digestion, but it has b,een proved by M. Claude
Bernard that the liver is a factory in which other
constituents of food are transformed into sugar.
Now, when to the fact that children have a marked
desire for this valuable heat·food, we join the fact
that they have usually a marked dislike to that food
which gives out the greatest amount of heat during
its oxidation (namely, fat,) we shall see strong reason
for thinking that excess of the one compensates for
defect of the other-that the organism demands more
lugar because it cannot deal with much fat. Again,
children are usually very fond of vegetable acids.
Fruits of all kinds are their delight; and, in the abe
sence of anything better, th_ey will devour unripe
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~oosebertie8 and the sourest of crabs. Now, not
)nly are vegetable acids, in common with mineral
mes, very good tonics, and beneficial as such when
taken in moderation; but they have, when adminis
tered in their natural forms, other advantages.
"Ripe fruit," says Dr. Andrew Combe," is more
freely given on the Continent than in this country;
and, particularly when the bowels act imperfectly, it
is often very useful." See, then, the discord between
the instinctive wants of children and their habitual
treatment. Here are two dominant desires, which
there is good reason to believe express certaiI;l needs
of the juvenile constitution; and not only are they
ignored in the nursery regimen, but there is a gen
,eral tendency to forbid the gratification of them.
Bread-and-milk in the morning, tea and bread-and
butter at night, or some dietary equally insipid.. is

irlgidly adhered to; and any ministration to the r~l"

ate is thought not only needless but wrong. What
'is the necessary consequence? When, on fete-days
there is an unlimited access to good things-when a
gift of pocket-money brings the contents of the con"
fectioner's window withi'n reach, or when by some ae-
cident the free run of a fruit-garden is obtained:
then the long-denied, and therefore intense, desire'!
lead to great excesses.._ '.rhere is an impromptu call"
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nivaI, caused not only by the release from past re
atraints, but also by the consciousness that a long

Lent will begin on the morrow. And then, when

the evils of repletion display themse~ves, it is argued
that children must not be h.ft to the guidance Qf
their appetites! These disastrous results of artift

cial restrictions, are themselves cited as proving the

need for further restrictions! We contend, there

fore, that the reasoning commonly used to justify

this system of interference is vicious. We contend
that, were children allowed daily to partake of these

more sapid edibles, for which there is a physiological

requirement, they would rarely exceed, as they now

mostly do when they have the opportunity: were

fruit, as Dr. Combe recommendB, "to constitute a

x>art of the regular food" (given, as he advises, not
between meals, but along with them), there would

be none of that craving which prompts the devour

ing of such fruits as crabs and sloes. And similarly

In other cases.

Not only is it that the apriori reasons for trusting
,the appetites of children a~e so strong; and that

the reasons assigned for distrusting them are invalid;

but it is that no other guidance is worthy of any

confidence. What is the value of this parental
judgment, set up.as an alternative regulator? W'hen
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to "Oliver asking for more," the mamma or the go\'<

~rness replies in the negative, on what data does she

proceed? She th';,nks he has bad enough. But

where are her grounds for 80 thinking? Has she

some secret understanding with the boy's stomach

some clairvoyant power enabling her to discel'n the

needs of his body? If not, how can she safely de

cide? Does she not know that the demand of the

system for food is determined by numerous and in

volved causes-varies with the temperature, with the

hygrometric state of the air, with the electric state

of the air, varies also according to the exercise taken,

according to the kind and quality of food eaten at

the last meal, and according to the rapidity with

which the last meal was digested? How can she
calculate the result of such a combination of

causes? As· we heard said by the father of a five
years·old boy, who stands a head taller than most of
his age, and is proportionately robust, rosy, and ac..

tive :-" I can see no artificial standard by which to
mete out his food. If I say, 'this much is enoligh,
it is a mere guess; and the guess is as likely to be
wrong as right. Consequently, having no faith in
guesses, I let him eat. his fill." And certainly, any

one judging of his policy by its effects, would be
~QDStrained to admit its wisdom. In truth, this
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confidence, with which most parents take upon them~

selves to legislate for the stomachs of their· children,

proves their unacquaintance with the principles of

physiology: if they kne'w more, they would be more

modest. "The pride of science is humble when com.11
pared with the pride of ,ignorance." If anyone

would learn how little faith is to be placed in human

judgments, and how much in the pre-established .

arrangements of things, let him compare the rash.

ness of th3 inexperienced physician with the cautio' J.

of the most advanced; or let him dip into Sir John~

Forbes' work, " On Nature and Art in the Cure ofr
Disease;" and he will then. see that, in(proportion
as men gain ~ greater knowledge of the laws of
life, they come to have less confidence in themselves,

and more in Nature.
".turning from the question of quanti~!J'offood to

that of quality, we may discern the same ascetic ten
dency. Not simply a more or less restricted diet,

but a comparatively low diet, is thought proper for
ehildren. 'The current. opinion is, that they should

have but little animal food. Among th~ less wealthy
classes, economy seems to have dictated this opinion
-the wish has been father to the thought. Parents
not affording to buy much meat, and liking meat

themselves" answe!: the petiti~ns of juveniles with-·
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"Meat is not good for little boys· and girls;" and

this, at first, probably nothing but a convenient e%o"

cuse, has by repetition grown into an article of faith.

While the classes with whom cost is not a considera·

tion, have been swayed partly by the example of the

majority, partly by the influence of nurses drawn

from the lower' classes, and in some measure by

the reaction· against past animalism.

If, however, we inquire for the basis of this

opinion, we find little or none. It is a dogma r&

peated and received without proof, like that which,

for thousands of years, insisted on the necessity of

swaddling-clothes. I t may indeed be true that, to
I .

the young child's' stomach, not yet endowed with

much muscular power, meat, which requires con8ider·

able trituration before it can be made into chyme, is

an unfit aliment. But this objection does not tell

against animal food from which the fibrous part has

been extracted; nor does it apply when, after the

lapse of two or three years, considerable mUl!Jcular
vigor has been acquired. And while the evidence in

support of this dogma, partially valid In the case of

very young children, is not valid in the case of older

children, who are, nevertheless, ordinarily treated in

conformity with the. dogma, the adverse evidence il!J

abundant and conclusive.. The verdict of science is
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&1tactly opposite to the popular opinion. We have
put the question to two of our leading physicians,
and to several of the most distinguished physiolo
gists, and they uniformly agree in the conclusion,
that children should have a diet not less nutritive,
but, if anything, more nutritive than that of adults.

The grounds for this conclusion are obvious, and
the reasoning simple. It needs but to compare the
vital processes of a man with those of a boy, to see
at once that the demand for sustenance is relatively
greater in the boy than in the man. What are the
ends for which a man requires food? Each day his
body undergoes more or less wear-wear through
muscular exertion, wear of the nervous system
through mental actions, wear of the viscera in carry
ing On the functions of life; and the tissue thus
wasted has to be renewed. Each day, too, by per
petual radiation, his body loses a large amount of
hent; and as, for the continuance of the vital actions,
the temperature of the body must be maintained,
this loss has to be compensated by a constant pro
duction of heat: to which end cert~in constituents
of the food are unceasingly undergoing oxidation.
To make up for the day's waste, and to supply fuel
for the day's expenditure of heat, are, then, ,the sole
purposes for which the adult requires food. Con'"
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sider, DOW', the case of the boy. He, too, Wastes the
substanoe of his body by action;' and it needs but to;

note his restless activity to see that, in proportion
to his bulk, he probably wastes as much as a man.
He, too, loses heat by radiation; and, as his body ex
poses a greater surface in proportion to its mass than _
does that of a man, and therefore loses heat more
rapidly, the quantity of heat-food he requires is,

bulk for bulk, greater thap. that required by a man.
So that even had the boy no other vital processes to

carry on than the man has, be would need, relatively
to his size, a somewhat larger supply of nutriment.
But, besides repairing his body and maintaining its
he~,t, the bO~T has to make new tissue -to grow.
After waste and thermal loss have been provided
for, such s~rplus of nutriment as remains, goes to
the further building up of the frame; and only in
virtue of this surplUS is normal growth possible-the
growth that sometimes takes place in the absence of
~uch surplus, causing a manifest prostration conse
quent upon defective repair. How peremptory is
the demand of the unfolding organism for material~

is seen alike in that "school-boy hunger," which
after-life rarely parallels in intensity, and in the
comparatively quick return of appetite. And if
there needs further e,!!~ence of this extra-necessit)'
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tor nntriment, we have it in the fact that, during the
famines following shipwrecks and otherdisasters, thf

children are the first to die.
This relatively greater Heed for nutriment being

admitted, as it must perforce be, the question that
remains is-shall we meet it by giving an excessive
quantity of what may be called dilute food, or a
more moderate quantity of concentrated food? The
nutriment obtainable from a given weight of meat is
obtainable only from a larger weight of bread, or
from a still larger weight of potatoes, and so on. To
fulfil the requirement, the quantity must he increased
as the nutritiveness is diminished. Shall we, then,
respond to the extra wants of the growing cllild by
giving an adequate quantity offood as good as that
of adults? Or, regardless of the fact that its stom..
ach has to dispose of a relatively larger quantity
even of this good food, shall we further tax it b}
giving an inferior food in still greater quantity?

The answer is tolerably obvious. The more the
labor of digestion can be economized, the more en
ergy is left for the purposes of growth and action.
The functions of the stomach and intestines cannot
be performed without a large supply of blood and
nervous power; and in the comparative lassitude
that foHows a hearty meal, every adult has proof
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that this ~mpply of blood and nervous power IS at.
the expense of the system at large. If the requisite
Dutriment is furnished by a great quantity of innu·
tritiOllS food, more work is entailed on the viscera
than when it is furnished by a moderate quantity of

'lutritious food. This extra work is so much sheer
10ss-a loss which in children shows itself either ill
diminished energy, or in smaller growth, or in both.
The inference is, then, that they should have a diet
which combines, as much as possible, nutritiveness
and digestibility. '

It is doubtless true that boys and girls ~ay be
brought np upon ali exclusively, or almost exclt....
sively, vegetable diet. Among the upper classes are

to be found children to whom comparatively little
meat is given; and, who, l1everthel~ss, grow and ap
pear in good health. Animal food is scarcely tasted
by the offspring of laboring people; and yet they
reach a healthy maturity. But these seemingly ad.
verse facts have by no means the weight commonly
supposed. In the first place, it does not follow thai
those who in early years flourished on bread and po.
tatoes, will eventually reach a fine development;
~nd a comparison between the agricuJturallaborers
and the gentry, in England, or between the middle
and lower classes in France, is by no means in favO!
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Df vegetable feeders. In the second place, the ques
tion is not only a question of hulk, but also aques.
tion of quality. A soft, flabby flesh makes as good a
show as a firm one; but though to the careless eye,
a child of full, flaccid tissue may appear the equal of
one whose fibres are well toned, a trial of stren.gta
will prove the difference. Obesity in adults is ofteD

a sign of feebleness. Men lose weight in training
And hen.ce the appearance of these low-fed children
is by no mef£DS conclusive. In the third place, not
only size, but energy has to be considered. Between
children of the meat-eating classes and those of the
bread.and.potato-e~tingclasses, there is a marked
contrast in this respect. Both in mental and physi
cal vivacity the low-fed peasant-boy is greatly in
ferior to the better-fed son of a gentleman.

If we compare different classes of anidlals, or
different races of men, or the same animals or men
when differently fed, we find still more distinct
proof that tke degree of energy e8sentially depends on

the nutritifJfme88 of tke food.

In a cow, subsisting on so innutritive a food as
gra.ss, we see that the immense quantity required to
be ~aten necessjtates an enormous digestive system;
that the limbs, small in comparison with the body,
are burdened hy its weight; that in carrying abol1t
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this heavy body and digesting this excessive quaDr
tity of food, a great amount of force is expanded,
and that, having but little energy remaining, the
creature is sluggish. Compare with the cow a horse
-au animal of nearly allied structure, bu.t adapted
to a more concentrated food. Here we see that the
body, and more especially its abdominal regiolll~,

bears a much smaller ratio to the limbs; that the
powers are not taxed by the support of such massive
viscera, nor the digestion of so bulky a food; and
that, as a consequence, there is great locomotiv~

energy and considerable vivacity. If, again, we
contrast the stolid inactivity of the graminivorous
sheep with the livelinesl:l of the dog, subsisting upon
flesh or farinaceous food, or a mixture of the two
we see a difference similar in kind,but still greater
in degree. And after walking through the Zoolog
ical Gardens, and noting the restlessness wit,h which,
the carnivorous animals pace up and down their
'cages, it. needs but to }'ememher that none of the
-he.rbivorous anjmals habitually display this super..
'fluous energy, to see how clear is the relation be
tween concentration of food and degree of activity.

That these differences are not directly consequent
upon differences of constitution, as some may argue;
ont are directly consequent upon differences in the
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food which the creatures are constituted to subsist

on; is proved by the fact, that they are observable

between different divisionl!l of the same species.

Take the case of mankind. The Australians, Bush

men, and others of the lowest savages who live on

roots and berries, varied by larvre of insects and the

like meagre fare, are comparatively puny in stature,

have large abdomens, soft and undeveloped muscles,

and are quite unable to cope with Europeans, either

in a struggle or in prolonged exertion. Count up

the wild races who are well grown, strong and

active, a~ the Kaffirs, North-American Indians, and

Patagonians, and you find them large consumers of

flesh. The ill-fed Hindoo goes down before the

Englishman fed on more nutritive food; to whom

he is as inferior in mental as in physical energy.

And generally, we think, the history of tq.e world

shows that the well-fed racel!l have been the energetic

and dominant races.

Still stronger, however, becomes the argument,

when we find that the same individual animal be

comes capable of more or less exertion according as

its food is more or less nutritious. This has been

clearly demonstrated in the case of the horse.

Though flesh may be gained by a grazing horse,

strength 'is IOl!lt; as putting bim to hard work



prOVe8c "The consequence of turning horses out
to grass is relaxation of the muscular system.~'

"Grass is a very good preparation for a bullock for
Smithfield market, but a very bad one for a hunter."

It was well known of old that, after passing the
Gummer months in the fields, hunters required some
months of stable-feeding before becoming able to
t~)l1ow the hounds; and that they did not get into
good condition until the beginning of the next
spring. And the modern practice is that insisted on

, by Mr. Apperley-'" Never to give a hunter what is
called 'a summer's run at grass,' and, except under
particular and very favorable circumstances, never
to turn him out at all.n That is to say, never give
him poor food: great ,energy and endurance are to
be obtained only by the continuous use of very
llutritive food. So true js this that, as proved by
Mr. Apperley, prolonged high-feeding will enable a
middling horse to equal, in his performances, a first
rate horse fed in the ordinary way. To which vari..
ous evidences add the familiar fact that, when a
horse is required to do double duty~ i.t is the practice
to give. him beans-a food containing a laiger pro
portion of nitrogenous, or flesh-making material,
than his habitual oats.

Once more, in the case of individual men the
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truth has been illustrated with equal, or stl!l greater,
clearness. We do not refer to men in training for
feats of strength, whose regimen, however, thor·
oughly conforms to the doctrine. We refer to the

experience of railway contractors and their laborers.
It has been for years past a well-established facf;
tLat the English navvy, eating largely of flesh, is far
more efficient than. a Continental navvy living on a
less nutritive food: so much more efficient, that
English contractors for Continental railways have
habitually taken their laborers with them. That
difference of diet an~ not difference of race caused
this superiority, has been of late distinctly shown.
For it has turned out, that when the Continental
navvies live in the same style as their English com..
petitors, they presently rise, more or less nearly, to
a par with them in efficiency. To which fact let us
here add the converse one, to which we can give
personal testimony based upon six months' experi
ence of vegetarianism, that abstinence from meat
entails diminished energy of both body and mind.

Do not these various evidences distinctly endorse
our argument respecting the feeding of children l'
ij') they not imply that, even supposing the same
stature and bulk to be attained on an innutritive
as on a nutritive diet, the quality of tissue is greatly
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infenor? Do they not establish the position tha."
where energy as well as growth has to be maintained,
it can only be done by high feeding? Do they not
confirm the apriori conclusion that, though a child
of whom little is expected in the way of bodily or
mental activity, may thrive tolerably well on farina'
ceous substances, a child who is daily required~ not
only to form the due amount of new tissue, but to
supply the waste consequent on great muscular ac
tion, and the further waste consequent on hard exer
cise of brain, must live on substances containing a
larger ratio of nutritive matter? And is .it not an
obvious corollary, that denial of this better food will
be at the expense either of growth, or of bodily ac..
tivity, or of mental activity ; as constitution and cir
cumstances may determine? We believe no logical
intellect will question it. To think otherwise is to
entertain in a disguised form the old fallacy of the
perpetual-motion schemers-that it is possible to get
power out of nothing.

Before leaving the question of food, a few words
must be said on another requisite-variety. In this
respect the dietary of the young is very faulty,. If
not, like our soldiers, condemned to H twenty yeal'S
of boiled beef," our children have mostly to bear 1

monotony which, though less extreme and less last-
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lng, is quite as clearly at variance with the laws of
health. At dinner, it is true, they usually have food I

that is more or less mixed, and that is changed day
by day. But week after week, month after month,
year after year, comes the same breakfast of bread..
hind·milk, or, it may be, oatmeal porridge. And
with like persistence the day is closed, perhaps with
a second edition of the bread-and-milk, perhaps with
t.ra and bread-and-butter.

This 'practice is opposed to the dictates of physi
ology. The satiety produced by an often-repeated
dish, and the gratification caused by one long a
stranger to the palate, are not meaningless, as many
carelessly assume; but they are the incentives to a
wholesome diversity of diet. It is a fact, established
by numerous experiments, that there is scarcely any
one food, however good, which supplies in due pro
portions or right forms all the elements required fo,i
carrying on the vital processes in a normal manner:
from whence it is to be inferred that frequent change'
of food is desirable to balance the suppl! of all the
elements. It is a further fact, well known tophysi
ologists, that the enjoyment given I y a much-liked
food is a nervous stimulus, which, by increasing the
iction of the heart and so propelling the blood with
lncre~d vigor, aids in the su~sequent digestion.
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And these truths are in harmony with the maxim.
of moderncattle-feeding, which dictate a rotation of
diet.

Not only, however, is periodic change of food very
desirable; but, for the same reasons, it is ~ery

desirable that a mixture of food should be taken at
each meal. The better balance of ingredients. and
the greater nervous stimulation, are advantages
which hold here as before. If facts are asked for,
we may name as one, the comparative ease with
which the stomach disposes of a Frent:h dinner,
enormous in quantity but extremely varied in
material. Few will contend that an equai weight of
one kind of food, however well cooked" could be
digested with as much facility. If any de~ire further
facts, they may find them in every mod~rn book on
the management of animals. Animals thrive best
when each meal is made up of several t1:J Ings. And
indeed, among men of science the truth h~sbeen long
ago established. The experiments of Goss and
Stark" afford the. most decisive proof of the ad.
vantage, or rather the necessity, of a ulixture of
substances, in order to prod lee tha cornpo1J.nd
which is the .best adapted for the a6v.lon of th.G

9tomach.,,*
*" Cyclopredia of Anatomy and Physiol618'"
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Should any object, as probably many will, that a
rotating dietary for children, and one which also
requires a mixture of food at each meal, would eI1"
tail too mnch trouble; we reply, that no trouble is

thought too great which conduces to· the mental
development of children, and that for their future
welfare, good bodily development is equa.lly import
ant. Moreover, it seems alike sad and strange that
a trouble which is cheerfully taken in the fattening
of pigs, should be thought too great in the rearing of
children.

One more paragraph, with the view of warning
those who may propose to adopt the regimen in..
dicated. The change must not be made suddenly;
for continued low-feeling so enfeebles the system, as
to disable it from at once dealing with a high diet.
Deficient nutrition is itself a cause of dyspepsia.
This is true even of animals. " When calves are fed
'With skimmed milk, or whey, or other poor food,
r..bey are liable to indigestion."* Hence, therefore,
where the energies are low, the transition to a
generous diet must be gradual: each increment of
strength gained, justifying a further increase of
nutriment. Further, it should always be born in
mind that the concentration of nutriment may be

• Mow··Y '- "~c1omec1iaofAgriculture."
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carried too far. A bulk l:)uffici.ent to fill the stomaoh

\s one requisite of a proper meal; and this requisite
negatives a diet deficient in those waste matters

which give adequate mass. Though the size of the

digestive organs is less in the well-fed civilized races
than. in the ill-fed savage ones; and, though their

size may eventually diminish still further; yet for

the time being, the bulk of the ingesta must be de

termined by the existing capacity. But, paying due
regard to these two qualifications our conclusions
are-that the food of children should be highly
nutritive; that it should be varied at each meal
and at successive meals; and that lli should be
abundant.

With clothing as with food, the established tend·
ency is toward an improper scantiness. Here, too,

asceticism peeps out. There is a current theory~

vaguely entertained, if not put into a definite for,
mula, that the sensations are to be disregarded. They
do not exist for our guidance, but to miEt1ead us,
seems to be the prevalent belief reduced to its naked
form. It is a grave error: we are much more benef
icently constituted. It is not o~edience to the sen·
sations, but disobedience to them, which is the
habitual cau~e of bodilY evils. It is not the eating
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'When hungry, but the eating in the absence of appe
tite, which is bad. It is not the drinking when
thirsty, but the continuing to drink when thirst has
ceased, that is the vice. Harm results not from
breathing that fresh air which every healthy person
enjoys; but from continuing to breathe foul air, spite
of the protest of the lungs. Harm results Dot from
taking that active exercise which, as every child
shows us, nature strongly prompts; but from a per
sistent disregard of nature's promptings. Not that
mental activity which is spontaneous and enjoyable
does the mischief; but that which is persevered in
after a hot or aching head commands desistance. Not
that bodily exertion which is pleasant or indifferent,
does injury; but that which is continued when ex
haustion forbids. It is true that, in those who have
long led unhealthy lives, the sensations are not trust
worthy guides. People who have for years been al
most constantly indoors, who have exercised their
brains very much, and their bodies scarcely at al~

who in eating have obeyed their clocks without con...
suIting their stomachs, may very likely be misled by
their vitiated feelings. But their abnormal state iti
itself the result of transgressing their feelings. Had
they from childhood up never disobeyed what we
may term the physical conscie~ee~ it would not have
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been seared, but would have remained a faithfu\
monitor.

Among the sensations serving for our guidance are
those Df heat and cold; and a clothing for children
which does not carefully consult these sensations is
to be condemned. The common notion about
"hardening" is a grievous delusion. Children are
not unfrequently " hardened " out of the wOrld; and
those who survive, permanently sufter either in
growth Qf constitution. ,. Their delicate appearance
furnishes ample indication of the mischief thus pl'()<o
duced, and their frequent attacks of illness might
prove a warning even to unreflecting parents," says
Dr. Combe. The reasoning on .which this harden..
ing theory rests is extremely superficial. Wealthy
parents, seeing little peasant boys and girls playing
about in the open air only half-clothed, and Joining
with this fact the general healthiness of laboring
people, draw the unwarrantable conclusion that the
healthiness is the result of the exposure, and resolve
to keep their own offspring scantHy covered! It is
forgotten that these urchins who gambol upon village..
greens are in many respects favorably circumstanced
-that their days are spent in almost perpetual play;
that they are always breathing fresh air; and that

. 'heir systems are not disturbed by over-taxed brains.
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For aught that appears to the contrary, their good
health may be maintained, not in consequence of.
but in spite of, their deficient clothing. This alter·
native con~lusion we believe to be the true one; and
that an inevitable detriment results from the need
1988 loss of animal heat to which they are sub.:

ject.
For when, the constitution being sound enough to

bear it, exposure does produce hardne~s, it does so at
the expense of grow~'I. This truth is displayed
alike in animals and in mall. The Shetland pony
bears greater inclemencies than the horses of the
Bouth, but is dwarfed. Highland sheep and cattle,
living in a colder climate, are stunted in comparison
with English breeds. In both the arctic and antarc
tic regions the human race falls much below its or
dinary height: the Laplander and Esquimaux are
very short; and the Terra del Fuegians, who go
wed in a .cold latitude, are described by Darwin as
to stunted and hideous, that" one can hardly make
one's self believe they are fellow-creatures."

Science cleady explains this dwarfishness produced
by great abstraction of heat: showing that, food and
other things being equal, it unavoidably results.
For, as before pointed out, to make up for that cool
ing by radiation which the body is constantly under--
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going, there must be a constant oxidation of certain
matters which form part of the food. And in pro-I

portion as the thermal loss is great, must the quantity
of these matters required for oxidation be great.
But the power of the digestive organs is limited.
Hence it follows, that when they have to prepare a
large quantity of this material needful for maintain.
ing the temperature, they can prepare but a small
quantity of the material which goes to build up the
frame. Excessive expenditure for fuel entails dimin
ished means for other purpos~s: wherefore there
2lecessarily results a body small in size, or inferior in
texture, or both.

Hence the great impol't3,nce of clothing. As
Liebig says :-'" Our clothing is, in reference to the
temperature of the body, merely an equivalent for a
nertain amount of food. H By diminishi.ng the loss of
beat, it diminishes the amount of fuel needful for
naintaining the heat; and when the stomach has
tess to do in preparing fuel, it can do more in pre,
paring other materials. This deduction is entirely
confirmed by the experience of those who manage
animals. Cold can be borne by animals only at an
~xpense of fat, or muscle, or growth, as the case may

be. " If fattening cattle are exposed to a low tem~

perature, either ,their nroeress must be retarded, or
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a great additional expenditure of food incurred.': •
Mr. Apperley insists strongly that, to bring hunter~

into good condition, it is necessary that the stable
should be kept warm. And among those who rear

racers, it is an established doctrine that exposure is
to be avoided.

The scientific truth thus illustrated by ethnology,
,and recognized by agriculturists and sportsmen,
applies with double force to children. In proportion
to their smallness and the rapidity of their growth
is the injury from cold great.. In France, new
born infants often die in winter from being carried
to the office of the maire for registration." M.
Qaetelet has pointed out, that in Belgium two in
fants die in January for one that dies in JUly.n

A.nd in Russia the infant mortality is something
enormous. Even when near maturity, the und61"el
oped frame is comparatively unable to bear ~x·

pesure: as witness the quickness with which yOUlig
soldiers succumb ina trying campaign. The
'rationale is obvious. We have already adverted to
the fact that, in CGilsequence of the varying relation.
between surface and bulk, a child loses a relatively
;larger amount of heat than an adult; and here we
must point out that the disadvantage under which

*' MOB.TOlV'S " CYclopredia of Agriculture."
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the child thus labors is very great. Lehmann says :
l'If tne carbonic acid excreted by children or young

animals is. calculated for an equal 'bodily weight, it
results that children produce nearly twice as much
acid as adults." Now the quantity of carbonic acid

gi.ven off varies with tolerable accuracy as the
quantity of heat produced. And thus we see that
1n children the system, even when not placed at .a

disadvantage, is called upon to provide nearly double
the proportion of material for generating heat.

See, then, the extreme folly of clothing the young
scantily. What father, full-grown though he is,
losing heat less rapidly as he does, and having no
physiological necessity but to supply the waste of
each day-what father, we ask, would think it salu
tary to go about with bare legs, bare arms, and bare
neck ? Yet this tax upon the system, from which he
would shrink-, he inilicts UpOll bis little ones, who are
'30 much less able to bear it! or, if be does not inflict
it, sees it inflicted without protest. Let him remem
ber that every ounce of nutriment needlessly ex
pended for the ma~ntenance of temperature, is so
much deducted from the nutriment going to build up
the frame at:Id maintain the energies; and that even
when colds, oongestiollS, or other consequent di&'
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ord~rs are escaped, diminished growth or less perfect
structure is inevitable.

"The rule is, therefore, not to dress in an invari
able way in all cases, but to put on clothing in kind and
quantity sufficient in the individual case to protect the

'body effectually from an abiding sen.'Jation of cold, hoUJtl

e~~r slioht." This rule, the importance of which Dr.
Combe indicates by the italics, is one in which men
of science and practitioners agree. We have met with
none competent to form a judgment on the matter,
who do not strongly condemn the exposure of chi!-, ,

dl'en's limbs. If there is one point above others in
which "pestilent custom" should be ignored, it is
this.

Lamentable, indeed, is it to see mothers seriously
damaging the constitutions of their children out of
compliance with an irrational fashion. It is bad
enough that they should themselves conform to
every folly which our Gallic neighbors please to
initiate; but that they should clothe their children
in any mountebank dress which Le petit Oourrier des

.Dames indicates, regardless of its insufficiency and
unfitness, is monstrons. Discomfort more 01' les~

great, is inflicted; frequent disorders are entailed;
growth .is checked or stamina undermined; pre·
mature death not uncommonly caused; and all be-
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cause it is thought needful to make frocks of a size
and material dictated by Fren ch caprice. Not only
is it that for the sake of conformity, mothers thus

punish and. injure their little ones by scantiness of
covering; but it is that from an allied motive they
impose a style of dress which forbids healthful
activity. To please the eye, colors and fabrics are
chosen totally unfit to bear that rough usage which
lInrestrained play involves; and then to prevent
damage the unrestrained pla.y is interdicted. " Get
up this moment: you will soil your clean frock," is
the mandate issued to some urchin creeping about on
the floor. "Come back: you will dIrtJ your stock.
ings," calls out the governess to one of her charges,
who has left the footpath to scramble up a bank.
Thus is the evil doubled. That they may come up
to their ,mamma's standard of prettiness, and ho ;ad.
mired by her visitors, children must have habilimel'ts
deficient in quantity and unfit in texture; and that
these easily-damaged habiliments may be kept cleap
and uninjured, the restless activity, so natural and
needful for the young, is more or less restrained. The
exercise which becomes doubly requisite when the
clothing is insufficient, is cut short, lest it should de,
face the clothing. Wauld that the terrible cruelty
of this system could be seen by those who maintam
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it. We do not hesitate to say that, through en.

feebled· health, defective energies, and consequent

non-success in life, thousands are annually doomed to

unhappiness by this unscrupulous regard for appear

ances: even when they are not, 'by early death, liter

ally sacrificed to the Moloch of matern~lvanity. We

lare reluctant to counsel strongmeasures, but really the

evils are so great as to justify, br even to demand, a

peremptory interference on the part of fathers.

Our conclusions are, then-that, while the clothing
of' children should never be in such excess as to

. create oppressive warmth, it should always be suffi..

cient to prevent any general feeling of cold; * that,
instead of the flimsy cotton, linen, or mixed fabrics
commonly used,it should be made of some good non

conductor, such as coarse woolen cloth; that it,
should be so strong as to receive little damage from

the hard wear and tear which childish sports will
give' it; and that its colors should be such as will

not soon suffer from use and exposure.

* It is· needful to remark that children whose legs and arms
have been from the beginning habitually without covering, cease
to be conscious that the exposed surfaces are cold; just as by use
we have all ceased to be conscious that our faces are cold, even
when out of doors. But though in such childrE:ln the sensationg
no longer protest, it does not follow that the system escapes in
jury ; any more than it follows that the Fuegian is undamaged by
exposure, because he bears with indifference the Inelting ot the
falling snow on his naked body. .

18
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To the importance of bodily exercise most people
are in some degree awake. Perhaps less needs say
ing on this requisite of physical education than on
most others: .at any rate, in so far as boys are con
cerned. Public schools and private schools alike
furnish tolerably adequate playground; and there
is usually a fair share of time for out-of-door games,
and a recognition of them as needful. In this, if in
no other direction, it seems admitted that the natural
promptings of boyish instinct may advantageously
be followed; and, indeed, in the modern practice of
breaking the prolonged morning and afternoon's
lessons by a few minutes' open-air recreation, we see
an increasing· tendency to conform school regula
tions to the bodily sensations of the pupilS. Here,
then, little needs to be said in the way of expostu
lation or suggestion.

But we have been obliged to qualify this admission
by inserting the clause "in so far as boys are con
cernedc" Unfortunately, the fact is quite otherwise
in the case of girls. It chances, somew¥at strangely,
that we have daily opportunity of drawing a com·
parison. We have both a boy's and a girl's school
within view; and the contrast between them is re
markable. ]n the one case, nearly the whole of a
large garden is turned into an open, gravelled space.
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affording ample scope f0r games, and supplied with
poles and horizontal bars for gymnastic exercises.
Eyery day before breakfast, again toward eleven
o'clock, again at midday, again in the afternoon, and
once more after school is over the'neighborhood is

awakened by a chorus of shouts and laughter as the
boys rush out to play ; and for as long as they re
main, both eyes and ears give proof that they are
absorbed in that enjoyable activity which makes the
pulse hound and ensures the healthful' activity of
every organ. How unlike is the picture offered by
the "Establishment for Young Ladies I" UntH the
fact was pointed Ollt, we actually did not know that
we had a girls' 8thool as close to us as the school for
boys. The go/den, equally large with the other,
affords no sig!J whate.ver of any provision for juve..
nile recreat1(jn; but it is entirely laid out with prim
grassplots, gravel-walks, shrubs, and flowers, after
the usu~l suburban style. During :five months we
have not once had our attention drawn to the prem
ises by a shout or a laugh. Occasionally girls may
be observed sauntering along the paths with their
lesson books in their hands, or else walking arm-in.
arm. Once, indeed, we. saw one chase another round '
the ~arden; but, with this exception, nothing like
vigorous ex~rtion has been visible.
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Why this astonishing difference? Is it that the
eonstit"ltion of a girl differs so entirely from that of

a boy as not to need these .active exercises? Is it
that a girl has none of the promptings to vociferous
play by which boys are impelled? Or is it that,
while in boys these promptings are to be regarded as
securing that bodily activity without which there
eannot be adequate development, to their sisters
nature has given them for no purpose whatever
unless it. be for the vexation of schoolmistresses?
Perhaps, however, we mistake the aim of those who
train the gentler sex. We have a vague suspicion
that to produce a robust physi,!ue is thought unde
sirable; that rude health and abundant vigor are
considered somewhat plebeian; that a certain deli
cacy, a strength not competent to more than a mile
or two's walk, an appetite fastidious and easily sat
isfied, joined with that timidity which commonly
accompanies feebleness are held more lady-like. We
do not expect that any would distinctly avow this;
but we fancy the governess-mind is haunted by an
ideal young lady bearing not a little resemblance to
this type. If so, it must be admitted that the estab
,lished syEtem is admirably calculated to realize tIDE
ideal. But to suppose that such is the ideal of the
opposite sex is a profound mistake. That men are
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Aot commonly drawn toward masculine women, is
doubtless true. That such relative weakness as calls
for the protection of superior strength is all elemenli
of attraction, we quite admit. But the differ~.jce to
which the feelings thus respond is the natural, pre
established difference, which will assert itself without
a.rtificial appliances. And when, by artificial appli
ances, the degree of this difference is increased, it
becomes an element of repulsion rather than attrac>
aou.

"Then girls should be allowed to run wild-to
become as rude as boys, and grow up into romps and
hoydens! " exclai~s some defender of the proprieties.
This, we presume, is the ever-present dread of
schoolmistresses. It appears, on inquiry, that at
"Establishments for Young Ladies" noisy play like·
that daily indulged in by boys, is a punishable of
fence; and it is to be inferred that this noisy play is
forbidden, lest unlady-like habits should be formed..
The fear is quite groundless, however. For if the
sportive activity allowed to boys does not prevent
~hem from growing up into gentlemen ; why should
'\ like sportive activity allowed to girls prevent them
from growing up into ladies? Rough as may have
been their accustomed play-ground frolics, youths
who have left school· do' ·not indulge in leapfrog iD
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the stree~ or marbles in the drawingaroom. Aban
-doning their jackets, they abandon at the same Lme
boyish games; and display ali anxiety-often a In,
dicrous anxiety-to avoid whatever is not manly. Il
now, on arriving at the due age, this feeling of mas
culine dignity puts so efficient a restraint on the
romping sports of boyhood, will not the feeling of
feminine modesty, gradually strengthening as rna-
turity is approached, put an efficient restraint on the
like sports (Df girlhood? Have not women even a
greater regard for appearances than men? and will
there not consequently arise in them even a stronger
check to whatever is rough or boisterous? How ab
surd is the supposition that the womanly instincts
would not assert themselves but for the rigorous dis
cipline of schoolmistresses!

In this, as in other cases, to, remedy the evils of
<De artificiality, another artificiality has been intro
duced. The natural spontaneous exercise having
been forbidden, and the bad consequences of no eXe

ercise having become conspicuous, there has been
adopted a system of factitious exercise-gymnastics.
That this is better than nothing we admit; but that
it is an adequate substitute for play we deny. The
defects are both positive and negative. In the first
place, these format muscular. motionsl necessarily
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much less varied than those accompanying' juvenile

sports, do not secure so equable a distribution of ac

:ion to all parts of the body; whence it results that

the exertion, falling on special parts, produces fatigue

sooner than it would else have done: add to which,

that, if constantly repeated, this exertion of special

parts leads to a disproportionate development.

Again, the quantity of exercise thus taken will be

deficient, not only in consequence of uneven distri

bution, but it will be further deficient in com~equence

of lack of interest. Even when not made repulsive,

as they sometimes are, by assuming the shape of ap

pointed lessons, these monotonous movements are sure
to become wearisome, from the absence of amusement.
Competition, it is true, serves as a stimulus; but it is

not a lasting stimulus, like that enjoyment which ac
companies varied play. Not only, however, are gym

nastics inferior in respect of the quantity of muscular

~xertionwhich they secure; they are still more inferior

... respect of the quality. This comparative want of
enjoyment to which we have just referred as a cause
of early desistance from artificial exercises, is also a

cause of inferiority in the effects they produce on

the system. The common assumption "that so long

as the amount of bodily action is the same, it matters
not whether it be p'~asurabl~:,(]~ otherwise, is ,;. ;Jl.'ava
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mistake. An agreeable mental excitement has a
~lighly ,invigorating influence. See the effect pro.
luced upon an invalid by good news, or by the visit
of an old friend. Mark how careful medical men
are to recommend lively society to debilitated pa
tients. Remember how beneficial to the health is
the gratification produced by change of scene. The
truth is that happiness is the most powerful of ton·

. .

lCS. By accelerating the circulation of the blood, it
facilitates the performance of every function; and
so tends alike to increase health when it exists, and
to restore it when it has been lost. Hence the es

sential s~periori,ty .of play to gymnastics. The ex..
treme interest felt by children in their games, and
the riotous glee with which they carryon their
rougher frolics, are of as much importance as the ac
companying exertioIl. And as ,not supplying thesf
"Dental stimuli, gymnastics must he fundamentall,

'efective.
Granting then, as we do, that formal exercises v

~he limbs are better thannothini-·granting, furtheE
that they may be used with advantage as supplemen,
tary aids; we yet contend that such formal exen
cises can never supply the place of the exerciset
prompted by nature. For .girls, as well as boys, th6

sportive a.ctivities to which the instincts impel,~
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I8set.Jtial, to bodily welfare. Whoever forbids them,
forbids the divinely appointed means to physical de-

velopment.

A topic still remains--:.one perhaps more urgently
lemanding consideration than any of the foregoing.
It is asserted by not a few, that among the educated
~lasses the younger adults and those who are verg
~g upon maturity are, on the average, neither so
'<well grown nor so strong. as their seniors. When
first we heard this assertion, we were inclined to dis
regard it as one of the many manifestations of the
()ld tendency to exalt the past at th~ expense of the
present. Cu2ling to mind the facts that, as meas
ured by ancient armor, modern men are proved to be
larger than ancient men, and that the tables of mor
tality show no diminution, but rather an increase in
the duration of life, we paid little attention to what
seemed a groundless belief. Detailed· observation,
however, has greatly shaken our ?pinion. ~mitting

from the comparison the laboring classes, we ha;ve
noticed· a majority of cases in which the children do
not reach the stature of their parents; and in mas'
siveness, making due allowance for differl)l1ce of age,
there seems a like inferiority. In health, the con
trast appears still greater. Men of p~t gen~rations.
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living riotously as they did, could bear much mDt8

than men of the prese.nt generation, who live sob.Jrly
can bear Though they drank hard, kept irregular
hours, were regardless of fresh air, and thought
little of cleanliness, our recent ancestors were· capa
ble of prolonged application without injury, even to

a ripe old age: witness the annals of the bench and
the bar. Yet we who think much about our bodily
welfare, who eat with moderation, and do not drink
to excess; who attend to ventilation, and use fre
quent ablutions; who make annual excursions, and
have the benefit of greater medical knowledge ;-we
are continually breaking down under our work.
Paying considerable attention to the laws of health,
we seem to be weaker than our grandfathers who, in
many respects, defied the laws of health. And
judging from the appearance and frequent ailments
of the rising generation, they are likely to be even
'ess robust than ourselves.

What is the meaning of this? Is it that past
over-feeding, alike of adults and juveniles, was less
injurious than the under-feeding to which ~e have
adverted as now so general? Is it thatthe deficient
clothing which this delusive hardening theory has en
couraged, is to blame? Is it that the greater or less
discouragement of juvenile sports, in deference to a
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false refinement, is the cause? From our reasoning~
it may be inferred that each of these has probabl)
had a share in producing the. evil. But there has
been yet another detrimental influence at work, per
haps more potent than any of the oth.ers: we mean
-excess of mental application.

On old and young, the pressure of modern life
puts a still~increasing strain. In all businesses and
professions, intenser competition taxes the energies
and abilities of every adult; and, with the view of
better fitting the young to hold their place under
this intenser competition, they are subject to a more
severe discipline than heretofore. The damage is
thus doubled. Fathers, who find not only that thet
are run hard by their multiplying competitors, but
that, while laboring under this disadvantage, they
have to maintain a more expensive style of living,
are all the year around obliged to. work early and
late, taking little exercise and getting but short

filolidays. The constitutions, shaken by this long
continued over-application, they bequeath to their
children. And then these comparatively feeble
children, predisposed as they are to break down even
under an ordinary strain upon their energies, are re
quired to go through a curriculum much more extended.
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than that prescribed for the unenfeebled children of
~st generations~

That disastrous consequences must result from
this cumulative transgression might be predicted
with certainty; and that they do result, every ob·
servant person knows. Go where you will, and be
fore long there come under your notice cases of
children, or youths, of either sex, more or less iD~

jured by undue study. Here, to recover from a
~te of debility thus produced, a year's rustication
has been found necessary. There you find a chronic
congestion of the brain, that has already lasted
many months, and threatens to last much longer.
Now you hear of a fever that resulted from the over
excitement in some way brought on at school. And,
again, the instance is that of a youth who has al
ready had once to desist from his studies, and who,
since he has "returned to them, is frequently taken
')lut of his class in a fainting fit. 'Ye state facts
!acts that have not been sought for; but have been
thrust upon our observation ,during the last twt>
years; and that, too, within a very limited r~nge.

Nor have we by any means exhausted the list. Quite
recently we had the opportunity of markinghow the.
evil becomes hereditary: the case being that of a
lady of robust parenta2e. whose system was so in-
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jured by the. reg~me of a Scotch boarding-school,
where she was under-fed and over-worked, that she

invariably suffers from vertigo on rising in the mOrI:,

ing; and whose children, inheriting this enfeeblea

brain, are several of them unable to bear even a
moderate amount of study without headache or gid.

diness. At the present time we have daily under

our eyes~ a young lady whose system has been dam
aged for life by the college-course through which she
has passed. Taxed as she was to such an extent

that she had no energy left for exercise, she is~ noV"
that she has finished her education, a constant com.
plainant. Appetite small and very capricious, mostly
refusing meat; extremities perpetually cold, even
when the weather is warm; a feebleness which for
bids anything but the slowest walking, and that only
for a short time; palpitation on going up stairs;
greatly impaired vision-these, joined with checked
growth and lax tissue, are among the results entailed
And to her case we m~y add that of her friend and
fellow-student; who is similarly weak; who is liable
to faint even under the excitement of a quiet party
of friends; and who has at length been obliged' by

ther medical attendant to desist from study entirely.
If injuries so conspicuous are thus frequent, how

very general must be the smaller and inconspicuous
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!DJuries. To one case where positive illness 1b

directly traceable to over-application, there are prob.

),bly at least half-a-dozen cases where the evil is un·

obtrusive and slowly accumulating-cases where
there is frequent derangement of the functions, at

tributed to this or that special cause, or to constitu

tional delicacy; cases where there is retardation and

premature arrest of bodily growth; cases where a

latent tendency to consumption is brought out and

established; cases where a predispcsition is given to

that now common cerebral disorder brought on by
the hard work of adult life. How commonly con..
stitutions are thus undermined, will be clear to alII

who after noting the frequent ailments of hard..

worked professi~nal and mercantile men, will reflect
on the disastrous effects which undue application
must produce upon the undeveloped systems of the
young. The young are competent to bear neither as
'TInch hardship, nor as much physical exertion, nor

as much mental exertion, as the full grown. Judge,
'~hen, if the full grown so manifestly suffer from the
excessive mental exertion required of them, how
q;reat must be the damage which a mental exertion,
)ften equally excessive, inflicts upon the young!

Indeed, when we examine the merciless school
drill to which many children are subjected, the won-
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der is, not that it does great injury, but that it can

be borne at all. Take the instance given by Sir

John Forbes from personal knowledge; and which

he asserts, after much inquiry, to be an average sam

ple of the middle-class girl's-school system through
out England. Omitting the detailed divisions of

time, we quote the summary of the twenty-foUl

hours.

In bed -. • . • • .
In school, at their studies and tasks
In school, or in the house, the older

at opt,jonal studies or the work,
younger at play

At meals . . •• • .
Exercise in the open air,. in the

sbape of a formal walk, often
with lesson-books in hand, and
even this only when the weath..
",r is fine at the appointed time

9 hours (the younger 10)
9 ,;

3! " (the younger 2!':
Ij

1 II

24

And what are the results of this "astounding
regimen," as Sir John Forbes terms it? Of course
feebleness, pallor, want of spirits, general ill-health.

But he describes something more. This utter disre
gard of physical welfare, out of extreme anxiety to
cultivate the mind-this prolonged exercise of the
bram and deficient exercise of the limbs,-he found
to be h;tbitually followed, not only by disordered
functions but. bv malformation. He says :-" We
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lately visit~d, in a large town, a hoarding-school con.
taining forty girls; and we learned, on close and ac·
'Curate inquiry,' that there was not one of the girls

who had been at the school two years (and the ma
jority had, been as long) that was liot more or less
cro(lked ! ,. *

It may he that since 1833, when this was written

some improvement has taken place. We hope it has.

But that the system is still common-nay, that it is

in some cases carried even to a greater extreme than

ever; we can personally testify. We recently went
over a training college for young men: one of those

instituted of late years for the purpose of supplying
schools with well-disciplined teachers. Here uuder
official supervision, where something better than the

judgment of private schoolmistresses might have
been look~d for, we found the daily routine to be as

,follows':-

.b..t Ro'clock the students are caned,
" 7 to 8 studies,
H 8 to 9 scripture reading, prayers, and breakfast,
I'. 9 to 12 studies, ' ,
'~, 12 to 1t leisure, nominally devoted to walk or other exercise,

but often spent in study, .
." It to 2 dinner, the meal commonly occupying twentyminu~
" 2 to 5 studies, .
61 5' to 6 teaaud relaxation,
" 6 to 8! studies,
" 8t to 9! private studies in preparing lessons for the next day,
" 10 to bed.

.( "Cyclopredia 'of Practical Medicine," vol. i. pp. 697, 698.
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Thus, out of the twenty·four hours, eight are de
voted to sleep; four and a quarter are occupied in
dressing, prayers, meals, and the brief periods of
rest accompanying them; ten' and a half are given
to study; and one and a quarter to exerCIse, which
is optional and often avoided. Not only, howeverc

is it that the ten and a half hours of recognized,
study are frequently increased to eleven and a half
by devoting to books the time set apart for exercise;
but some of the students who are not qnick in learn
ing, get up at four o'clock in the morning to prepare
their lessons; and are actually encouraged. by their
teachers to do this! The course to be passed through
in a given tinle is so extensive; the teachers, whose
credit is at stake in getting their pupils well through
the examinations, 'are so urgent; and the difficulty
of satisfying the requirements is so great; that pu
pils are not uncommonly induced to spend twelve
and thirteen hours a day in mental labor!

It needs no prophet to see that the bodily injury
inflicted must be great. As we were told by one of
the inmates, those who arrive with £re5h complexions
quickly become blanched. Illness is frequent: there
are always some on the sick-list. Failure of appe o

tite and indigestion are very common. Diarrhrea is
a prevalent disorder: not uncommonly a third of the

\9
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whole number of students suffering undeT it Qt tb8

same time. Headache is generally complained ot;
and by some is borne almost daily for months.
While a certain percentage break down entirely and
go away.

That this should be the regimen of what is in some
sort a model· institution, established and superin...
tended by the embodied enlightenment of the age, is

a startling fact. That the severe examinations,
joined with the shott period assigned for preparation.
should practically compel recourse to a system which
inevitably undermines the health of all who pass
through it, is proof, if not of cruelty, then of woeful
ignorance.

Doubtless the case is in a great degree exceptional
-perhaps to be paralleled only in other institutiOIlli
of the same ~lass. But that cases so extreme should
exist at all, indicates pretty clearly how great is the
extent to which the minds of the rising generation
are overtasked. Expressing as they do the ideas of
the educated community, these training colleges,
even in the absence of all other evidence, would
conclusively imply a prevailing tendency to an un..
duly urgent system of culture.

It seems strange that there should be so little con.
sciousneS$ of the dangers of over--education during
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youth, when there is so general a consciousness of
the dangers of over-education during childhood.
Most parents are more or less aware of the evil con
sequences that follow infant precocity. In every
society may be heard reprobation of those who too
early stimulate the minds of their little ones. And
the dread of this early stimulation is great in pro.
portion as there is adequate knowledge of the effects:
witness the implied opinion of one of our most dis.
tinguished professors of physiology, who told us that
he did not intend his little boy to learn any lessons
until he was eight years old. But while to all it is a
familiar truth that a forced development of intelli
gence in childhood entails disastrous results-either
physical feebleness, or ultimate stupidity, or early
death-it appears not to be perceived that throughout
youth the same truth holds. Yet it is certain that it
must do so. There is a given order in which, and a
given rate at which, the faculties unfold. If the
course of education conforms itself to that order and
rate, well. If not-if the higher faculties are early
taxed by presenting an order of knowledge more
complex and abstract than can be readily assimi
la~ed; or, if, by execss of culture, the intellect in
general is developed to a degree beyond that which
is natural to the age; the abnormal result so pro-
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anced will inevitably be accompanied by some equi9
alent, or more than equivalent, evil.

For Natule is a strict accountant; and if you deo
mand of her in one direction more than she is pre
pared to layout, she balances the account by making
a deduction elsewhere. If you will let her follow
her own course, taking ~are to supply, in right
quantities and kinds, the raw materials of bodily and
mental growth required at each age, she will event
ually produce an individual more or less evellly
developed. If, however, you insist on premature or
undue growth of anyone part, she will, with more
or less protest, concede the point; but that she may
do y,our extra work, she must leave some of her
more important work undone. Let it never be for
gotten that the amount of vital energy which the
body at any moment possesses is limited; and that,
being limited, it is' impossible to get from it more
than a fixed quantity of results. In a child or youth
the demands upon this vital energy are various and
urgent. As before pointed out, the .waste conse
quent on the day's bodily exercise has to be repaired;
the wear of· brain entailed by the day's study has
to be made good; a certain additionnl growth of
body has to be provided for; and also a certain ad->
ditional growth of brain: add to which the amounti
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of energy absorbed .in the digestion of a large
quantity of food required for meeting these many
demands. Now, that to divert an excess of energy
into anyone of these channels is to abstract it from
the others, is not only manifest apriori; but may be
Bhown a posteriori from. the experience of everyone.
Everyone knows, for instance, that the digestion of
a heavy meal makes su"h a demand on the system as
to produce lassitude of mind and body, ending not
unfrequently in sleep. Everyone knows, too, that
excess of bodily exercise diminishes the power of
thought-that the temporary prostration following
any sudden exertion, or the fatigue produced by a
thirty miles' walk, is accompanied by a disinclination
to mental effort; that, atter a month's pedestrian
tour, the mental inertia is such that some days are
required to overcome it; and that in peasants who
spend their lives in muscular labor the activity of
mind is very small. Again, it is a truth familiar to
all that during those fits of extreme rapid growth
which sometimes occur in childhood, th0 great ab
straction of energy is shown in the attendant pros
tration, bodily and mental. Once more~ the facts
that violent muscular exertion after eating will stop
:ligestion, and that children who are early put to

~rd labor become stunted, simi}arly ~xhi~it the an
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tagonism-similarly imply that excess of activity in

one direction involves deficiency of it in othel

directions. Now, the law which is thus manifest in

extreme cases holds in all cases. These injurious

abstractions of energy as certainly take place when

the undu~ demands are slight and constant, as

when they are great and sudden. Hence, if in

youth, the expenditure in mental labor exceeds that

which nature had provided for; the expenditure for

other purposes fall~ below what it should have been:

aDd evils of one kind or other are inevitably entailed.

Let us briefly consider these evils.

Supposing the over-activity of brain not to be ex

treme, but to exceed the normal activity only in a

moderate degree, there will be nothing more than

some slight reaction on the development of the body:

the stature falling a little below that which it would

else have reached; or the bulk being leBS than it

w.uJd have been; or the quality of tissue being not

so good.· One or more of these effects must nec

essarily occur. The extra quantity of blood supplied

to the brain, not only during the period of mental

exertion, but during the subsequent period in which

the wa~te of cerebral substance is being made good,

is blood that would else have been circulating

through the limbs and yiscet'a; and the amonnt of
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growth or repair for which that blood would have
8~pplied materials, is . lost. This physical reaction
being certain, the question is, whether the gain 1'&

sUlting from the extra culture is equivalent to the
loss ?-whether defect of bodily growth, or the want
of that structural perfection which gives high vigor
and endurance, is compensa.ted for by the additional

knowledge, gained?
When the excess of mental exertion is greater,

there follow results far more serious; telling not
only against bodily perfection, but against the peJ
fection of the brain itself. It is a physiological law,
first pointed out by M. Isidore St. Hilahe~ and to

which attention has been drawn by Mr. Lewes in hie

essay on "Dwarfs and Giants," that there is an an
tagonism between growth and development. By
growth, as used in this antithetical sense, is to be

understood increase of size; by development, increa86

~f 8tructure~ And the law is. that great activity in
either of these processes involves reta:dation or
arrest of the other. A familiar illustration is fur..
nished ~y the cases of the caterpillar and the

chrysalis. In the caterpillar there is extremely
ra.pid augmentation of bulk; but the 'structure is

scarcely at all more complex when the caterpilla:r is .
full-grown than when it is small. In the chrysalis
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the bulk does not increase; on the contr8!'y., weight
is lost during this stage of the creature's life; but
the elaboration of a more complex structure goes on
with great activity. The antagonism~here so clear,
is less traceable in higher creatures, because the
two processes are carried on together. But we see
it pretty well illustrated among ourselves by con·
trasting the sexes. A girl develops in body and
mind rapidly, and ceases to grow comparatively
early. A boy's, bodily and mental development is
slower, and his growth greater. At the age when
the one is mature, finished, and having all faculties
in full play, the other, whose vital energies have
been more ~1irected toward increase of size,' is

relatively incomplete in structure; and shows it in
a comparative awkwardness, bodily and mental.
Now this law is true not only of the organism as a

whole, but of each separate part. The abnormally
~pid advance of any part in respect of structure in.

lolves premature an6st of its growth; and this hap..
pens with the organ of the mind as certainly as with
any other organ. The brain, which during early
years is relatively large in mass but imperfect in
structure will, if required to perform its functions
with undue acti vity, undergo a structural advance
greater than is appropriate to the age; but the
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lI.l:diimate effect will be a falling short of the size and
power that would else have been attained. And
this is a part cause--probably the chief cause-why
precocious children, and youths who up to a certain
time .were carrying all before them, so often stop

short and disappoint the high ho~s of their par
ents.

But these results of over-education,· disastrous as
they are, are perhaps less disastrous than the results
produced upon the health-the undermined consti
tution, the enfeebled energies, the morbid feelings.
Recent. discoveries in physiology have shown how
immense is the influence of the brain over the func·
tions of the body. The.digestion of the food, the
circulation of the blood, and through these all other
organic processes, are profoundly affected bycerebral
excitement. Whoever has seen repeated, as we
have, the experiment first performed by Weber,
showing the consequence of irritating the vagUB
nerve which connects the brain with the viscera
whoever has seen the action of the heart suddenly
arrested by the irritation of this nerve; slowly re·
commencing when the irritation is suspended; and
again arrested the moment it is renewed; will have
avivid conception of the depressing influence which
an over.wro~ght brain exerc~8 on the body. The
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effects thus physiologically explained, are indeec1
exemplified in ordinary experience. There is no one
but has felt the palpitation accompanying hope, fear,
anger, joy-no one but has observed how labored
becomes the action of the heart when these feelings
are very violent. And though there are many who
have never themselves suffered that extreme emo·
tional excitement which is followed by arrest of the
heart's action and fainting; yet everyone knows
them to bf} cause and effect. It i8 a familiar fact,
too, that disturbance of the stomach is entailed" by
mental excitement exceeding a certain intensity.
Loss of appetite is a common result alike of very
pleasurable and very painf!!l states of mind. When
the event producing a pleasurable or painful state of
mind occursshortly after a meal, it not unfrequently
happens either that the stomach rejects what halt:

been eaten, or digests it with great difficulty and
under prolonged protest. And as everyone wht
taxes his brain much can testify, even purely intel
lectual action will, when exces$ive, produce analogo-wl
effects. Now the relation between brain and bod),
which is so m,anifest in these extreme cases, holde
equally in ordinary, less-marked cases. Just as these
violent but temporary cerebral excitements produce
violent but temporary disturbances of the yiscera:
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I) do the less violent but chronic cerebral excit&
ments, produce less violent but chronic visceral dis
turbancesc This is not simp~y an inference-it isa
truth to which every medical man can bear witness;
and it IS one to which a long and sad experience en
abl~s us to give personal testimony. Various de
grees and forms of bodily derangement, often taking
.years of enforced idleness to set partially right, re"
suIt from this prolonged over-exertion of mind.
Sometimes the heart is chiefly affected: habitual
palpitations; a pulse much enfeebled; and very
generally a diminution in the number of beats from
seventy-two to sixty, or even fewer. Sometimes the
conspicuous disorder is of the stomach; a dyspepsia
which makes life a burden, and is amenable to no
remedy but time. In many cases both heart and
stomach are implicated. Mostly the sleep is short
and broken,. And very generally there is more or
iess mental depression.

Consider, then, how great must be the damage in
fticted by undue mental excitement on children and
youths. More or less of this constitutional disturb
ance will inevitably follow an exertion of brain be
yondtbat which nature had provided for; and when
not so excessive as to produce absolute illness, is
iUre to entail a slowly accumulating degeneracy of
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physique. With a small and fastidious appetite, a',.
imperfect digestion, and an enfeebled circulation,
how can the developing body flourish? The due
performance of every vital process depends on the
adequate supply of good blood. Without enough
good blood, no gland ~an secrete properly, no viscus
can fully discharge its office. Without enough good
blood, no nerve; muscle, membrane, or other tissue
can be ~fficiently repaired. Without enough good
blood, growth will neither be sound or sufficient.
Judge then, how bad must b~ the consequences when
to a growing body the weakened stomach supplies
blood that is deficient in quantity and poor in qual.
ity; while the debilitated heart propels this poor
and scanty blood with unnatural slowness.

And if, as all who candidly investigate the matter
must admit, physical degeneracy is a consequence
of excessive study, bow grave is the condemnation
t,o be passed upon this cramming system above ex
emplified. It is a terrible mistake, from whatever
point of view regarded., It is a mistake in so far as
the mere acquirement of knowledge is concerned:
for it is notorious that the mind, like the body, can..
not assimilate beyond a c~rtain rate; and if you ply
it with facts faster than it can assh.uilatethem, they
are very soon rejected a,j;tain: they do not oecom.
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permauently built into the intellectual taoric; but
fall out of recollection after the passing of the exa:m
ination for which they were got up. It is a mistake,
too, because it tends to make study distasteful.
Either through the painful associations produced by
ceaseless mental toil, or through the abnormal stata
of brain it leaves behind, it often generates an aver
sion to books; and, instead of that subsequent self..
culture induced by a rational education, there comes
a continued retrogression. It is a mistake, also, in·
asmuch as it assumes that the acquisition of knowl
edge is everything; and forgets that a much more
important matter is the organization of knowledge,
for which time and spontaneous thinking are requi
site. Just as Humboldt remarks respecting the
progress of intelligence in general, that "the inter
pretation of nature is obscured when the description
languishes under too great an accumulation of insn,·
lated facts;" so it may be remarked, respecting the
progress of individual intelligence, that the mind is
overburdened and hampered by 'an excess of ill·
digested information. It is not the knowledge
stored up as intellectual fat which is of value; hut
\'hat which is turned into intellectual muscle. But
ihe mistake b- still deeper. Even were the system
gooa as it system of intellectual training, which it is
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not, it would still he bad, because, as we have show~
it is fatal to that vigor of physique which is needful
~ make intellectual training available in the struggle
of life. Those who, in eagerness to cultivate their
pupils' minds, are reckless of their bodies, do not
remember that success in the world depends much
more upon energy than upon information; and that
a policy which in cramming with information under..
mines energy, is self-defeating. The strong will and
untiring activity which result from abundant animal
vigor, go far to compensate even for great defects
of education; and when joined with that quite
adequate education which may be obtained without
sacrificing health, they ensure an easy victory over

competitors enfeebled by excessive study: prodigies
of learning though they may be. A comparatively
small and ill-made engine, worked at high-pressure,
will do more than a larger and well-finished one
worked at low-pressure. What folly is it, then,
while finishing the engine, so to damage the boiler
that it will not generate steam 1 Once more, the
system is a mistake, as involving a false estimate of
welfare in life. Even supposing it were a means to
worldly successt instead of a means to worldly fail..
nre, yet, in the entailed ill-health, it would inflict a
lUore than equivalent curse.. What boots it to have
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attained wealths if the wealth is accompanied by

ceaseless ailments? What is the worth of distinc
tion, if it has brought hypochondria with it? Surely
none needs telling that a good digestion, a bounding
pulse, and high spirits are elements of happiness
which no external advantages can outbalance.
Chronic bodily disorder casts a gloom over the
brightest prospects; while the vivacity of strong
health gilds even misfortune. We contend, then,
that this over-education is vicious in every way
vicious, as giving knowledge that will soon be for·
gotten; vicious, as producing a disgust for knowI..
edge; vicious, as neglecting that organization of
knowledge which is more important that its acquisi.
tion; vicious, as weakening or destroying that
energy, without which a trained intellect is useless;
vicious, as entailing that ill-health for which even
success would not compensate, and which makes
failure doubly bitter.

()n women the effects of this forcing system are,
if possible, even more injurious than on men. Being
in great measure debarred from those vigorous and
enjoyable exercises of body by which boys mitiga;.te
the evils of excessive study, girls feed these evils in
their full intensity. Hence, the much smaller pro
portion of them who grow up well made and healthy.
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In the pale, angular, flat-chested young ladies, SI

abundant in London drawing-rooms, we see the
effect of merciless application, unrelieved by youth·
ful sports; and this physical degeneracy exhibited
hy them. hinders their welfare far more than their
many accomplishments aid it. Mammas anxious tc
make their daughters attractive, could scarcelJi
choose a course more fatal than this, which sacrifices
the body to the mind. Either they disregard the
tastes of the opposite sex, or else their conception
of those tastes is erroneous. Men care comparatively
little for erudition in women; but very much for
physical beauty, and good-nature, and sound sense.
How many conquests does the blue-stocking make
through her extensive knowledge of history? What
man ever fell in love with a woman because she
understood Italian? Where is the Edwin who was
brought to Angelina·s feet by her German? But
rosy cheeks and laughing eyes are great attractions.

I A finely rounded figure draws admiring glances.
The liveliness and good humor that overflowing
health produces, go a great way toward establishing ~

attachments. Everyone knows cases where bodily 1

perfections, in the absence of all other recommenda,.-
tions, have incited a passion that carried ali
'·before it; but scarcely any one can point t<.' a 1\

1
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Mae Wllere mere intellectual acquirements, apart
trom moral or physical attributes, have aroused

such a feeling. The truth is that, out of the
many elements uniting in various proportions to
produce in a man's breast that complex emotion

~hich we call love, the strongest are those produced
by physical attractions; the next in order of strength

are those produced by motal attractions; the weak
est are those produced by intellectual attractions;

and even these are dependent much less upon ac
quired knowledge than on natural faculty-quick
ness, wit, insight. If any think the assertion a de
rogatory one, and inveigh against the masculine
character for being thus swayed; we reply that thej
little know what they say when they thus call in
question the Divine ordinations. Even were there
no obvious meaning in the arrangement, we might
be sure that some important end was subserved.
But the meaning is quite obvious to those who ex
amine. It needs but to remember that one of Na,..

ture's ends, or rather her supreme end, is the wel
fare of posterity-it needs but to remember that, in

So, far as posterity are concerned, a cultivated intel
ligence based upon a' bad physique is of'little worth,
seeing that its descendants will die out in a genera
tion or two-it needs but to bear in mind that a. good

20
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physique, however poor the accompanying mental au.
dowments, is worth preserving, .because, through.
'Out future generations, the mental endowments
may be indefinitely developed-it needs but to con..
template these truths, to see how important is the
balance of instincts above described. But, purpose
apart, the instincts being thus balanced, it is a fatal
folly to persist in a system which undermines a girl's
constitution that it may overload her memory. Edu
cate as highly as· possible-the higher the bet~er

providing no bodily injury is entailed (and we may
remark, in passing, that a high standard might be so
reached were the parrot-faculty cultivated less, and
the human faculty more, and were the discipline ex..
tended over that now wasted period between leaving
school and being married). But to educate in such
manner, or to such extent, as to produce physical de
generacy, is to defeat the chief end for which the
toil and cost and anxiety are submitted to. By sub.
jecting their daughters to this high-pressure system,
parents frequently ruin their prospects in life. Not
only do they inflict on them enfeebled health, with
all its pains and disabilities and gloom; but very
often they actually doom them to celibacy~

Our general conclusion is. then, that the ordinarJ
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treatment of children is, in various ways, seriously
prejudicial. It errs in deficient feeding; in deficient
clothing; in deficient exercise (among girls at least):
and in excessive mental application. Consideri.ng
the regime as a whole, its tendency is too exacting~

it asks too much and gives too little. In the extent
to which it taxes the vital energies, it makes the
iuvenile life much more like the adult life than it
snould be. It overlooks the. truth that, as in the
fretus the entire .vitality is expended in the direction
of growth-as in the infant, the expenditure of
vitality in growth is so great as to leave extremely
little for either physical or mental action; 80 through
out childhood and youth growth is the dominant re
quirement to which all others 'must be subordinated:
a requirement which dictates the giving of much and
the taking away of little-a requirement which,

___ therefore, restricts the exertion of body and mind to
a degree proportionate to the rapidity of growth-a
:requirement which permits the mental and physical
activities to increase only as fast as the rate of

growth diminishes.
Regard~d from another point of view, this high

pressure education manifestly results from mll pass..
ing phase of civilization. ID nrimitive times., when
a.ggression and defence WeN. the leading '3ocial ao-
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tiv,ties, bodily vigor with its accompanying courage
were the desiderata; and then education was almost
wholly physical: merital cultivation was little cared .
fat', and indeed, as in our own feudal ages, was often
treated with contempt. But now that our state is
relatively peaceful-now that muscular power is of'
ase for little else than manual labor, while social sUCc

cess of nearly every kind depends very much on
mental power; our education has become almost eXe
elusively mental. Instead of respecting the body
and ignoring the mind, we now respect the mind and
ignore the body. Both these attitudes are wrong.
We do not yet sufficiently realize the truth that as,
in this life of ours, the physical underlies the mental,
th~ mental must not be dev~loped at the expense ot
the physical. The ancient and modern conceptions
must be combined.

Perhaps nothing will so much hasten the time
when body and mind will both be adequately ~ared

for, as a diffusion of the belief that the preservation
of health is a duty. Few seem conscious that there
is such a thing as physical morality. Men's habitual
words and acts imply the idea that they are at lib
erty to treat their bodies as they please. Disorders
entailed by disobedience to Nature's dictates, they
regard simply as grievances: not as the effects of a
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oonduct more or less flagitious. Though the evil
consequences inflicted on their dependents, and on
future generations, are often as great as those caused
by crime; yet they do not think themselves in any
degree criminal. It is true, that, in the case of
drunkenness, the viciousness of a purely bodily
transgression is recognized; but none appear to infer
that, if this bodily transgressibn is vicious, so too is
avery bodily transgression. The fact is, that all
breaches ·of the laws of health are physical sin&
When this is generally seen, then, and perhaps not

till then, will the physical tra.ining of the yauna re
3eive all the attention it deserves.
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